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Introduction.

From the time of John Witherspoon (1723-1794)

there has been in this country more than a little interest

in American English as distinguished from the English of

England. In 1781 when Witherspoon wrote his articles

dealing witl1 Americanisms he was able to call attention to

certain characteristics already existillb in American speech

which served to differentiate the English used in the

new world from that employed in the old.

Witherspoon was a pioneer in whose footsteps many

eager explorers and discoverers have followed. Twenty six

years after Witherspoon contributed his articles to a Penn

sylvania publication David Humphreys compiled a list now
1

known as the earliest list of Americanisms. Webster noted

the divergence of American Englisll from standards obtaining

in England, though he seems not to have appreciated tully

the extent of the divergenoe. 2

Commentators on the American language and compilers

of lists of Americanisms have for more than a oentury and

a quarter been making contributions to the study of American

English. And yet it seems to me that the time has not yet

arrived for the writing of the history of the American

1. Humphreys' list may be found in the back of his play,
A ~8nkey in ~landt Which was published in 1815, though
written, proly, in 1807. I have published the list
in the Deoember, 1926, (Vol. V,part IX), issue of
Dialect Notes.

2. eaptain Basil Hall, Travels in North America,(Edinburgh,
1829) II, 202 ft. Cf. H.L. Menoken, The American
Language1 , (New York, 1919) p. 7.
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language. It may be objected that such a history has al

ready been written more than once. The answer to this is

that neither Mr. Mencken's nor Mr. Krapp's work on the sub

ject is or could be thoroughly satisfactory. Mr. Mencken is

handicapped by his temperament in dealing with any subject

that even remotely concerns England; ~~. Krapp was handicap

ped by the meagerness of material readily available for his

use.

Before the history of the American language can be

dealt with as it deserves to be there must be carried out

many investigations of the language peculiarities of all sec

tions of our vast country, as these peculiarities have mani

fested themselves at different times in our country's his

tory. Notuntil after these investigations have been care

fully and laboriously made can any writer of a history of

the American language do more than write amusingly, as W~.

Mencken has so well done, or deal rather generally with a

great mass of material not thoroughly examined, as W~. Krapp

has done.

The present thesis aims to make a modest beginning

of these investigations by singling out for especial stUdy

one period eleven years in length, 1829-1840, and endeavoring

to ascertain the chief differentiating features of the vernac

ular language used by the American backwoodsman in that sec

tion of our country lying, roughly speaking, south of the

Ohio River and east of the Mississippi.

The dates, 1829, 1840, mark off with some deflnite-
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ness a period that might not inaptly be called the Era of

Andrew JacksQn, who became the seventh President of the United

states in 1829, and retired from the Presidency in 1837, and

who was by 1840 no longer a political force of any importance.

The period 1829-1840 was one possessing marked political

and literary characteristics that are clearly recognizable

in the section of our country under discussion.

The area which I have referred to somewhat loosely

as southernl is selected for this investigation because

coming from that section of our country I feel more at home

in dealing with its language which I have heard from the

lips of men and women whose ancestors were the backwoods-

men of 1830. Some of the speech habits and some of the un

usual words and word combinations first appearing in our

language from that area during the Ifreign of King Andrew"

still persist in the homely speech of people I know.

There are obviously three methods of approaching

the task which here engages our attention. The ascertain

ing of the speech peculiarities found in the southern area

from 1829 to 1840 might well be b~ by a careful examina

tion of the accOQnts of the language left by travelers who

in some cases merely passed through the area and in others

made very leisurely journeys or even stopped for years in

the new country. It is somewhat surprising to find such a

large number of travelers, usually Eng lis h or Scotch, coming

1. The states west of the Allegheny Mountains were
in this period usually referred to as western.
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~rom abroad to make themselves acquainted with the southern

district nearly a hundred years ago. In a surprisingly

large number of cases these travelers made interesting com-

ments on the language which apparently struck the~ as being

more di~~erent from their own that it really was.

Obviously the comments o~ the travelers vary con-

siderable in value and interest. As an aid to a proper eval-

uation o~ their testimony I shall set forth briefly something

concerning each of those whose evidence is here considered.

My discussions will aim to point out in the case of each of

them anything that might aid in a proper evaluation of his

or her testimony relative to the speech of the period. For

example, it is worth noting that Harriet u~rtineau was par

tially deaf, that Thomas Brothers was disgruntled with Amer-·

ica, and that Marryat might have intended some of his remarks

on southern speech to be accepted as humor. For the sake

of definiteness I have indicated the dates of each traveler

where such could be ascertained from reference works that

readily suggest themselves in this connection. l ~here I

have omitted the dates it may fairly be presumed that I

failed to find the traveler listed in the Dictionary of

1. The whole quest ion of the English traveler in .lunerioa
for a part of this period has been interestingly treated
by Jane Louise Mesick in a published Columbia Univer
sity dissertation entitled, The ~liSh Traveller in
America 1785-1835 (New York, Colum:la University Press,
1922). The wIde scope of her work made it impossible
~or her to make more than a very brief comment on the
observations of the travelers upon the speech employed
in the new country. See her treatment of the subject,
pp. 240-245.
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national BiograIlhy, or in some other obviously appropriate

work of reference.

Another source of information about the speech

of the southern backwoodsman in the days of Andrew JacksQn's

greatest prominence is the evidence left by the backwoodsmen

themselves or by those who were in position to know them.

Accordingly the second major division of this dissertation

concerns itself with those native American writers who made

comments on the peculiarities apIlearing in the speech of

the southern borderers. Sometimes the comments of these

writers were made with the avowed Ilurpose of eXhibiting

the peculiarities of the speech of the people about them.

The observations of Anne Royall and the glossary of Adiel

Sherwood are examples of such comments. In addition to these

direct comments there are contributions of varying value

found in the speech ascribed to border characters in such

works of fiction as Longstreet's Georgia Scenes, and John

Pendleton Kennedy's Horse Shoe Robinson.

In dealing with this native material it would quite

obviously be a mistake to leave out of account the newspapers

and almanacs that throw light on the diction o~ the times.

I have therefore included in the second division of this

investigation some 8~servations on the language employed

in these ephemeral products of the period.

The third possible source of information it has not

been practical to utilize in this treatment. In the various

town and county records there may be found cropping out, all
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unconsciously, eVidences of speech peculiarities that are

not found elsewhere. I have not been able to undertake the

field work that would be necessary in working up material

of this kind. Indeed, I am rather doubtful if this source

should not prove disappointing. In connection with another

project I have had occasion to examine a few records dating

from 1813 to 1850 and I was not impressed with any pec~

liarities in the diction employed. The writers of such

records probably felt that they should exhibit scrupulous

fidelity to what they considered standard English. It may

be because of some such feeling as this that the pUblished

letters of David Crockett are devoid of any traces of the

"tall talk" commonly ascribed to him. He no doubt used

this type of speech, though probably not to the extent

usually represented.



Chapter I

E.S. Abdy (1791-1846)

One does not have to read ~ar in the three volume

Journal o~ a Residence and Tour in the United states o~

North America, (London, 1835} , by Edward Strutt Abdy, to

~ind that the author was bitter against all things American.

He hated slavery with all his heart, and in the Introduc

tion to his Journal he declared his work appeared in print

merely to "give a full and faithful picture o~ the cruel

ties he had witnessed. If

In the ~irst volume o~ his Journal he gives a

vague kind o~ exposition showing how the English and the

Americans were not ~avorably situated for a n~air apprecia

tion o~ each other's peculiarities,Tl and pronounced their

common language

the chief impediment in the way of a mutual under
standing. That which seems to bind them togeth~r,

serves too o~ten to dissever them; and the pleas
urable ~eeling which attends their approximation
is ~requently merged in the sensation of an unac
commodating dissimilarity. When a word has two mean
ings, one that we have been long accustomed
to, and the other, not only new but opposed to
the former, it need not be asked to which we would
give the preference. But when the new associate
attempts to displace the Old, and by connecting
itsel~ with the expression, to take sole possession
of the mind, it is extremely difficult, under the
shock of conflicting feelings, to do justice both
to past and present impressions ---to retain our
~ormer attachments, and to enter, by sympathy, in
to those that are equally cherished by others. No
such prepossessions are interwoven with a ~oreign

language; and our partialities take a di~~erent

direction when we are among those who speak it.
(I, l3-14)

Abdy must have been a very sensitive man ~or he

observed and complained about things to which most people
_7_
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would have given little attention. In Virginia he was

very much provoked at a custom in conversation which he had

observed was common in the North, but not so much so as in

the South. This was the habit people had formed of repeat

ing a catch-word from an interrogation and thereby making

it necessary for the questioner to repeat his statement:

For example, ---"Pray can I have a bed in your
house tonight?" "Bed?" ''Yesl can I have a bed, n
etc. Again; "How far is it to Fincastle?" "Fin
castle?" "Yesl how tar is it to Fincastle?" (II,306-7)

He complained also at the lack of taste exhibited

by those Americans who presumed to correct him on his pronun

ciation. On one occasion he remarked that he was somewhat

deat, and was made to repeat the word deaf several times.

Finally he was spared further trcruble by his auditor's excla

rnati on, frOhl I understand you now --you are deef. II On an-

other occasion he thought he was sorely afflicted with boils,

but found out from an American that it was biles that he was

plagued with. (II, 308) He cited such variants in pronuncia-

tion as one of the evils resulting from two nations' speaking

the same language.

He was complimented on his Eng1ish, but felt that

he was hardly worthy of the compliments as his language was

far from being l~erican-proof. He found that his early edu

cation was a great handicap to him when it came to robbing

'rotatory' of one syllable to enrich 'preventive,' and to

saddle additional adjectival work on 'plenty' which had

lfwork enough in all conscience, as a substantive." His

EngliSh trained ear failed to recognize 'afterwards' as an
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anapaest, or 'levee' as an iambus. He felt sure that if he

were to speak of 'abd~men' or 'umbiltcus' he would raise

the ghost of his old school master. (II, 315 ff.)

He found that ;~erican editions of English works

showed adaptations in spelling which seemed to him unwar

ranted and illogical. He found 'visitor' changed to visit-

~, while 'contractor: 'director,' and 'orator,' were not

so mutilated. 'Deposit' he faund had an e added to the end

of it, though 'transit,' 'deficit,' 'visit,' did not have

the same compliment paid to them. (II, 330)

What Abdy found most humiliating to his pride was

the cool a~dacity of the American presumption that the dic

tion employed in America was superior to that in use else

where. He found that this view was systematically taught

to young Americans and quoted the follOWing passage from

Geogra~hical Exercises, (New York, 1830), by Joseph C.Hart:

The English language is spoken in far greater
purity of idiom and intonation with us than
in Great Britain. (II, 332)

Thomas Brothers

In the full title of Thomas Brothers' book, The

United states of North America As They Are; Not as they are

generally described; Being a cure for radicalism, by Thomas

Brothers, resident of the United States fifteen years, we have

about all the information now possessed of him. His fifteen

years spent in this country had given him a thorough dislike

for it and for all its institutions. Half of his book 1s an

Appendix giving newspaper extracts showing how sin and crime
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flourished in the United States. At page iv of the Preface

the Editor, whoever he was, said:

He fihomas Bro ther~ wa.s no hired bo okmaker;
he did not go to the United states to write a work,
and, When he got there, to run through the country at
a railroad rate, noting down aQme supposed peculiarities
of dialect and manners, all of which, or nearly all
of Which, exist in one or other of the counties of
Great Britain.

On page 381 the following extract is given from

the Aiken (S.C.) Telegraph:

JUdge Lynch ~inned into a chap a few days ago.
':le learn that JUdge ~~ang presided there, and passed
sentence on them.

On page 354 an extract from the Rew Orleans Bee

of July 13, 1837, tells of the recent ha~ng, on Sun

day, in that city of two rtsteam doctors. tr

E.T. Coke

During the surnmer and autumn of 1832 E.T. Coke, a

lieutenant in the British army, visited America because,

as he tells us, he felt dissatisfied with the various state

ments which travelers had made about this country. He

wrote an account in two volumes of his Visit, A SUbaltern's

FurlOugh, (New York, 1833).

Coke adopted a unique method of bringing home to

his readers the peculiarities of the diction of the south

ern frontiersman. He excerpted pages 121-125 from the first

volume of James K. Paulding's novel, Westward HoI as a good

specimen of western provincialisms. (I, 150 ff.)

He added to this extract the comment that it was a
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universal characteristic of all Americans that they believ

ed they spoke a more correct English t4an any other people

on earth. During his travels he was s omet irues complimented

on his language in such terms as, "Vlell, I should have imag

ined you to be an American, you have not got the English

brogue, and aspirate the letter h when speaking,n or flReal

ly I should never have thought you to be from the old coun

try, you pronounce your words so well. If (1, 155)

S.A. Ferrall

S.A. Ferrall in the Preface to his A Ramble of Six

Thousand fuiles Through the United States of AmeriDa, (Lon

don, 1832) states his broad, fair-minded policy of refraining

from harsh criticisms of the domestic habits and manners of

the Americans. He had found the people of the United states

disposed to let him do as he pleased while he was among them

and it was his intention to be equally considerate of them

by not making disparaging remarks about any of their peculi

arities he might notice. In his long ramble he observed many

traits of Mnerican speech and manners that were peculiar

but he contented himself with noting the facts and leaving

off derogatory comments.

In discussing the speech which he found prevailing

in the southern and western country Ferrall in many instances

wrote out excerpts from the talk of the natives and depended

on his spelling and phraseology to bring out the peculiar

nature of their language.

Somewhere in Indiana he fell in with a group of



emigrants from Georgia, Virginia, and Kentucky whose com-

parative poverty had rendered their residence in slave

states unpleasant. He gives part of a conversation carri

ed on, presumably by his new acquaintances:

We were sitting at the door, surrounded by captains,
lawyers, and squires, when one of the gentlemen
demanded of another if there had not been a "goug
ing scrape" at the rrColonel's Tavern" the even
ing before. He replied in the affirmative; and
after having related the cause of the qurrel, and
said that the lie had been given, he continued,
rrthe judge knocked the major right over, and
jumped on him in double quick time ---they had it
rough and tumble for about ten minutes --Lord J--s
Alm--y: as pretty a scrape as ever you see'd--
the jUdge is a wonderfully lovely fellow." (169)

Ferrall found that a "big b't.1g1l was a great man

in the phraseology of the western countr,y. (178) He

observed that pepple living along the Mississippi where

agues, chills, and fever abounded frequently had rrprotu

berances on their stomachs, which they denominate 'ague

cakes:" (216) The miserable condition of the Mississippi

woodcutters led him to observe that although they managed

to Ilscrape together considerable of dollars tr they paid dearly

for it in health.

Near Memphis, Tennessee, a boiler of the steam boat

he was on exploded and he had to spend several days in the

neighborhood of Memphis. Chickesaw Indians frequently came

to the town and usually got drunk, but in every group there

was always one who remained sober to take care of the knives

and other personal belongings.of his friends. From this

custom Ferrall said lithe Americans derive the cant phrase

of'doing the sober indian' which they apply to any one of
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a company who will not drink fairly.!! (221)

On his way to Louisville, Kentucky, Ferrall learn

ed that a Mr. O. was a "considerable clever fellow" - a

title he. had gained by inviting his friends en masse into

a groggery "not to take a little of something to drink, but

by J--s to drink as much as they had a mind to." (223-4}

In the western country he found the people so utter

ly unlike English people that he was prepared to agree at

least partially with the many he met who flatly denied any

English descent whatever, and who attributed their using the

English language to the acc+dental fact that originally the

majority of the settlers were English. The rough backwoods

men insisted that they were a compound of the best blood in

Europe. (228-9)

Ferrall found that in this great republican country

every man was a 'gentleman' and every woman was a 'lady,'

and if unmarried a 'Miss.' In a weatern newspaper he found

---and smiled secretly over ---such statements as, HTwo gen

tlemen were convicted and sentenced to six months' imprison

ment for horse-stealing," and "One young lady was seriously

hurt," (the young lady was a spinner.)

He was trying to explain to a Kentucky Ugentleman IT

that the king of England was not elected, and the "Kentuck

ian observed, placing his leg on the back of the next chair,

'That's a kind of unnatural. ,IT (295)

Occasionally Ferrall jotted down the speech of a

negro slave:
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'And now,' says the old negress, 'aldo I suckle
my massa at dis breast, yet now he sell me to
sugar planter, after he sell all my children away
from me. I (194)

A Georgian slave, who stood behind his master's
chair, grinned and chuckled with delight, as he
said, -'poor Englishman, him meaner man den
black nigger.' (298)

He found the Americans very found of high sounding

appellations. The President was lfhis ExcellencY,ff Con-

gressmen were ffhonorables ff and every merchant or storekeeper

was "esquire." (308)

Commenting on Fanny Wright's work in the United

States Ferrall states that her followers were generally call

ed workies and that this general group was divided into sev

eral smaller ones. For example, the "agrarians" were those

of her followers who contended that individuals should be

prohibited from holding more than a certain quantity of

ground. (327)

Basil Hall (1788-1844)

Captain Basil Hall of the British Royal Navy pub

lished at Edinburgh in 1829 a three volume account of his

travels made in North America during 1827, 1828. Captain

Hall's object in visiting Narth America was, according to

his statement in the Preface to volume I of his Travels in

North America, to find out by unbiased personal observation

whether the sentiments prevailing in England with reference

to America were correct. So careful was he to avoid bias

that he made it a point not to read any accounts already

given by other travelers to America until after the comple-
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tion of his own account. (I, iff.)

After landing at New York and taking a preliminary

northern swing which carried him into Canada, Captain Hall

early in 1828 passed southward through the southern states

to New Orleans. He then proceeded by boat to Cincinnati. l

The references which Captain Hall makes to the lan

guage he heard in America are usually of a general kind,

but in a few instances specific words are singled out.

While visiting a high school in New York city he had some

.embarrassment trying to convince the llladytr teacher that

in England 'combat' was pronounced as though it were spell

ed 'cumbat' and that the ~ in 'chivalry' was hard in pro

nunciation, like the ch in 'chin,' and was not the sh sound

. which he observed she and her pupils used. (I, 27 f.)

The first expression which Captain Hall recorded as

new to him in his travels through Virginia was 'mint julap,'

which, as he learned from a fellow traveler, was a Tfspecies

of dram." (III, 71)

Captain Hall's most interesting observation on lan

guage in America waS to the effect that common words and ex

pressions had with the ~~ericans taken on a significance

foreign to that which English people generally ascribed to

them. It was due to this new connotation of words that he

had more trouble in being understood in America than in any

1. Prefixed to the first volume of Hall's work there is
a map showing the Captain's route through the United
States.
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other country he had knovvn. (II, 43) It is to be regretted

that Captain Hall did not give illustrations to show how

common words in American speech had taken on new meanings

so different from their English meanings as to render commu

nication between an Englishman and an American difficult.

He observed on his southern trip that creek was

used where the English would have employed 'brook,' or

'burn.' (111,126) The expression 'high fresh' he faund

was used in the southern country and possibly elsewhere.

(III, 126) 'Shindy' was used to mean a rough and tumble,
.

free for all fight. (III, 325) The poorer class in Georgia

were being called 'crackers' as early as 1828. (111,355)

Captain Hall observed that the swaying up and down motion

imparted to a 'snag' by the river current was the differen

tiating characteristic of a 'sawyer,' both terms being very

common on the western rivers. (III, 363) He gave an inter

esting description of a 'snag-chamber,' a watertight com

partment at the front of a steamer to lessen the danger

caused by running on a snag. (II, 364)

Thomas Hamilton (1789-1842)

Thomas Hamilton, after retiring from the army about

1818, devoted much of his time to travelling. He came to

America about 1830 and spent more than a year in this

country. TIhile here he secured sufficient material for his

Men and Manners in America, which was published at Edinburgh

in two volumes in 1833. This work was popular and within

ten years had been translated into French and German.
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In coming to America Hamilton was "chiefly anxious

to contemplate men in their social and more extended rela

tions, and to observe the influences, moral and political,

by which the national character had been formed or modified."

(II, 183) He consequently avoided extensive travels in the

backwoods regions, feeling sure that whoever had seen one

frontiersman had seen a thousand. (II, 182) Most of his

time in America was spent in cities like New York, Washington,

Charleston, and New Orleans.

Like many other travelers of the time Hamilton detect

ed on landing at New York quite a difference between American

and British English. He characterized Amarican utterance as

being marked by a peculiar modulation, partaking of the nature

of a snivel and a drawl. (I, 13)

He found the Kentuckians the only Americans who could

understand a joke, and he pronounced their native humor very

pleasant. (II, 180) In passing down the Mississippi he

learned that 'planters' and sawyers' were distinguished from

each other by the fact that the former stood upright in

the water while the latter directed their points down the

stream. (II, 195) He found Montgomery, Alabama, a "con

siderable place. Tl (II, 251) While travelling in the South

he often encountered what the Americans called a "cordu

roy road!! which he described as a !Tsort of pavement formed

of logs of trees." (II,255)

In the first volume of Men and Manners Hamilton

gave much attention to American barbarisms, but he did not
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take the trouble to indicate clearly which sections of

the country he had in mind in this discussion. (I, 232 ff)

In referring to 'does' as being pronounced do-es, as

though it were two syllables, and the change of 'where,'

'there,' 'showed,' into whare, thare, shew, he seems to have--
had New England in mind, for he had just been speaking of

the distribution of wealth in that section. (I, 232) In

the same paragraph he described how such words as 'oratory'

and 'dilatory' were pronounced with the penult syllable long

and accented; 'missionary becoming missionairy, 'angel,'

angel, 'danger,' danser, etc.

In his next paragraph he was eVidently speaking of

the Americans as a whole as having arbitrarily changed the

meanings of certain English words. He cited 'clever,' and

'fine' as examples of such a change. (I, 233 f.) In his

estimation Tfthe privilege of barbarizing the King's English"

was "assumed by all ranks and conditions of men." While

such words as 'slick;' 'kedge,' and 'boss' were rarely used

by people of the better class, unlimited liberty was taken

by everybody in the use of such expressions as expect, ~-

££' guess, calculate.

This subject of the perversion of English by Amer

icans was so unpleasant to Hamilton that he could not pur

sue it further, and indeed, he wculd not have alluded to it

at all had he not felt it "something of a du ty to express the

natural feeling of an Englishman, at finding the language of

Shakespeare and Milton thus gratuitously degraded." He
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concluded his treatment of the subject with a warning

prophecy:

Unless the present progress of change be arrested,
by an increase of taste and judgment in the more
educated classes, there can be no doubt that, in
another century, the dialect of the Americans will be
come utterly unintelligible to an Englishman, and that
the nation will be cut off from the advantages a
rising from their participation in British liter
ature. If they contemplate such an event with com
placency, let them go and prosper; they have only
to rtprc::9ress lf in their present course, and their
grandchlldren bid fair to speak a jargon as novel
and peculiar as the most patriotic American lin
guist can desire. (I, 235)

Fanny Kemble (1809-1893)

The noted English actress, Frances Anne Kemble,

niece of the great N~s. Siddons, came to America in 1833

and in Philadelphia on June 7, 1834, married Pierce Butler,

a southern planter. It is not surprising that this beau

tiful and talented young woman, admired by Longfellow, Sid

ney Smith, Macaulay, and other literary men, was not fitted

for life on a southern rice plantation. With her wretched

married life and her later separation from her husband this

sketch has nothing to do. l

During the winter and spring of 1838-9, while W~s.

Butler was living with her husband on a rice and cotton plan

tation on an island at the entrance of the Altamaha River

1. Frances Kemble, Records of a Girlhood, (New York,1879)
Pierce Butler, ~~. Butler's Statement,(Philadelphia,1850)
The full title of the Journal kept by IErs. Butler was
Journal of a Residence on a Georgia Plantation. In
the Preface there is an account of its publication.
See also Dictionary of National Biography.
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in Georgia she kept a journal, published at London in

1863.

Slavery as it existed on her husband's plantation

engaged the attention and aroused the loathing of l~s.

Butler. The title "Missis" which the slaves used in ad-

dressing her was shocking to her fine feelings, as she

records in the Journal. (21) In referring to particular

slaves she used a method of designation that was no doubt

the conventional one, in her locality at least. To the

negro's first name was added his vocation, as Cooper London,

Cook J~hn, Lriver Bran, Bricklayer Temple, Carpenter John.

She divided those having authority over slaves into 'driv-

ers,' 'head drivers,' or 'head men,' and 'overseers.' (49)

The drivers and head drivers were themselves slaves on the

Butler plantation.

How successful l~s. Butler was in writing the

negro dialect she heard on the coast may be judged from

the following typical examples:

'Oh,missis,' said the poor child, 'me no tink of
dem, me forget all 'bout dem for the fretting.'
'Why did you come home at last?' 'Oh, missis,
me starve with hunger, me most dead with hunger
before me come back.' 'And were you flogged, Louisa?'
said I, with a shudder at what the answer might be.
'NO, missis, me go to hospital; me almost dead and
sick so long, 'sVec Driver Bran him forgot 'bout de
flogging.' (222)

'Missis, we hab urn piccanniny - tree weeks in de
ospital, and den right out upon the hoe again -can
we strong dat way, missis? NO.' (268)

These quotations from 1~s. Butler's pen have inter-

est when taken in connection with the subject of Gullah
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dialect. Doctor Krapp in his excellent though necessarily

brief discussion of Gullah dialect points out that accord

ing to the usual belief the geographical limits of that dia

lect were the lower limits of Georgia and South Carolina and

especially the rice plantations along the coast. l Merely a

glance at the specimens of negro dialect quoted above is

sufficient to show that there was not much Gullah being spok-

en on ~~. Butler's plantation in 1838 or that it made little

impression on Mrs. Butler. On page 78 of her Journal she

quoted the true Gullah word 'buckree' (white, white man)

as being used by the negroes.

W~s. Butler's observation on southern speech is

interesting:

No culture,however slight, simple, or elementary,
is permitted to these poor creatures, and the utter
ance of many of them is more.like what Prospero
described Caliban's to have beaq than the speech
of men and women in a Christian and civilised land;
the children of their owners, brought up among them,
acquire their negro mode of talking; --slavish
speech surely it is --and it is distinctly percepti
ble in the utterances of all southerners, particular-
ly of the women, whose avocations, taking them less from
home, are less favourable to their throwing off this
ignoble trick of pronunciation, than the more varied
occupation, and the more extended and promiscuous
business relations of men. The Yankee twang of
the regular down Easter is not more easily detected
by an ear, nice in enunciation and accent, than
the thick negro speech of the southerners; neither
is lovely or melodious; but though the Puritan
snuffle is the harsher of the two, the slave slobber

1. George Philip Krapp, The E~lish Lan~age in America,
(New York, 1925), I, 251 f •
Also see A.E. Gonzales, The Black Border.Gullah Stories
of the Carolina Coast, (Columbia,S.C.,1922) ,pp.7-l8.
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of the language is the more ignoble, in spite of the
softer voices of the pretty southern women who utter
it. (269 ff.)

As early as 1838 Mrs. Butler had published at Phil-

adelphia a two volume work entitled simply Journal. On

page 132 of the first volume of this work she reconed that

the southern, eastern, and northern states of North America

had each their strong peculiarities of enunciation, those·

of Virginia and New England appearing to her to be the

most striking.

All the Americans seemed to her to speak through

their noses and at the top of their voices. She did not

detect any dialects, properly so called, but noticed that

there were expressions peculiar to particular states Which

served to identify citizens from those states. Unlike

Captain Hall she found the Ama-ican speech readily intelli-

gible but vulgar. She failed to cite any expressions.

Charles Latrobe (1801-1875)

Charles Joseph Latrobe reached New York in May,

1832, and spent the remainder of that year and all of 1833

in Visiting every state and territory, save one, in the

United states. l At the beginning of 1834 he left New

Orleans in company with Washington Irving for a trip into

Mexico. Latrobe was an experienced traveler, having forsak-

v

1. Charles Joseph Latrobe, The Rambler in North America,
(London, 1836) I, 37. ~
Also see Dictionary of National Biography.
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en the Moravian ministry for which he had been educated,

to indulge his taste for rambling. His two volume account

of his rambles in North America is that of an experienced

veteran of the road. He did not set himself up as a critic

of things lUnerican, feeling that probably no good could be

effected by such foreign criticisms as had already appear

ed. (I, 70)

Latrobe did not pay serious attention to the llamus

ing and fanciful lingo fl of the Kentuckians. He felt that

others who should have known better had done wrong in attempt

ing to dignify and perpetuate this "lingo," because, in his

opinion, it was nothing but slang. (1,297) Be mentioned

the fact that the Kentuckians referred to themselves as

Tlhalf horse, half alligator, with a dash of the steamboat. 1I

(I, 300)

He had no difficulty in understanding the American

pronunciation of English but found that only in some parts

of the eastern states was any approach being made tD a

dialect. He did not think an Englishman cculd expect to

understand much of the slang that was common in parts of

the United States. He found in remote parts of the country

a tendency to use big words. :1, 318 f.}

On his visit to Florida he heard a borderer de

scri be a road as be ing ffvery fai rish. rr (II, 52-3) He plac

ed the word rtcarry-allfT in quotation marks as though it was

not a familiar word to him. He made an interesting list

of the !fdemocratic!f drinks used by lTthe good people of
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Tallahassee!l---Ifmint-julep, mint sling, bitters, hailstone,

snow-storm, apple toddy, punch, Tom and Jerry, egg-nogg. n

(II, 61) It amused him very much to find what odd names

were given to backwoods Villages. On his southern tour

he found many straggling settlements with absurd titles.

Suspendersville appealed to him as one of the most typical.

(II, 64)

Latrobe paid close attention to the vegetable and

animal life of the new country. In the southern forest he

saw the tie-bush, marsh dog-wood, and buck's eye. (11,78)

He mentioned the vulgar belief that in winter the alligator's

stomach always has a Ifpine chunk and tVJO rocks TT in it.lII,lO)

In the South he noticed the custom of applying nemes to domes-

tic animals; he saw a stallion named Pound-cake and a mule

named John. (II, 34)

Latrobe made scant mention of negro dialect. The

following is his reproduction of the speech of a negro por-

ter on a western steam boat:

Beg pardon~ Colonel; thought him war up; breakfast
almost incessantly on de table. (I, 289)

Francis Lieber (1800-1872)

Francis Lieber was a German who had spent many

years in )~erica and who used English fluently. He wrote

a series of letters to a friend in Europe and in 1835 at
1London these letters were collected into a two volume work,

1. Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie, (Leipzig, 1883)
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Th~ stranger in America. In his work Lieber did not go

extensively into a discussion of the peculiarities of Amer

ican diotion, but he devoted a very interesting chapter to

a discussion of plaoe and family names in Amerioa.

Beoause of the peculiarity of its place names he

thought America might be justly called the Land of Silly

Names. In a country as extensive as the United states it

was not to be wondered at that a sufficient supply of

place names was difficult to obtain. When a new govern

ment survey was being made the need for such names was

always acute. On such oocasions an official seoretary might

take an old geography or a history and hunt up enough names

to meet the exigencies of the oocasion. Or a committee

might be appointed to name the various places. Each member

would write down a name or names, which were than plaoed in

a hat or box and drawn out by lot. After some such process

Utica received its name. Surveyors sometimes named places

as they proceeded with their surveys. Often they would draw

largely on names of men prominent in public life. Early

maps of the Northwest Territory were said to contain the

names of all of General JaCkson's first cabinet. Sometimes

places named in honor of some outstanding public man would

later, when local politics underwent a change, request the

state legislatures to change their names.

Trivial causes might lead to such ridiculous names

as Tariffville, Yellow Breeches River, Crow Lake. Names

other than English given to places by early explorers were
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sometimes so Americanized as to destroy all traces of the

significance of the name originally given. Thus Key West

is a corruption of the Spanish Cayo Huese, meaning~

Island, an appropriate name since the island resembles a

bone in shape. Bois Brule, Burned Hood, became Bob Ruly on

the lips of the pioneers. l

This kind of corruption embraced not only geograph-

ical names but extended to family names as well. A German

pioneer in the west brought over the name Feuerstein. For

a time he lived where the French population was dominant and

became Pierre a Fusil. In a few years the Anglo-Am~rican

became the prevailing element in the new country, and Feuer

stein became known as Peter Gun. (II, 73 ff}

~ames Logan, Esq.

In 1838 ~ames Logan published at Edinburgh his Notes

of a Journey Through Canada, the United States of America,

and the West Indies. The map of his route Which is contain-

ed in Logan's book shows that he took the customary southern

swing, going from Washington, D.C. to Fredericksburg, Rich-

mond, Petersburg, Halifax, Raleigh, Columbia, Milledgville,

Montgomery, Mobile, New Orleans. He bad previously complet-

ed the Ohio River leg of his Journey in a tour to the Middle

West.

Logan failed to find anything to praise in the

1. Cf. ~ames F. Cooper, Oak Openings, (1848) I, 14.
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United States. The people were rude, boorish, and ate like

starved wolves. His account of southern women is a master

piece, showing what interesting information a tourist can

acquire. !{e "was told " that the pale hue which characteriz

ed southern ladies was due to the excessive amount of laud

anum and opium which they consumed. (197) In addition to

staring badly, these pale ladies used language that was in

elegant and inappropriate. "What a clever bonnet this is:"

was with them equivalent to T'Y/hat a pretty bonnet this is: ff

TtRow handsomely I did thatl" was used to indicate how clever

ly a thing had been done. (197)

A shilling was called a 'bit' in the southern and

western states, while six penny pieces were called 'picayuns.'

(118) In his estimation the southern complimentary designa

tion "a smart manTI was earned by taking in someone through

misrepresentation and was about equivalent to t1 a clever

rogue." (188) 'Swapping,' (i.e. exchanging, bartering) he

found was a great southern pastime. (189)

Captain Marryat (1792-1848)

The celebrated naval officer and novelist, Captain

Frederick Marryat, spent two years, 1837, 1838, in America.

In 1839 his A Diarl in America, with remarks on its insti

tutions was published in two volumes at Philadelphia.

Captain Marryat devoted more than fifteen pages

to a discussion of the language he heard in America. (II, 30

45) This discussion certainly does not lack interest, but
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in scme passages it is very likely that the Captain yielded

to a temptation to sacrifice truth for humor. Much of his

discussion, however, may be taken, apparently, at its face

value.

He found that in most cases the unusual terms he heard

in America were either provincialisms or obsolete English.

Among the words which the Americans, he though, had coined

were snag, sawyer, stoup, absquatiate, sloping, splunging.

The novelty of American speech consisted in the unusual

connections in wh~ch common words were used. The English

meaning of 'clever' was represented by the American word

smart. Bad was used for awkward, uncomfortable, sorry,

and in this sense good was used as its antonym. Mean

was occasionally used for 'ashamed.' Handsome was applied

as an attribute to a great variety of objects. Su~icion

was frequently used as a verb, as was opinion. The word

considerable was used very frequently in expressions where

an Englishman would not have employed it. Great w~s used

for 'fine,"splendid.' 'What?' implying that one did not

hear what was said was changed to How? Reckon, calculate ,

guess, were heard every where, though opine was not so com

mon. The verb to fix was in universal use and meant to do

anything, as, llShall I fix your coat or your breakfast

first?lf Right away: for 'immediately' was also general.

In the frontier inns "brown meal and common doingsT!

meant brown bread and pork; ltwhite wheat and chicken
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fixings" meant white bread and fried chicken. l A feed

meant a substantial meal and a check meant a luncheon.

Full blast meant lIsomething in the extreme. lI

Captain Marryat found the two syllables, ~, ~ in gener

al use among the Americans as a reply to a narrator and as

an indication that the speaker should continue. But by

inflection and intonation these two syllables could be used

to express dissent or assent, surprise, disdain, and a va-

riety of other shades of emotion. The Captain himself got

into the habit of using this expression which possessed an

additional advantage in that it could be uttered without tak-

ing the trouble to open the mouth.

Raised for 'reared' was in cownon use in Virginia

and Kentucky. To strike meant 'to attack,' as liThe Indians

have struck on the frontier,tr or "A rattle-snake struck

at me." The word enthusiasm was in the South changed to

I entuzzy-muzzy. '

I an indivi dual. i

'Coon was a frontier expression meaning

The most interesting part of Captain Marryat's

treatment of American English is that in which he explains

how expressions derived unusual meanings from the every day

1. Marryat possibly borrowed chicken fiXi~S from E.
Flagg. Cf. The Far West (1838) II, 72. :raddock used
the term much later in her Prophet of the Great Smoky
Mountains (1885) p.178. Edward Eggleston in The C~r
cuit Rider (1887) p.20 also has the expression. For
shootin' fixins applied to firearms in Tennessee see
Dialect Notes, Vol. V, part IX, (1926) ,p. 403.
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experiences of the people. For example. corned meaning

'intoxicated' was associated with the custom of making al

cohol from grain. When a backwoodsman referred to taking

a drink as taking in wood he was adapting the vernacular of

the steamboat speech. wood being used as fuel. Stumped,

meaning puzzled, perplexed, came from the fre~uent colli-

sions of carriages with stumps left in the newly cut roads.

Curl up, meaning to be angry was suggested by panthers and

other animals that raised their hair when angry. The word

plunder, meaning 'baggage,' was especially common in the

South and probably came over, Marryat thought, from the days

of the buccaneers, most of whose luggage was no doubt correct

ly designated as plunder. l Nasty, meaning !nice,' was com

mented'on as follows:

But one of the strangest perversions of the mean
ing of a word which I ever heard of is in Kentucky,
where sometimes the word nasty is used for nice.
For instance; at a rustic-aince in that sta~a
Kentuckian said to an acquaintance of mine, in
reply to his asking the name of a very fine girl,
"That's my sister. stranger; and I flatter myself
that she shews the nastiest ankle in all Kentuck. ff

- Unde derivatur, from the constant rifle practice
in that State, a good shot, or a pretty shot, is
termed also a nasty Shot, because it would make a
nasty wound; ergo, a nice or pretty ankle becomes
a nasty one

Captain .Marryat recorded many expres~ions which

att~acted his attention, as,

He stimulates too mUCh,
I consider him very truthful,
He dissipates awfUlly,
Savage as a meat-axe.

1. Cf. the OED and note suggested Lutch source of plunder.
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He found that gamblers on the Mississippi used the expres

sion rTplaying the advantage over him,IT as a refined phrase

for che at ing.

The Americans, so Captain Marryat found, had great

difficulty in getting a sufficient supply of names for their

rapidly multiplying cities, towns, and Villages, and for the

rivers and creeks in the various states. In such names as

they had chosen for these objects the Captain observed they

had entered the realm of colors and had thirteen Clears,

thirty-eight Blacks, eight Blues, fourteen Vernlillions, etc.

They had likewise named places and water cou~ses after such

animals and birds and trees as Beaver, Turkey, Pine. He

found that many of the states had already accommodated each

other with nicknames:

Illinois people are termed ----Suckers,
Missouri " " " ----Pukes,
Michigan ff If If ----Wolverines,
Indiana It " " ----Hoosiers,
Kentucky tt n It -----Corn Crackers,
Ohio n rt It ..--- Buckeyes, &c •

Family names in America were in many instances

strange and amusing: "Philo Doolittle, Populorum Hiehtower,

Preserved Fish, Asa Peabody, Alonzo Lilly, Alceus Wolt, &c."

He observed that the Americans even of the upper class did

not pronounce English according to the British standard.

He seldom heard a Greek derivative pronounced properly, the

accent being usually laid on the wrong,syllable. Each indi

vidual seemed to be independent and to pronounce as he

pleased.
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When he asked a lady why she drawled her words so

she repli ed, tlVlell, I'd drawl all the way fr om Maine to

Georgia, rather than clip my words as you English people

do. n

In Second Series of a Diary in America with Re

marks on its Institutions, (Philadelphia, 1840), Captain

1mrryat recorded a few additional words as being peculiar.

Among these were rackers, applied to horses, umbrel, for

umbrella, guards of a Mississippi steamer, licking place,

for hotel, and gen~man applied to men and boys.

Harriet Martineau (1802-1876)

Harriet Martineau was in the United States from

September, 1834, till August, 1836. During her stay she vis

ited all parts of the country and observed many different

phases of life among the people. From the many references

which she makes to her ear trumpet in her three volumes,

Society in America, (London, l837), it is evident that she

had an impediment in hearing. She admitted that she was

a poor judge of the peculiarities of the language of the

people among whom she went, but she observed a number of

peculiar words, and also detected some outstanding charac

teristics of southern backwoods diction.

In Virginia she found superlatives of a sort she

was not accustomed to hearing. She illustrated the nature

of these by a story of a man who had been desperately ill

but who had taken a turn for the better. A friend visited
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him and on inquiring how he felt received the answer, IlI'm

powerful weak; but cruel easy.rr (III, .84)

The dashing, off-hand way in which the Kentuckian

boasted impres~ed Miss Martineau. She noted the extrava

gant manner the typical Kentuckian had of indicating the

richness of the soil in Kentucky by the expression, "if you

plant a nail at night, 'twill came up a spike next morning."

(III, 85) She approved the use of sick instead of 'ill,"-
but she heartily condemned the way Americans in general had

b.anished the word "woman" and substituted for it lady or fe

~. (III, 83 f.) She made the sweeping statement that

the word 'slave' was never heard in the South, the planters

preferring to designate their slaves by such expressions as

their 'force,' their 'hands,' 'negroes,' or 'people,' (II,

152)

What few observations Miss H~rtineau made on negro

dialect were confined to noticing how the negroes omitted

final g's and f's, and pronounced 'Alabama,' Yallibama.

(II, 158-9; I, 291)

Charles A. Murray (1806-1895)

The Honorable Charles Augustus 1furray arrived in

New York on June 26, 1834, and remained about two years in

the United. States. His two volume account, Travels in North

America, (London, 1839) is graphic and apparently free

from bias. The only travelling he did in the South was

confined to Virginia, South Carolina, and Kentucky, and his
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travels in these states were not extensive.

Murray was an enthusiastic hunter and in telling

of a hunt he took while journeying from Washington, D.C.

to Virginia mentioned the fact that gobler was the name ap

plied by the people in that locality to "the fUll-grown

wild turkey-cock." (I, 97)

In commenting on the character of the Kentuckians

he indicated that gambler and sportsman were synonymous

terms With them. (I, 175) The peculiarities of voice in-

tonation in l~erica moved him to write as follows:

There is another point which must invariably strike
the ear of an Englishman, namely, the intonation of
voice common to Amaricans of both sexes; it varies in
its character in the northern, western, and southern
States; but in all it is quite distinct, and may be
called a national peculiarity; it has no reference
to pronunciation, and is observed by French and Ger
man travellers as well as by the British, though of
course the latter are more sensible of it, from the
language being their own. There are many exceptions
to this, as to every general statement, and more among
the men than among the ladies. (II, 297)

He mentioned the same subject in praising the la

dies of Charleston, South Carolina, saying that those la

dies had Ifnot that particular intonation and pronunciation

which I have remarked elsewhere, and which must have struck

every.stranger who has visited the other Atlantic cities. n

(II, 268)

Peter Neilson (1795-1861)

Peter Neilson was a well educated Scotch inventor

and merchant who lived in America from 1822 to 1828 and

later published Recollections of a Six Years' Residence in
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Tipsy.
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the United states of America, (Glasgow, 1830).1

Neilson, as he pointed out in his Preface, had

a splendid opportunity to observe American peculiarities

accurately. His character as a merchant disarmed suspi

cion which was sometimes aroused in the minds of Americans

by professional travelers. It is well to bear in mind that

in the early thirties America was so over-run by travelers

anxious to write books of travel that all foreigners who

traveled through the country were thought to be gathering

information to be used later in a book. The information

secured under such circumstances was not to be relied on

in every instance. Peter Neilson lived among the lUooricans

as a fellow citizen and they had no occasion to be on their

guard against him.

In a footnote on pages 187, 188, he wrote as follows

about American speech:

It may perhaps not be out of place here, to ex
plain a few American terms, some of which occur in
these pages, and are not generally understood in
Britain.

Slick.
Slewed.
Sling.
Clever.

1. The date of publication of Neilson's book
doubtful. The Dictiona of National Bio
1828, but the ear es copy ave een a
is dated 1830; the earliest edition given in the Bri
tish Museum catalog is 1830; Professor Lane Cooper
gives the date 1830 in the C.H.A.L. I, 483. Neilson
in his Preface states that a work on America from the
pen of a celebrated naval character had recently ap
peared. Possibly this was Captain Hall's book, 1829.
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handsome; rich, when applied to
young ladies.

To fix. To adjust, settle, to clean, to mend.
toos do it. Does it.
What sal. Instead of Ma'am or Sir, when not

properly understood.
~ank~. A good beating.
veil. ry, disappointed.
~ascade. To vomit.
Saas. Any kind of vegetables when eat with

meat.
Long saas. Carrots, parsnips, beet.
Short saas. Turnips, potatoes, cranberries

or apples, when stewed with sugar
are eat with any kind of butcher
meat or fowls, and called saas.

To Guess or Calculate. Signifies to surmise,
to think.

Straightway, immediately.
Good eatables.
Marked above such shops as sell
corn, &c. as fodder for cattle.

To pump or to be pumped, seems to be a punish
ment indigenous to America. When
an individual has rendered himself
particularly obnoxious to the public,
by espousing some very unpopular
system of politics, he is forcibly
laid hold of, and taken to one
of the public pump wells, and held
under the spout, while some of the
citizens pump water upon their vic
tim until in some cases he has al
most expired.

Neilson's observations on American speech have

been given at length, not because the forms he cites are

confined to the section under immediate investigation, but

because some of them are certainly typical of the southern

area. Further on in his book Neilson mentioned the after-

noon nap, or siesta taken by the southern people. (252) He

observed that "prickly heattfwas a term used to describe a

"disease" which was properly known as "Herpes. 1I (253)
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James Stuart (1775-l849)

Although James Stuart reached New York city in

August, 1828, it was not until January 1830, after he had

visited Canada and New England, that he began his tour of

the southern country.l The route he followed was the con-

ventional one of the time. He pass.ed south through the

states along the Atlantic seaboard, going from old Fort

Mitchel in Georgia to Montgomery, Alabama, and so on down

the Alabama River. Instead of going down the river a trav

eler might, and stuart did, go by stage to Mobile. From

Mobile the usual route led to New Orleans, by stage or by

boat, and from New Orleans travelers usually passed up the

Mississippi into the Ohio to Pittsburg and crossed the Al-

leghenies to the seaboard once more.

JUdging from his account of his visit stuart must

have been unusually well disposed toward almost everything

he saw in North America. He failed to find any basis for

the slighting remarks made about America and Americans by

~~s. Trollope and Captain Hall.

On arriving at New York city he failed to observe

any very perceptible peculiarities in the language of the

natives. (I, 29) After his return to New York from his

northern tour he could still see no ground for the usual

observations made by British travelers on American English.

(II, 21)

1. James stuart, Three Years in North America, (Edin
burgh, 1833) I, 1 f.
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In the South he noticed that the slaves spoke a

broken language peculiar to themselves and that cursing

was much more common among whites and blacks than among

people in the North. (II, 120 ff.) He found that the

word sportsman in the southern states, if not throughout

the Union, meant not a foxhunter, as in Britain, but a

professional gambler. (II, 160)

~~s. Trol1ope (1780-1863)

1~s. Frances Trol1ope entered the United states at

New Orleans on Christmas day, 1827. She spent three and a

half years in this country, two of which were passed west

of the Alleghenies. In 1832 at London she published in

two volumes the results of her observations, Domestic Man

ners of Americans.

Very few things in ~I\.merica pleased J:.1rs. ~rrollope.

She complained bitterly at the rudeness and boorishness of

the Americans in general. She found nothing done here as

it was in England or France, and she could not adjust her

self to the new country and the ne'w environment.

She was a poor observer because she failed to

gain the friendship of the people among whom she moved. She

regarded the Americans as her inferiors, and they retaliat

ed by regarding her as immeasurably inferior to themselves.

On account of this lack of sympathy with the natives it is

not to be wondered that they purposely misled her in her

quest for information about the .country. While ascending
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the Mississippi she was told the story of a squatter's

wife and five children who had been devoured one night

while asleep by an alligator and her brood. (I, 28)

N~S. Trollope accepted this story at face value.

Her hostility to all things American does not

seem to have affected her observations on the language she

heard spokenin the United States. She probably heard all

the mispronunciations and VUlgarisms which she said she

did. She stated that the conversations recorded in her

books had been written down with the best verbal fidelity

at her command immediately after their occurrence. (I,75)

The following is her reproduction of the speech of a back-

woods girl~

Well, I never seed such grumpy folks as you be;
there is several young ladies of my acquaintance
what goes to live out now and then with the old
women about the town, and they and their gurls
always lends them what they asks for; I guess you
Inglish thinks we would poison your things, just
as bad as if we was Negurs. (I, 75)

Like most travelers on the Mississippi, tws.

Trollope became acquainted with snags, logs, and sawyers,

and learned to distinguish them. (I, 30) The American

term locate, meaning to settle, was new to her, as was al

so the term getting along. (I, 28, 32) She found store

keeper for 'shop-keeper' used throughout the United states,

and cited unhandsome as an unusual adjective. (I, 33)

The expression sun-down attracted her attention. (I, 247)

In a democratic country like the United states she was

surprised to hear the title Lady used so often. (I, 256)
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An acquaintance of hers who aspired to literary honors

used the pronunciation sat-heres for 'satires.' (I,266)

By the time of her visit the Kentuckians were referring to

themselves as being of the half horse, half alligator

breed. (I, 201) She placed grave yard in quotation marks

as though she was not accustomed to it. (I, 336) Her

feeling that carryall was corrupted from 'cariole' proved

to be correct. (II, 109)

Reverend Calvin Colton was right in saying that

~~s. Trollope might have observed many more barbarisms and

vulgarisms than she did, and that the ones she did record

were not the most typical sort she might have used. l Liv

ing as she did nearly two years in Cincinnati, the capital

at that time of the western backwoods, Mrs. Trollope, it

seems, might have left us a more extensive account of the

speech of the people there.

Henry Tudor, Esq.

In 1834 Henry Tudor was moved by the appearance

of so much hostility on the part of English travelers to

America to publish at London a work in two volumes, ~

rative of a Tour. Mrs. Trollope was one of the travelers

whose harsh criticisms of the Americans had inspired Tudor

to give his volumes to the world. (I, vi)

1. Calvin Colton, The Americans, (London, 1833)pp. 130 ff.
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Tudor does not seem to have been interested in

finding out any of the peculiarities of American diction.

To be sure, he noticed the use of snag and sawyer on the

Mississippi. (II, 58 ff.) He could not fail to find out

that the Kentuckians were of an amphibian nhalf horse, half

alligator" breed. (II, 13 f.) He made rrmntion of the

English usage of the word 'Yankee' to designate all Amer

icans, and pointed out that in America the word was restrict

ed in its application to the inhabitants of New England.

He added the explanation, erroneous, however, that the

word comes from 'Yengeese, , a word resulting from the

effort on the part of the Indians to pronounce 'English.'

(II, 540)

Bringing together all the words commented upon by

these travelers we find that they practically all fall into

one or other of five groups. The first of these groups con

sists of those words that are evident Americanisms. Under

this heading I have arranged words like absquatiate and sev

!Sarous, which are apparently American coinages, and words

like bitters, gentleman, quadrille, inasmuch as by this pe

riod these words had taken on in the southern area signif

ications that were different from what they had in England.

I have also included here words like~ and. stoop Which

the Americans took over from various sources and gave wide

currency.

ABSQUATIATE, to go away hastily.
It [absquatiatEiJ may prevail there,
in Kentucky but its origin was in
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South Carolina.
-Marryat, Diary, 11,34.

'AWFULLY, Very much.
He dissipates awfully.

-Marryat, Diary, II, 33.

BALANCE, The rest, remainder.
The rest, or remainder, is usually
termed the balance.

1Marryat, Diary, II, 39.

BITTERS, An American drink.
It was agreed by the majority of the good
people of Tallahassee, to go on drinking
and stimulating with mint-julep, mint
sling, bitters.

-Latrobe, Rambler,II, 61.

BORNING, Bearing, giving birth to.
I have been to the hospital to see a
poor woman who has just enriched Mr.
by borning him another slave.
. -Kemble, Journal, 188.

BOSS, Director or employer.
Such words as slick, kedge, and boss,
it is true, are rarely used by the
better orders.

-Hamilton, Men and M.,I,234.

BUCKREE, White, white man.
They said they had seen buckree (white)
women's houses just as dirty.

-Kemble, Journal, 77.

CALCULATE, Think, suppose.
They assume unlimited liberty in the use
of "expect," nreckon,n "guess,lI "calculate. 1f

-Hamilton, Men and M.,I,234.

CARRYALL, A carriage.
Almost every resident in the country has
a carriage they call a carryall.

-Trollope, Dom. Man., 11,109.

CHECK, A luncheon.
IfWill you have a feed or a check, a
dinner or a luncheon?tf

-Marryat, Diary, 11,35.

CLEVER, (See Neilson's list, p. 35 above)

CONSIDERABLE, Much a good deal.
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The Mississippi woodcutters scrape
together t considerable of dollars.'

-Ferrall, A Ramble, 216.

'COON, A person.
In the western states, where the
raccoon is plentiful, they use the
abbreviation 'coon when speaking of
people.

-Marryat, Diary, 11,37.

CORNED, Drunk.
When a man is tipsy, (spirits being
made from grain) they generally say
he is corned.

-Marryat, Diary, II, 36.

COTILLION, A dance.
They call their dances cotillions in
stead of quadrilles.

-Trollope, Dom. Man.,I,215.

CRACKER, Poor Georgian.
We encountered many of them [squatteriJ
also in Georgia, where their nick-name
is Crackers.

-Rall, Travels, 111,355.

CREEK, A brook.
The wanderers were encamped near a
creek, as it is called in America, or
what we would term a brook, or burn.

-Hall, Travels, III, 126.

DEERBORN, Carriage.
Over these, the high-hung Deerborn, as
our carriage was called, passed safely.

-Trollope, Dom. Man.,I,38.

EGG-NOGG, A drink.
It was agreed ••••• to go on drinking•••
egg-nogg.

-Latrobe, Rambler, 11,61.

ESQUIRE, Title of polite address.
Every merchant or store-keeper is
esquire.

-Ferrall, A Ramble,307.

FlVEBLED, To multiply by five.
I ••• fourbled and fivebled my money.

-Marryat, Diary, II, 32.
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FIX, To do almost anything.
The verb lfto fix lf is universal. It means
to do anything.

-Marryat, Diary, II, 35.

FOURBLED, To multiply by four.
(See Fivebled)

GENTLEMAN, Term of respect.
The term gentleman is used here in a
very different sense from that in which
it is applied in Europe •••• it means
simply well-behaved citizen.

Ferrall, A Ramble, 230.

GREAT, Fine, splendid.
The word great is oddly used for fine,
splendid.

-Marryat, Diary, 11,34.

GUARD, Part of a boat.
The weather was warm and bright, and we
found the guard of the boat, as they call
the gallery that runs round the cabins,
a very agreeable station.

-Trollope, Dom. Man., 1,21.

HAILSTONE, A drink.
It was agreed ••• to go on drinking •••
hailstone.

-Latrobe, Rambler,II,61.

HOW, Please repeat.
The English what? implying that you
did not hear what was said to you, is
changed in America to the word how?

-Marryat, Diary,1!734.

LEEVEES, The President's evening parties.
The President has regUlar evening
parties every other Wednesday, Which
are called his levees; the last syllable
is pronounced by everyone as long
as possible, being exactly the reverse
of the French and English manner of pro
nouncing the same word.

-Trollope,Dom.Man.,I,328.

LUSTY, Pregnant.
I came upon a gang of lusty women,
as the phrase is here for women in
the family-way.

-Kemble, Journal, 180.
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LYNCHING, Hanging without judicial trial.
It is possible that this term may not
yet be familiar to some of my English
readers. It means summary punishment.

-MartineautSocietYtIt315.

MEANt Ashamed.
Mean is occasionally used for ashamed.

-Marryat,Diary, 11,33.

MOTE, To clean ginned cotton.
These stray particles are afterwards
separated by hand--a process which is
called moting.

-ITall, Travels t III t222.

NASTY, Nice.
But one of the strangest perversions
of the meaning of a word which I ever
heard of is in KentuckYt where some
times the word nasty is used for nice.

-Marryat,Diary, 11,30.

PLANTER, A tree trunk that impedes navigation.
I do not now speak of the risk of explo
sion, which is very considerable, but of
a peril arising from what are called
llanters and sawyers •••• The distinction

St that the former stand upright in
the water, the latter lie with their
points directed down the stream.

-Hamilton t Men and M.,11 tI95.

PLUNDER, Baggage.
The term for all baggage, especially in
the south or west, is !Ipl under. ft

-Marryat, DiarYtIIt38.

(See Neilson's list, p. 36 above)

PUT, Be off.
Clear out t quit, and put ••• all mean
rTbe off. 1f

-Marryat, DiarYtII, 37.

QUIT t (See Put)

REALIZE, To obtain.
Even the thieves must be commercial in
their ideal. One rogue meeting another t
asked him what he had done that morn~ng;

ffNot much, n was the reply t If I tve only
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realized this umbrella. 11

-Marryat, Diary, 11,39.

ROUNDABOUT, A kind of coat.
He had substituted for his short-sleev
ed coat, 'a roundabout.'

-Ferrall, A Ramble,297.

SAYfYER, (See Planter)

SCRAPE, A fight.
They had it rough and tumble for about
ten minutes ---as pretty a scrape
as ever you see'd.

-Ferrall, A Ramble,169.

SEVAGAROUS, Fiercely.
What~ do you really jab this into
yourself sevagarous?

- -Trollope, Dom. N~n.I,186.

SHANTY, An inferior house.
Near this mansion was a lIshanty."

-Trollope, Dom.Man.,II,ll.

SLEIGH, A carriage on runners.
The snow lay deep on the street, and
wheeled carriages were of necessity
exchanged for sledges, or, as they are
usually called, sleighs.

-Hamiltol1,Men and M:. ,1,345.

SLICK, (See Neilson's list, p. 35 above]

SLING, {See Neilson's list, p. 35 above}

SLOPING, Slinking away. _
Here are two real American words:
"Sloping" --for slinking away;
f1Spl unging,tf like a porpoise.

-Marryat, Diary,II,37.

SNAG, A tree trunk hindering navigation.
We had learned to distinguish the
different masses of timber that pass
ed us, or that we passed, as a "snag,TI
a "log,TI or a Tlsawyer.f1

-Trollope,Dom. Man.,I,30.

SP1L~ING, (See Neilson's list, p. 36 above)

SPLUUGING, (See Sloping)
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SPORTS~aN, A gambler.
Numerous gamblers, or :fsportsmen,tf
•••• came up the river.

-Murray, Travels,I,176.

SQUATTER, A poor settler.
These settlers are called Squatters.

-Hamilton, Men and M.,II,188.

STOUP, A porch.
There are a few words from the
Dutch, such as stoup, for the porch of
a door.

-Marryat,Diary,1I,31.

STm!PED, Perplexed.
The roads in the country being cut till·ough
woods, and the stumps of the trees left
standing, the carriages are often brought
up by them. Hence the expression of "Well,
I am stumped this time. n

-Marryat, Diary,II,36.

TRAIL, A path.
No trail, as Mr. Cooper would call it,
gave us a hint which way to turn.

-Trollope, Dom.~~n.,I,136.

TUNKER, Referring to a religious sect.
He was of the Tunker sect of Baptists.

-Martineau, SocietY,I,332.

WOOD, Drink.
In the West, where steam-navigation is
so abundant, when they ask you to drink
they say, TrStranger, will you take in
VJood? If

-Marryat,Liary, 11,36.

WORKIES, Members of a political faction.
There are 3 or 4 different bodies of
the 'workies' as they call themselves
familiarly.

-Ferrall, A Ramble,327.

WRATHY, Angry.
"Wrathy" is another common expression.

-Marryat, Diary,1I, 37.

In the above list there are a few words that Gil

bert M. Tucker, in his American English, (New York, 1921)
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has placed in his chapter on tlExot1c .Americanisms. It (70-

221) The method employed by Tucker in showing the exotic

character of a word is fairly represented by his treatment

of calculate, meaning to believe, think, suppose, which he

places in his list on the strength of Carlyle's having used

it in New Letters. But it turns out that none of the letters

included by Alexander Carlyle in his two volumes of New Let

ters of Thomas Carlyle, are earlier than 1836. The mere fact

that Carlyle used the word after this date is of no value in

the effort to establish its character as exotic. Carlyle

in 1844 used splungine, which Tucker might as well have in

cluded in his list.

The second of the five groups into which words ob

served by travelers as being peculiar fall is composed of

those that had become almost or qUite obsolete in England

but which in America were able to survive for a tIme at

least. Some of these words, like cascade, meaning to vomit,

were slang or low words in England, and continued on that lan

guage level here. Other words like locate, meaning to set

tle, had failed to gain wide usage in England.

BOY, Servant, slave.
She seemed to recollect that slaves
were listening; for she put itl, "D.
was an excellent bOY,tl (the term for
male slaves of every age.)

-Martineau,Society,II,334.

BUG, Insect.
In Amer ica near ly the whole of the
insect tribe are classed under the
general name of b~ug.

-Trollope, Dom. Man.,I,220.
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CASCADE, (See Neilson's list, p. 36 above)

DRIVER, One in charge o~ slaves.
Limits o~ this sort, however, to the
power o~ either driver, head driver, or
overseer, mayor may not exist elsewhere.

-Kemble, Journal, 49.

EXPECT, To think, suppose.
They assume unlimited liberty in the use
of nexpect tt "reckon If "guess!T ffcalcu-, , ,
late. n

-Hamilton, Men and M., 1,234.

FAIRISH, Good, fairly good.
Through these we drove to Magnolia,
over a road which our canny borderer
had described to us as 'a very ~airish

sort of a road,-one in which the stumps
are cut pretty night level, that is, within
two feet 0' the ground:'

-Latrobe, Rambler, 11,53.

FOUND, Lodged.
Now the Irishmen are to have twenty dollars
a month wages, and to be '~ound' (to use
the technical phrase,) which finding means
abundant food, and the best accomodations
which can be procured for them.

-Kemble, Journal, 84-5.

GUESS, (See Neilson's list, p. 36 above)

HANDSOME, Excellent.
They use the word t1handsomeff much more
extensively than we do; saying that
Webster made a handsome speech in the
Senate; that a lady talks handsomely,
(eloquently) that a book sells handsomely.

-Martineau, Society,III,83.

HELP, Servants, helpers.
The greatest difficul~y in organizing a
family establishment in Ohio, is getting
servants, or, as it is there called,"get
ting help."

-Trollope, Dom. Man.,I,73.

INCESSANTLY, Immediately.
Beg pardon: Colonel; thought him war up;
breakfast almost incessantly on de table.

-Latrobe, Rambler, 1,289.
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KEDGE, Brisk, l.ively.
Such words as slick, kedge, and boss,
it is true, are rarely used by the better
orders.

-Hamilton, Men and M.,I,234.

LADY, Mistress.
The wives of their eminent men constant
ly receive that [liitle] of tfLady.fI

-Trollope, Dom. Man. 1,256.

LOCATE, To settle.
They locate where they please, without
troubling themselves about any title to
the land they occupy.

-Hamilton, Men and M.,II,188.

OPINE, To think.
I opine is not so common.

-Marryat, Diary, 11,34.

OPINION, To think, to hold an opinion.
I opinion quite the contrary.

-Marryat, Diary, 11,33.

RAISED, Reared.
If you ask a Virginian or Kentuckian
where he was born, he will invariably
tell you that he was raised in such a
county.

-Marryat, Diary, II, 36.

RECKON, To suppose.
If I reckon,:1 "I calculate, tf "I guess,"
are all used as the common English
phrase, HI suppose. ll

-Marryat, Diary, II, 34.

SAAS, (See Neilson's list, p. 36 above.)

SHINDY, A row.
I never saw a more complete row, or as
a fellow near me called it, 'a more
regular sh indy. '

-Hall, Travels, III,325.

SHUT, Stop talking.
"Will you shut, mister?" --i.e., will you
shut your mouth? i.e. hold your tongue?

-Marryat, Diary, II, 37.

SICK, Ill.
Next to the well-known use of the word
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"sick," instead of "ill," (in which they
are undoubtedly right,) none struck me
so much as the few following.

-Martineau, Society,III,83.

SLUE, Slough.
I do not knoVJ how to spell this word;
its general acceptation in the West is a
channel made in the great river by an is
land; the smaller branch running between
that island and the nearest shore is
called "a slue."

-1mrray, Travels,II,158.

SMART, Clever.
Our clever is represented by the word
smart.·

SUSPICION, To suspect.
I suspicion that's a fact.

-Marryat, Diary, II,33.

UGLY, Ill-tempered.
The word ugly is used for cross, ill
tempered.

-lIarryat, Diary,II,33.

UMBREL, Umbrella.
You shall have a good buffalo and umbrel
and nothing will hurt you.

-Marryat,Sec. Diary, 6.

UNHANDSOME, Unpleasant, unfortunate.
I expect you'll best be riding out upon
the horses, as we've got into an unhand
s orne fix here.

VEXT, (See Neilson's list, p.36 above.

As travelers are not usually profound scholars it

is not surprising that they often in a new country have their

attention attracted by a word they have not known in their

own, and hasten to label the word as one distinctive of the

country through which they are passing. This mistake is made

as frequently today no doubt as it was in the period from
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1829-1840. The following list contains simple English words

not recognized as such by the travelers.

AGUE-CAKE, 1 Enlargement of the spleen or liver
caused by ague.

I have seen many, particularly females,
who have immense swelling or protuberances
on their stomachs, which they denominate
'ague-cakes.'

-Ferrall, A Ramble, 216.

BEANT, .Am no t •
I beant a Christian, Ma'am.

-Trollope, Dom. Man.,I,154.

FEED, A meal.
ITWill you have a feed or a check?"
----a dinner, or a-IUncheon?

-Marryat,DiarY,II,35.

FIRST-RATE, Very good.
These young ladies were "a first-rate
article. tl

-Jiliartineau,Society,II,325.

FOOTMAN,C'ooking utensil.
The brass plate which hooks upon the
fender or upper bar of the grate, is
called lithe footman. Tf

-11artineau,Society,I,264.

GANG, A group.
There are here a gang (for that is the
honourable term) of coopers, of black
smiths, of bricklayers, of carpenters.

-Kemble, Journal, 26.

GOBLER, Gobbler, turkey-cock.
A large gobler, (so is the full-grown
wild turkey-cock called here) started
from the brushwood.

-MurraY,Travels,I,97.

HOW D'YE, Howdy.
I never saw a spot where I should less

1. Although Milton used this expression in 1641, the next
occurrence of it was in 1801, according to the OED.
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have liked the annoying lThow d'ye,rl of
a casual rencontre.

-Trollope, Dom.Man.,II,6.

lrITNTING, Seeking game.
She had married a first cousin, who was
as fine a gentleman as she was a lady,
and as idle, preferring hunting (as they
call shooting) to any other occupation.

-Trollope, Dom.Man.,II,13.

KNEE-PANS, Knee-caps.
Another,speaking of his being very sea
sick, declared l!That he threw everything
up, down to his knee-pans."

-Marryat, Sec. DiarY,143.

LOVELY, Excellent.
The jUdge is a wonderfully lovely fellow.

-Ferrall,A Ramble,169.

PARCEL, Small group of people.
It was only a parcel of these Dutch.

-Murray,Travels,I,167.

HACKER, A horse that racks.
I do not refer to rackers, as they
term horses that trot before and
gallop behind.

-Marryat,Sec. Diary,3.

RELISH, Food.
The herrings of the bountiful Potomac
supply their place. These are excellent
lIre lish,fl as they call it.

-Trollope,Dom. Man.,II,9.

SLEWED, (See Neilson's list, p. 36 above)

STI1WLATE, To drink.
He stimulates too much.

-Marryat, Diary,II, 33.

STRIKE, To attack.
To strike means to attack.

-Marryat,Diary,II,37.

SUCKLE, To nurse.
Aldo I suckle my massa at dis breast,
yet now he sell me to sugar planter.

-Ferrall, A Ramble, i94.
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~l HU 1 Yes, I Ullderstand., ,
There are two syllables --um,hu--which
are very generally used by the Americans
as a sort of reply, intimating that they
are attentive, and that the party may
proceed with his narration.

-Marryat,DiarY,II,36.

The fourth class of words falling under the observa-

tion of travelers is composed of pronunciation variants,

most of which are clearly outside the pale of standard us

age. In view of that fact that none of these travelers em

ployed any phonetic system it is hardly possible to draw

any definite conclusions concerning the pronunciations they

list. Some of them are apparently still familiar in the

colloquial speech of the region:

Alabama, Yellibama; Although, Aldo; Boiler, Biler;

Dairy, Deary; Death, Def; Distress, Tress; Divident, Divi-

dend; Does, Doos; English, Inglish; Enthusiasm, Entuzzy-muz-

zy; Expect, 'Spect; Fellow, J'eller; Girl, Gurl, How, Ha;
~

IJistress, I~tssis; Negro, Nigger, Negurs; Never, Nebbar; Ours,

Durn; Produce, Pro-~; Satire, sat-here; Saw, See'd; ~ith,

Wid.

~ost of the pronunciations commented on by the trav

elers were then and are now typical negro pronunciations.

The person pronouncing 'satire' sat-here, was possibly

endeavoring to give the word a French pronunciation, an ef

fort that was lost on 1~s. Trollope who records the expression.

1. The OED seems to have failed to list this very common
expression. Cf. Scottish imphm.
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Entuzzy-muzzy was an expression that probably never existed

anywhere as a variant of 'enthusiasm.' Me.rryat was probably

exaggerating when he recorded it.

The fifth class of expressions under consideration

is made up of compounds, usually composed of common words.

They make up the most interesting and picturesque of the five

groups considered. Concerning such compounds the evidence

furnished by the Oxford English Dictionary is meager. The

advisability of including such expressions was not keenly

felt at all stages of that seventy year labor. The expres

sions here listed, with the exception of right away, for

'immediately,' and sun dOVffi, seem to be genuine American

coinages. Many of them possess such Vitality as has enabled

them to survive to the present.

luqXIOUS SEAT, Part of a church.
In front of the pulpit there was a
space railed off and strewed with
straw, which I was told was the
Anxious seat and on which sat
those who were touched by their
consciences, or the discourse of the
preacher.

-Marryat, DiarY,II, 13.

APPLE-TODDY, A drink.
It was agreed •••• to go on drinking••
• •apple-toddy.

-Latrobe, Rambler, 11,61.

BEE-HOLE, Tree in which bees have settled.
One of the slaves of a neighbouring
gentleman came and asked his master
what he would give him for two bee
holes.

-Martineau, SocietY,II,274.

BIG BUG, Important man.
A "big buglf is a great man in the
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phraseology of the western country.
-Ferrall, A Ramble, 178.

BUCK'S EYE, A shrub.

The buck's eye, a shrub with bright green
leaves and red flower-buds, and the
red-berry, covered with peach-coloured
blossoms, were seen every where.

-Latrobe, Rambler, 11,8.

CHICKEN FIXINGS, Fried chicken.
In the West, when you stop at an inn, they
say -lfWhat will you have? Brown mea]; and
common doings, or white Wheat and chicken
fixings;" - that is, "Will you have pork
and brown bread, or white bread and fried
chicken?"

-Marryat,II, 35.

CLEAR OUT, Be off.
Clear out, qUit, and put --all mean
trbe off. n

-Marryat, Diary, 11,37.

CORDUROY ROAD, A road made of tree trunks.
We had to pass two swamps on a sort of
pavement formed of logs of trees, or
what is called in America, a "corduroy
road. I'

-Hamilton, Men and M.,II,255.

CORN BREAD AND C01TI~ON DOINGS, Corn bread and pork.
You run through all the scale of cookery
until you come to the tr corn bread and
common dOi~stt (i.e. bread made of
Indian mea~ and fat pork,) in the
Far West.

-Marryat, Sec. DiarY,36.

CURL UP, To become angry.
r'Curl Uplf_ to be angry-- is derived from
the panther and other animals when angry
raising their hair.

-Marryat, DiarY,II,37.

FEED STORE, (See Neilson's list, p.36 above)

FINE WO~aN, Intelligent woman.
I learned that in the dialect of this
country the term fine woman refers
exclusively to the intellect.

-Hamilton, Men and M.,I,234.
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GONE 'COON, One who is ruined, or lost.
"I'm a gone 'coon" implies "I am
distressed - or ruined-or lost."

-Marryat, Diary, 11,37.

HIGH FRESH, High water.
But the flood-tide from the Atlantic
was an overmatch for the river, though
swoln nearly to its utmost height, or what
is called a 'high fresh,' by the heavy
rains in the interior of Georgia.

-Hall, Travels, III ,216.

GETTING ALONG, Faring, getting on.
I was then new to Western America,
and unaccustomed to their mode of
"getting along,ll as they term it.

-Trollope,Dom. Man. ,1,32.

GO A-HEAD, Persevere.
llGo a-head,TI is the motto of the country.

-Marryat, Sec. Diary, 31.

GOUGING SCRAPE, A fight.
One of the gentlemen demanded of another
if there had not been a llgouging scrape l1

at the llColonel's Tavern. ll
-Ferrall, A Ramble, 169.

GRAVE YARD, Cemetery.
The body was interred in an open
llgrave yard ll near the city.

-Trollope, Dom. Man.,I,336.

F~LF-HORSE, HALF-ALLIGATOR, Epithet for a Kentuck-
ian.

We had, at least, left far behind the
tfhalf-horse, half-alligator" tribes of
the West, as the Kentuckians call
themselves.

-Trollope, Dom. Man., 1,201.

HEAD DRIVER, One in charge of slave drivers.
Limits of this sort, however, to the power
of either driver, head driver, or overseer,
mayor may not exist elsewhere.

-Kemble, Journal, 49.

HEAD lUlli, Head driver.
To return to our head driver, or, as he
is familiarly called, head man.

-Kemble, Journal, 49.
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HELL SWEAT, A form of oath.
IlLibertyZ --why hell sweat" --here I
--slipped out at the side door.

-Ferrall, A Ramble,298.

HINGES OF HELL, Hinges on hell's doors.
She is as black as 'de hinges of hell.'

-Kemble, Journal, 326.

INDIAN, DOING THE SOBER INDIAN, Keeping sober.
During these drinking fits, there is
always one at least of the party who
remains sober, in order to secure the
knives, &c. Hence the Americans derive the
cant phrase of 'doing the sober Indian which
they apply to any one of a company who will
not drink fairly.

-Ferrall, A Ramble, 221.

LICKING PLACE, Where one eats.
"Why," replied he, po:i.nting to an hotel
opposite, rTthat is his licking place,
(a term borrowed from deer resorting to
lick the salt.)

-Marryat, Sec. Diary. 44.

LOG-ROAD, A road of logs, or for transporting logs.
The news was that a bridge in the middle
of a marsh had been carried away by a
tremendous freshet; and with how much
log-road on either side, could not be
ascertained.

-Martineau, SocietY,I,33l.

"LOG-ROLLING, Cooperation.
"Log-rolling" means cooperation for a point
which must be carried; on a new settlement
in the wilds, by neighbours devoting a day
to fell, roll and build logs, to make a
house before night: in a legislature, by
a coterie of members urging on a bill
in which they are interested.

-Martineau, SocietY,II,279.

LYNCH LAW, Law without legal basis.
I have heard, and I believe correctly,
though I cannot specify my authority,
that soon after the war of the revolution,
when many lawless acts VJere commi t·ted
by the disbanded 'soldiers in the United
states, especially in the mountainous parts
of the Btates of Carolina, the inhabitants
deputed powers of this description to an
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individual of the name of Lynch, who
exercised them vnth such impartiality,
that his decisions were almost looked
upon as having the force of law. They
were said to be pronounced according to
Lynch's law.

-Stuart, Three Years,II,213.

:MAKE TRACKS, Go away.
To make tracks [meanfO to walk away.

-Marryat, Diary, II, 37.

MEAL, BRO\VN MEAL, (See Chicken Fixings.)

MINT-JULAP, A drink.
At each of these places our two friends
got out, as they told us, to take a
glass of mint julap --which I learnt
from them was a species of dram.

-Hall, Travels, III, 71.

MINT-SLING, A drink.
It was agreed by the majority ••• to go
on drinting ••• mint-sling.

-Latrobe, Rambler,II,6l.

MISS A FIGURE,
When a
out in
missed

To make an error.
person has made a mistake, or is
his calculation, they say, llyou
a figure that time. 1f

-Marryat, Diary, II, 39.

MUD HOLE, A mUddy depression.
Every mile or so you descend into a
hollow,at the bottom of which is what
they term a mud hole.

-Marryat, Diary, I, 177.

OAK-OPENINGS, Clumps of small oaks.
The copses, called 1l0ak-openings,U
looked fresh after the passing
thunder-showers.

-Martineau, SocietY,I,32l.

PI1~-LANDER, A settler in the pine woods.
He gave me a lively and curious descrip
tion of the Yeomanry of Georgia- more
properly termed pine-landers.

-Kemble, Journal, 93.

PIRATING, GOING A PIRATING, A sort of grafting.
When the water in the rivers is low, the
large steam vessels very often run aground,
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and are obliged to discharge their cargoes
and passengers. At these times, the small
er steam boats ply up and down the rivers
to take advantage of these misfortunes,
by picking up passengers, and making
most exorbitant charges for taking them
or the goods out, because you must pay
them, or remain where you are. This
species of cruizing they themselves
designate as Ttgoing a pirating. n

-Marryat, Sec. Liary, 31.

PLAYING THE ADVANTAGE OVER HIM, Cheating him.
The gamblers on the Mississippi use a
very refined phrase for flcheating"--
T1 pl aying the advantage over him. 1f

-Marryat, Diary, II, 39.

QUITE A CAUTION, Very unusual.
The way in which they kill pigs here is,
to use a Yankee phrase, qUite a caution.

-Marryat, DIary, I, 236.

RIGHT AWAY, Immediately.
Right away for immediately or at once,
is very general.

-Marryat, Diary, II, 36.

ROPE-FERRY, A ferry where a rope is used for
drawing the ferry boat.

The effect of crossing a rapid river
by a rope-ferry, by torch light, in a
dark night, is very striking.

-Martineau, Society,I,328.

ROUGH AND TillJBLE, Without rule or regulation.
It might be supposed that the coarse
and brutal method of fighting, still
frequent~ adopted in this State,
[KentucklJ under the name of lfrough
and tumble ll is sufficiently savage to
satisfy the parties concerned.

-Murray, Travels,I, 178.

ROWING UP SALT RIVER, A severe drubbing.
Saxe-Weimar became violent at this
opposition, unlike any to which his edu
cation hitherto had ever subjected him,
and threatened John with the application
of the bamboo. This was one of those
threats which in Georgia dialect would
sUbject a man to'a rowing up salt river;'
and, accordingly, down leaped our driver
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from his box, and peeling himself for the
combat, he leaped about the vehicle in
the most wild-boar style, calling upon
the prince of a five acre patch to put
his threat in execution.

_Trollope, Dom. lmn.II,117.

SAVAGE AS J MEAT_AXE, Of a violent disposition.
"Wrathy" is another common expression.
Also, "Savage as a meat-axe."

-Marryat, Diary, II, 37.

SLEEPING SAWYERS, (See Sawyer)
They are called sleeping sawyers
when the top of the tree does not
quite reach the surfaoe of the water.

-Stuart, Three Years,II,288.

SNAG_CH.UIBER, Water-tight compartment in a boat.
At the distance of twelve or fourteen feet
from the stem of the vessel, a strong
bulkhead is carried across the hold
from side to side, as high as the deck,
and reaching to the kelson. This par
tition, which is formed of stout planks,
is calked, and made so effectually water
tight that the foremost end of the vessel
is cut off as entirely from the rest of
the hold, as if it belonged to another
boat. If the steam-vessel happen to run
against a snag, and that a hole is made
in her bow, under the surface, this
chamber merely fills with water.

-Hall, Travels, III, 364.

SNOW- STORM,
It
go

A kind of drink.
was agreed by the majority ••••• to
on drinking •••snow-storm.

-Latrobe, Rambler, II, 61.

STAYING_COMPANY, Visitors over some days.
Above these rooms was a loft, without
windows, where I was told the ttstaying
company" who visited them were lodged.

-Trollope, Dom. Man. II, 11.

STO~KEEPERS, Shop keepers.
The company consisted of all the shop
keepers (store-keepers as they are
called throughout the United states)
of the little town.

STUMP-ORATION, A speech from a stump.
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Sundry 'stump orations' were delivered.
-Ferrall, A Ramble, 244.

SUN DOVVN, The setting of the sun.
You can hardly get half a mile before
!fsun down,tf as they call it, warns you
that you must run or drive home.

-Trollope, Dom. Man.,I,247.

TIE-BUSH, A kind of shrub.
The dark and sombre verdure of the
sweet-bay, magnolia, tie-bush•••• were
now contrasted with the more brilliant
colours.

-Latrobe, Rambler, II,7.

TOM AND JERRY, A kind of drink.·
It was agreed by the majority •••• to go
on drinking ••• Tom and Jerry.

-Latrobe, Rambler, II, 61.

VnIAT SAY, (See Neilson's list, p. 36 above)

VffiITE VffiEAT, (See Chicken Fixings)

Only a few words commented upon by the travelers

fail to fall into one of the classes given above. For

example, Suspendersville as a place name is interesting

but not surprising. According to the Sunday Times for

September 9, 1827, the Americans had no monopoly on ridic

ulous place names, such extraordinary ncogn~minal Cappricios"

as the folloWing having been in use in London: Blunderbuss

Court, Cabbage-alley, Dagger-passage, Dark-entry, Deadman's

place, Dirty-land, Featherbed-lane, Grog-court, Labor-in

vain-court, Loggerhead-court, Ragged-staff-court,

Reputation-row, Stew-lane, Unanimous-row. Ferrall noticed

the Kentucky custom of putting into conversation a kind of

pleonastic a or uh, as lfThat's a kind of unnatural,1I

(A Ramble, p. 295) Fanny Kemble agreed with Harriet Mar-
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tineau that slave was seldom heard in the South, it being

!Ian ugly word in an American mouth, you know." (Journal,

p. 112)

The Americans were keenly interested in what the

travelers said in their books about them. Luring all of

our period books by English travelers found a ready market

in this country. The willingness with which Americans

bought books written about themselves no doubt contributed

to Captain Hall's recei ving ;~7125.00 from the London pub

lishers of his travels, according to a notice appearing in
1The Virginia Herald for September 19, 1629.

Of course the Americans di d not agree wi th the

criticisms leveled at them by the travelers. Especially

did the adverse comments on their speech make them "as

savage as a meat-axe," for, as Miss Mesick rightly points

out on page 240 of her work already mentioned, the Americans

prided themselves on using better English than did the English,

a view which still has lengthy discussions devoted to it. 2

Excess of patriotism is the most noticeable feature

of the reviews of the accounts of English travelers appear

ing from time to t~le in newspapers published in the southern

country. The review of Marryat's books on America from which

the following is excerpted is typical of many others:

1.

2.
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We took up the~e volumes some weeks since,
when they first appeared, with the design of
giving them a thorough examination and a thorough
reviewal. - The former we have accomplished; but, with
regard to the latter, we must be permitted to say
with the itinerant kni'fe-grinder -TtStoryl God bless
you, I have none to telll" We have really no story
to tell about Captain Marryat's two volumes on
America. He who runs may read them; and the wayfar
ing man, though a fool, cannot but understand their
contents. The most sensitive individual in the
states will not, we think compliment the gallant
Captain's severity, by manifesting testiness even at
his most offensive statements --they are so supremely
and superlatively absurd. TNho for example, even in
England, will ever believe, that it is a cow~on

expression in the United states, to say a public
office is worth so much besides cheatage, or staiings
---that American editors pass a large portion of their
time in practizing shooting the pistol ---that fourbled
and fivebled are common expressions with Americans,
as well as doubled and trebled -- that any member of
our Congress ever said upon the floor --"No, sir, I
do not mean tantamount: I am not so ignorant of our
language, not to be aware that catamount and tanta
mount are anonymous ---Stories-rIke this are-a-little
too preposterous to be swallowed ------We are not a
little surprised that such a work should have occa
sioned the excitement that it has in this country,
especially among gentlemen of the press.

-Louisville Literary News Letter,
August 31, 1839.

Before passing on to an investigation of American

testimony on the subject of southern backwoods speech it

is appropriate to call attention to the fact that an

important contribution to the study here undertaken was

made in a magazine edited by two men neither of whom

deserves to be classed either as a foreign traveler or as

a native born American. These men were Doctor Robley

Dunglison and Professor George Tucker, and the magazine of

which they were joint editors was the Virginia Literary

1IDseum and Journal of Belles Lettres, Arts, Sciences, Etc.,
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a publication issued at the University of Virginia at

the very opening of our period.

Doctor Dunglison was born in England in 1798 and

received his medical training there. At the request of

Thomas Jefferson he came to the University of Virginia in

1824 as professor of medicine in that institution. From the

University of Virginia he went to the University of Maryland

and later to Jefferson 1/Iedical College in Philadelphia, dying

in that city in 1869. 1

George Tucker was born in Bermuda in 1775 but was

educated as a lawyer in Virginia. He had had a long and

honorable record as a representative both in the Virginia

legislature and in Congress when in 1825 he began twenty

years of service as professor of moral philosophy and polit

ical economy in the University of Virginia. 2

Under the guidance of Doctor Dunglison and Professor

Tucker the 1mseum made its first appearance on June 17,

1829. The last number came out on June 9, 1830. 3 In

December, 1829 there was published the first of three

articles on Americanisms. These articles are signed in

1.
2.

3.

Appleton's Cyclopaedia of American Biography.
Appleton's Cyclopaedia of American BiographY, under
Tucker, Thomas TUdor.
John S. Patton, JefferSon± Cabell, and the University
of Virginia, p. 254; Phi ips Alexander Bruce, His
to~ of the University of Vir~inia, II, 346-350.
Jo \"lai ter Wayland, f'The Virg~nia Literary LIuseum, IT

in Publications of the Southern History Association,
VI, (1902) 1-14.
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successive issues of the Museum with the letters tly, but

I have not been able to identify this contributor. 1

This list of Americanisms possesses considerable

interest for the student of American English, but, in the

main, the words dealt with are not distinctive of the

southern backwoods. In my Glossary, beginning on page

I have included from this list those words, like cohogle,

couderiRt, dedodgement, etc., that are distinctive of the
2type of speech under investigation.

1. Herbert B. Adams, Thomas Jefferson and the University
of Virginia. Pages 218-225 are tiken up wIth a bib
liographY of the writings of the members of the
faculty of the University from 1825 to 1887, but no
light is thrown on the identity of Wy. Professor
Allen Walker Read of the University of Missouri has
published the list in Dialect Notes, Vol. V, Part X,
(December, 1927) 422-432, ana attributes the work
to Doctor Dunglison, citing as his authority A.G.
Kennedy, Bibliotrap of Vritin s on the lish
La~Uage. rOIessor ea oes no a aCl any Slg
ni~cance to the fact that Kennedy places Iunglison's
name in braces in his entries number 1879 and 11370
citing the Americanisms in the Museum.

2. Copies of the Museum are now quite rare. There is
one copy in the Library of Congress, and one in the
University of Virginia library. Professor Read's
reprint cited above is therefore quite tlinely. In
the Museum there are three later articles dealing
with reputed Americanisms, but I have not included
any discussi on of them here, .as upon examilla ti on
they prove to be taken almost straight from Pickering.



Chapter II

In the following pages I shall discuss a few

American writers who either directly or indirectly offered

testimony on the subject of southern backwoods diction. My

discussion of each of them will aim to concentrate attention

on circumstances having a bearing on a proper evaluation of

their testimony.

Robert Montgomery Bird (1806-1854)

The first representative of the Bird family reached

America certainly by 1700. Over a hundred years later Robert

Montgomery was born at New Castle, Delaware. The education

which he received was exceptional for his day. After a

fair training in the elementary branches he entered the med

ical school of the University of Pennsylvania, receiving his

medical degree in 1827.

Bird had a student friend named Black, fram Kentucky.

On one of their student rambles Black related a frontier

story which impressed Bird very much. He kept the story

in mind and later on trips to the west country visited some

of the scenes of the tale and finally used the narrative as

the basis of the two volume romance, Nick of the Woods,

which appeared at Philadelphia in 1837. 1

Bird was close enough to the frontier of his day

to know the life of the backwoodsman. One of the most

1. Clemont E. Foust, The Life and Dramatic Works of Rob
ert Montgomery Bird, (New York, 1919)
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prominent features of Nick of the Woods is the extraordinary

diction placed in the mouth of Ralph Stackpole. This

intrepid son of the border is represented as speaking a

language that probably was never in e~istence. In his

utterances the "tall talk" of the Crockett school at its

highest development is mixed with what would seem to be

genuine backwoods diction.

Calvin Colton (1789-1857)

In 1833 there was published in London a book entit-

led The Americans. The author was Reverend Calvin Colton.

an American. The purpose of this book was to reply to

some criticisms of America that had appeared in the accounts

of some English travelers to this country. The two travelers

to whom most of Colton's attention was directed were Captain

Basil Hall,l and 1~s. Trollope.

Captain Hall had summed up his impression of the

language of the Americans in these words: uln all my travels,

both among heathens and among Christians. I have never

encountered any people, by w~ I found it nearly so difficult

to be understood as by the Americans." 2

With reference to this criticism of the Captain's,

Colton called attention to the meeting of Captain Hall with

Doctor Noah Webster at New Haven, at which time Doctor Webster

1. In PaUlding's Westward Ho~ I, 121 ff. there is a
treatment of Hall showIng how the Americans hated him.

2. Travels in North America, II, 48.
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had told Captain Hall that the Americans employed less

than fifty words which were not in use in England, and that

the seemingly new or novel words heard in America were usu

ally old words. l From his own experience in England Colton

was able to testify that he had no trouble in making himself

understood, and had often escaped even a suspicion of being

an American.

In commenting on Mrs. Trollope's account of the

vulgarisms and barbarisms which she observed in American

speech Colton ·stated that in his opinion the examples cited

by A~s. Trollope had not been wisely chosen, and had been

in some instances manufactured by Mrs. Trollope herself.

Coton thought that many of the vulgarisms appearing in the

Ref~ee, written by Mrs. Trollppe, were never heard in

America, or elsewhere. It is to be regretted that Colton

did not cite specific words and expressions in commenting

on Mrs. Trollope's condemnation of American speech. He

admitted and deplored the use in America of impure English,

but insisted that in nine cases out of ten N~s. Trollope

had not selected happy examples. 2 According to his view

there were two distinct classes of provincialisms to be

found in the United states. One of these was peculiar to

the North and the other to the South. He called attention,

however, to the growing up of a third class of provincial-

1.
2.

The Americans,
The Americans,

p. 112. Cf. Hall's Travels, II, 202 ff.
p. 113 ff.
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isms to be found in the West. This third type of lan-

guage had much in common with the two classes already in

existence, but possessed differentiating characteristics,
of its own. 1 It is unfortunate that Colton did not enter

more fully into a discussion of the peculiar features of

these types of speech.

David Crockett (1786-1836)

David Crockett was born on the Tennessee frontier.

His youth Was typically that of a bachqoods boy. His

schooling was extremely meager. At the age of fifteen

he did not know his letters. In 1821 he was elected to

the Tennessee legislature and entered upon a political ca

reer that carried him as a Congressman to the council house

of the nation and awakened in him aspirations toward the

presidency of the United States. He fell at the Alamo

on March 6, 1836. 2

The personality of David Crockett appealed power

fUlly to the popular fancy of the day. He belonged to a

frontier genre that was passing; he harked back to the days

of Boone and the other ffl ong hunters." He came frJDm a

romantic West and embodied those traits of honesty, fear

lessness, and aggressiveness that were associated With

western character. His exploits among bears and wolves in

western Tennessee were known further and appreciated more

1. The Americans, p. 130 ff.
2. Appleton's Cyclopaedia of American Biography.
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than any record he made as a public official.

Before he became a member of Congress and while he

was still serving in the Tennessee legislature he was be

coming widely known, and people were coming from far and

near to improve every opportunity to stare at nthe man

from the cane. tl Crockett was too sensible to appreciate

the appeal he made to the popular fancy. He had hardly

reached Washington before a story was going the rounds

about his unpolished behavior at a dinner at the White

House with the aristocratic Adams as host. Crockett put

himself to some trouble to clear up th:i.s humorous story,l

but his efforts to right himself in the public eye were not

successful. Popular imagination made him a comic type and

about his personality there crystallized a humorous tradi

tion.

In 1831 James K. PaUlding, at the suggestion of

James H. Hackett, wrote a play, The Raw Kentuckian, or ~

Lion from the West. On no, other authority apparently than

the connotation of the title some of the newspapers of the

time heralded the playas a ntake-offn on Crockett. Pauld

ing immediately wrote Crockett that the play was in no way

intended as an affront to him. 2 Paulding's play has prob-

ably perished, but the following comment on it by one who

1. William F. Cody, story of the Wild West and Camp Fire
Chats, pp. 225 ff.

2. w.!. Paulding, Literary Life of J.K. Paulding,pp.2l8 ff.
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saw it in Philadelphia in 1832 is available:

The first evening I was ashore, I attended the
Arch Street Theatre (the most fashionable one,
the Chestnut, being closed), for the purpose of
seeing V~. Hackett, who was in high repute with his
countrymen, perform the part of "Nimrod Wildfire,"
in the Raw Kentuckian, or Lion of the West. The
play is Intended to censure and correct the rough
manners of the states west of the Alleghany moun
tains, and delighted the audience exceedingly; though
to me the greater part of the dialogue consisted of
unintelligible idioms. Mr. Hackett possessed great
talent for broad comedy; and I was informed that
the effect of his performance in the West was such
as to excite a strang feeling against him; and so
incensed the "half-horse, half-alligator boys,"
"the yellow flowers of the forest," as they call
themselves, that they threatened "to row him u~

Salt river," if he venturei a repetition of the
objectionable performance.

The language which Coke described as consisting of

idioms unintelligible to him contributed a large share to

the humorous effect of the writing that sprang up about

Crockett's name.

So great was the interest in Crockett and the

region from Which he hailed that in 1833 an unknown scrib

bler wrote a book, Sketches and Eccentricities of Colonel

David Crockett. Crockett was indignant at the outlandish

jargon that was ascribed to him in this work and probably

lent his aid in same way to the preparation in 1834 of a

Narrative of the Life of David Crockett. The other books

which claim Crockett as their author are no doubt the work

of impostors.

The language attributed to Crockett was probably not

1. E.T. Coke, A Subaltern's FurlOugh, I, 35.
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that which he used. The following letter, which he undoubt

edly wrote, as it appears in facsimile at page 178 of Volume

II of the American Historical Magazine, is typical of the few

Crockett letters now in existence.

Washington City
26 January 1829

Dear Capt

I have taken the liberty of Directing a
number of my addresses to to my con~tituants to you
which I hope you will do me the favour to give them
as wide Circulation as posable in your County and you
will Confer a particular favour on your friend I
know of no person in your town better quallifyed
to do me this favour than your self we have nothing
new here and is doing but little bussiness in Con
gress I am in as fine health as you ever Saw me
and I hope these lines will find you enjoying the
s~e-

Respectfully your old servant
David Crockett.

Capt Seat

It was more as an inspirer of language of a dis

tinctive backwoods flavor than as a writer of it that

Crockett is noteworthy. In spite of his efforts to discred

it it, the lthugeously blusteriferous" note clung to

everything that was associated with him. The Crockett

Almanacs of the day represented him as a nrageriferous

screamer" from the western wilds. He was portrayed as

the "half horse, half alligator" hero of many a ridiculous

story of frontier daring. He was said to have been appointed

by the President to stand on the Allegheny Mountains and

wring a comet's tail off, a feat which he accomplished though

he got badly burned, according to the almanac account.

The following ltcircumflustercated ll account of
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Colonel Crockett is taken fram pages 19-20 of Crockett's

Yaller Flower Almanac for 1836:

He is a leetlest the sav~ist critter you ever
did see~ orson, the wi! man of the woods, is nothing
to him --not a circumstance --not a huckleberry; and
Munc haus en , who shot a bear, when all the ammunition
he possessed was two spare flints, can't hold a can
dle to the Colonel! He's got the fastest horse, the
prettiest daughter, the surest rifle, and the ugliest
dog in the district; and though his father can
whip any man in all Kentuck, he can lick his father~

He can run faster, dive deeper, stay longer under,
and come out drier ,than any other chap this side
the big swamp; and can grin the bark off a tree-
look a panther to death --take a steam boat on his
back --stand three streaks of lightning without
dDdging --pla~ at 'rough and tumble' with a lion
with an occasional kick from a zebra: To sum up
all in one word, --he's a horse: The Colonel is a
curis varmunt: but he's a screamer: Goliah was
a-pretty hard colt, but the Colonel goes ahead --he
takes the rag off: he frightens the old folks; as
tonishes the natives --and beats the Dutch all to
smash: He makes nothing of sleeping under a blanket
of snow, and no more minds being frozen than a rotten
apple --He liquors on a glass of 'thunder and light
ning' that's hotter than Tophet, and bites like a
rattlesnake; or for bitters sucks away at a noggin
of aqua fortis, sweetened with brimstone, stirred
with a lightning rOd, and skimmed by a hurricane~

He walks like an ox, runs like a horse, swims like
an eel, yells like an Indian, fights like a deVil,
spouts an earthquake, makes love like a mad' bull,
and can whip his weight in wild cats, or swallow a
nigger without choking, if you'll butter-his heaa
and pin his ears back.

The writer of this sketch evidently intended by

italicizing certain words and placing others in quotation

marks to lay stress on what he thoug~was Crockett vernacular.

It is to the Crockett Almanacs published in Tennessee that

one must go for the genuine backwoods lingo attributed to

Crockett. The following is an almanac account of a shooting

match between Crockett and Mike Fink, a celebrated
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Mississippi keel-boatman:

I expect, stranger, you think old Davy Crockett
war never beat at the long rifle; but he war tho.
I expect there's no man so strong, but what he
will find some one stronger. If you havent heerd
tell of one Mike Fink, I'll tell you something
about him, for he war a helliferocious fellow, and
made an almighty fine shot. Mike was a boatman
on the Mississip, but he had a little cabbin on the
head of the Cumberland, and a horrid handsome Wife,
that loved him the wickedest that ever you see.
Mike only worked enough to find his wife in rags,
and himself in pOWder, and lead, and whiskey,
and the rest of the time he spent in nocking over
bar and turkeys, and bouncing deer, and sometimes
drawing a lead on an inJun. So one night I fell in
with him in the woods, where him and his wife shook
down a blanket for me in his Wigwam. In the morning
sez Mike to me, 'I've got the handsomest Wife, and
the fastest horse, and the sharpest shooting iron
in all Kentuck, and if any man dare doubt it, I'll
be in his hair quicker than hell could scorch a .
feather.' This put my dander up, and sez~I, 'I've
nothing to say agin your Wife, Mike, for~cant

be denied she's a shocking handsome woman, and
Mrs. Crockett's in Tennessee, and I've got no horses.
Now, Mike, I don't exactly like to tell you you
lie about what you say about your rifle, but I'm
d--d if you speak the truth, and I'll prove it. Do
you see that are cat sitting on the top rail of your
potato patch, about. a hundred and fifty yards off? If
she ever hears agin I'll be shot if it shant be
without ears.' So! blazed away, and I'll bet you a
horse, the ball cut off both the old tom eat's
ears close to his head, and shaved t.he hal r off clean
across the Skull, as slick as if I'd done it with a
razor, and the critter never stirred, nor knew he'd
lost his ears till he tried to scratch 'em. 'Talk
about your rifle after th~ Mike:' sez I. 'Do
you see that are sow away off furder than the eend of
the world,' sez Mike, 'with a litter of pigs round her?'
and he lets fly. The old SO\'V give a grunt, hut
never stirred in her tracks, and Mike falls to
loading and firing fpr dear life, till he hadn't
left one of them ar,~igs enough tail to make a tooth
pick on. 'Now' sez he, 'Col. Crockett, I'll be prettic
ularly obleadged to you if yOU'll put them are pig's
tails on again,' sez he. 'That's onpossible, Mike,'
sez I, 'but you've left one of 'em about an inch to
steer by, and if it had a-been my work, I wouldn't
have done it s~ wasteful. I'll mend your shot,' and
so I lets fly, and cuts off the apology he'd left the
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poor cretur for decency. I wish I may drink the whole
of Old Mississip, without a drop of the rale stuff
in it, if you wonldn't have thort the tail had been
drove in with a hammer. That made Mike a kinder
sorter wrothy, and he sends a ball after his wife
as she was going to the spring after a gourd full
of water, and nocked half her coom out of her head,
without stirring a hair, and calls out to her to
stop for me to take a blizzard at what was left on
it. The angeliferous critter stood still as a
scarecrow in a cornfield, for .she'd got used to Mike's
tricks by long practizz. 'NO, no, Mike,' sez I,
Davy Crockett's hand would be sure to shake, if his
iron war pointed within a hundred mile of a shemale,
and I give up beat, Mike, and as we've had our
eye-openers a-ready, we'll now take a flem-cutter,
by way of an anti-fogmatic, and then we'll disperse.

-The Crockett Almanac., (
(NashvIlle, Tenn.,1840) p.ll.

The difference between the Crockett diction and

that which was appearing at the same time in humorous guise

in other sections of the United States is quite noticeable.

The Select Letters of Major Jack Downing, by Seba Smith,

began to appear in 1830. In these letters the humorous

effect, consists in having a rustic character pretend to

associate intimately With the great and powerful and make

homespun observations on the activities of people well

knovm in public life. The account which Major Downing

gives of his effort to exhibit his new axe to some of the

members of the Cabinet shows the nature of the humorous

appeal in Smith's writings:

I want to thank them folks up in Carthage, in
York State for the ax they made for me, and
which they sent to you to send to me. I have
Jist got it, and it has tickled me eny most to
death. I never got such a present afore in my
born days. I started right up chamber with it
to the Gineral, and bolted strait into the Cab-
inet room with my ax on my shoulder --the Gineral was
there with pretty much all our folks overhauling t~e
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Post Office accounts, and tryin to git them
straite, which is a plagy tuf job; but no matter: in
I smash'd but afore I could git out one word, I never
see such a scamperin. I turned to head some on 'em.
jist to tell em what I was arter, but it seemed the
more I tried, the more they tried to streak it.
and in less than one minit there warnt a liv1n
criter left but I and the Gineral; and the Gineral
some how got a notion in his head, and would a
gone too, if there warnt no pluck in him.

-The Select. Letters, (1834)
pp. 200-201.

Clearly there is in this selection, and it is

typical, no trace of the Ifrumsquattled, absquatulated,

helliriferous" diction which is rampant in the Crockett

Almanacs. Smith was evidently trying to write the vernac

ular of the plain, uneducated New Englander. In 1833

When Charles Augustus Davis, following Smith's lead, created

an imitation Jack Downing,l he adopted the same humorous

technique which Smith had used. The vernacular employed by

the two writers is vir~ually the same, and bears OlUY slight

resemblance to that attributed to Crockett. 7fuat resemblance

there is to the Crockett diction consists in the use of

certain misspellings, such as arter, 'em-'
tUf, and not in the free employment of such words as

angeliferous, helliferocious, anti-fogmatic.

Thomas Chandler Haliburton in his clockmaker

series of the sayings and doings of Sam Slick, first publish

ed collectively in 1837. employed a diction which like

1. See Jeanette Tandy, Crackerbox Philosophers in American
Humor and Satire, pp.24 ft. for a good discussion of
the rival Jack Downings. Also Albert 1~thews, in Boston
Evening Transcript, Saturday, November 23, 1929.
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that of Davis and Smith had little in common with that

ascribed to Crockett.

The Crockett literature is very important in a

study of the diction of the time because it indicates the

rise to prominence of a type of speech which is fairly

described as "tall talk." It was a kind of exaggerated

speech which aimed at a humorous effect by means of unusual

and highly colorful words and expressions. It involved a

spread-eagle type of oratory generously interlarded with

outlandish words apparently coined by the speaker under the

inspiration of the moment. It was a speech type never as

cribed to a plai~, sober citizen living in a thoroughly

civilized environment. It was the speech of the almost ir

responsible borderer whose chief purpose in living was to

push the frontier toward the Pacific and whose sense of

utter freedom from the effeminizing influences of civiliza

tion could not find sufficiently defiant expression in the

conventional speech of ordinary mortals.

No one man created this speech type. It was the

composite product of many frontiersmen"keel-boatmen, and

Indian fighters. It flourished most where man's physical

endowments were most severely taxed in overcoming the bar

riers laid by nature in the path of western expansion. The

rude men among whom the type originated were the first to

make of the Mississippi River a "highway of humour," but

the speech was not confined to the Mississippi valley.

Early traces of it are found in Longstreet's Georgia Scene~.
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It reached in our period no mean stage of development, as
1

shown by the Almanac selections above.

Tall talk enjoyed more than a passing popularity.

It disappeared in a fusion with the speech of the westerner

as he appears in stories of the type of O. Henry's accounts

of the California gold diggers. The following from Mark

Twain's account of a boastful Mississippi River boatman's

braggadocio speech shows an old tall talk element.

Uhen I'm playful I use the meridians of longitude
and parallels of latitude for a seine, and drag the
Atlantic ocean for whales~ I scratch my head with
the lightning and purr myself to slee~ with the thunder~

When I'm cold, I bile the Gulf of Mexico and bathe in
it; when I'm hot I fan myself with an equinoctial storm;
when I'm thirsty I reach up and suck a cloud dry like a
sponge.

-Life on the Mississippi, p. 19.

The significance of Crockett in our study is that

he became a nucleus in which the exaggerated speech of

the border readily and rapidly centered.

Caroline Gilman (1794-1888)

Though born in Boston, Caroline Gilman moved with

her husband to Charleston, South Carolina, soon after her

marriage in 1819. Both Doctor and Mrs. Gilman gained some

reputation as writers. In 1832 ~~s. Gilman began the publi-

cation of the Southern Rosebud, a weekly newspaper for

young people. 2 Her writings, and they are numerous, which

1.

2.

For examples of "tall talk" see R.H. Thornton, An Amer
ican G10SSar!, II, 969 ff.
National eyc opaedia of American Biography.
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incidentally throw sidelights on the common southern

vernacular of her day show that she noticed the quaint

tinge in the speech of the people of the South. Reckon,

~ess, !!=!l~ and pester are a few of the expressions which

struck her as being peculiar. l

,
Asa Greene (1788-1837)

There is not much known about this writer. Herring

shaw's American Biographl merely lists him as a native of

Massachusetts, and a noted humorous book-seller of New York

City.

Frederick Hall (1779-1843)

Frederick Hall was an educated New Englander who

sometime in the thirties made a trip to what was commonly

known as TIthe West." The published result of this journey

was his Letters from the East and from the West, which came

out at Baltimore in 1840. 2

Hall made a few comments on the language of the

people of Kentucky. In that state a negro boy in directing

him through an unfrequented wilderness cautioned him to

look well to the "blazed trees" in order not to lose his

way. (142) Hall was not familiar with this use of blazed •. ~

In Tennessee he observed that large areas near Nashville

1. The Poetry of Travelling in the United states,
pp. 272 f.

2. Appleton, Cyclopaedia of American Biography.
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were called barrens. (150) In commenting on General

Jackson, Hall told of the former president's coming

into Nashville to buy a pair of shoes and offering a shin

plasteR in payment. (155)

Judge James Eall (1793-1868)

James Hall was born in Philadelphia, August 19,

1793. He never received much systematic schooling because

of his disgust with the methods pursued in the schools of

h~S day. He served with distinction in the war of 1812,

obtaining the rank of Captain before severing his relations

with the army in 1816.

He had been reading law as occasion offered and was

admitted to the bar in 1818. In 1820 he took passage on an

Ohio keel-boat for Shawneetown, Illinois. The life he

lived in the new western country was typically that of a

pioneer. It was not long until he had made himself an hon

orable place in a society composed largely of the rude men

of the border. In the preface to his Legends of the West

there is an account of his long and close association with

the backwoodsmen of his day. Knowing western character at

first hand, he painted it realistically in much of his writ

ing. He died in Cincinnati, JUly 4, 1868. 1

1. Davis L. James, TrJudge James Hall, A Literary Pioneer of
the Middle West,n in Ohio Archaeological and Historical
Publications, XVIII, 468-483. Also see W.H. Venable,
Be~innings of Literary Culture in the Ohio Valley, 361
38 •
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John Pendleton Kennedy (1795-1870)

J.P. Kennedy was born in Baltimore. The education

which he received was exceptional for that day. In Septem

ber, 1812 he was graduated in a class of five fram Baltimore

College. After his graduation he read law and commenced

practice in 1816.

At an early age Kennedy showed a fondness for liter

ature and for nature. As a boy his most pleasurable

experiences were connected with trips to Virginia to see

relatives.

Kennedy's first notable achievement in literature

was Swallow Barn which appeared at Philadelphia in two

volumes in 1832. The New York Review and the North Amer-

ican Review commented favorably on it. The feature of the

book whi-ch made the most pleasant impression was its

genuine Americanism. Works illustrating American scenes,
.

history, and manners were in 1832 by no means as

numerous as they became later.

To the student of dialect Kennedy's most interesting

book is Horse Shoe Robinson, a Tale of Tory Ascendency.

Appreciation of the dialectical qualities of this work 1s

heightened by some knowledge of how it came to be written.

In 1819 while making a journey on horseback from

Augusta, Georgia, through the western part of South Carolina

Kennedy met a true son of the frontier, who related to him

a racy and spicy account of Tory ascendency in the Carolinas.
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This veteran impressed Kennedy strongly, and became the

hero of Horse Shoe Robinson. In the preparation of this

book Kennedy kept well in mind the actual historic events

of the times about which he wrote. His book is noteworthy

for its faithful presentation of fact and for the trueness

to life with which it delineates the character of the Amer

ican backwoodsman.

After the book was finished it was examined by its

hero, who pronounced it Ifall true .and right --in its right

place--excepting about them women which I disremember."l

Judge A.B. Longstreet,(l790-1870)

. Augustus Baldwin Longstreet was born in Georgia,

and in Richmond Academy at Augusta he received such primary

schooling as caused him to regard the Academy as a "hated

penitentiary." He continued his preparatory training at the

school of Doctor Moses Waddell in South Carolina, and entered

the junior class at Yale in 1811. After completing the work

at Yale he took a course in law at Litchfield, Connecticutt.

In 1815 he was admitted to the bar in his native state of

Georgia.

Before his death Longstreet touched frontier life

at many places and in many capacities. He went to the legis

lature, served as a jUdge, was Captain of a company of Georgia

militia, carried on extensive but financially unprofitable

1. Henry T. Tuckerman, The Life of John Pendleton Kennedy.
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planting operations, forsook the law for the ministry and

rode a circuit, was president of Emory College at Oxford,

Georgia, and of Centenary College in Louisiana, of the

University of Mississippi, and was at the head of the Uni

versity of South Carolina when the Civil War broke out. l

It seems safe to say that no man of his day surpassed JUdge

Longstreet in knowledge and appreciation of all types of

southern character.

Amos A. Parker (1792-

In the autumn of 1834 Amos A. Parker, of New Hamp

shire, impelled by a desire to see the new and unsettled

regions of the West and South, set out on a journey of

eight thousand miles. Upon his return he wrote an account

of his journey, Trip to the West and Texas. 2---=------------_.
Parker was a competent observer and his experience

as a newspaper editor had given him a certain fluency in

composition which makes his book interesting reading.

Most of his journey lay outside the area embraced

in this investigation, but at St. Louis, Missouri, he took

a steamer for Natchez, Mississippi, and mingled with all

classes that made up the population of the western country.

His account of life aboard a Mississippi steamer of that day

is a most graphic one. Among the passengers were women, child-

1.
2.

Oscar Penn Fitzgerald, Judge L0A;street, A Life Sketch.
Herringshaw's Encyclopaedia of American Biographi.
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ren, gamblers, horse jockeys, slave dealers, and "women of

good fame, ill fame, and no particular fame at all. fI In

this singing, fiddling, dancing, card playing, gambling,

story telling company Parker met a number "of very intelligent

and agreeable gentlemen --Kentuckians, Tennesseans, Mississ

ippians, &c.," and his association With them prompted him

to make the following comment on western language:

I wish these western people would be a little more
exact in speaking the English language. Some in
accuracies I observed; and if this book ever reaches
them they will not be offended, but obliged to me
for these suggestions. In the first place, they
use the word which instead of what. Ask a question,
and if they do not understand you, they reply, "Which?"
Another phrase, fII have saw" instead of fll have seen,"
is often used. Then there isfla right smart chance,"
and "tote in the plunder,n instead of flbring in
the baggage." But the word ~eat has too much be far
heaied upon its shoulders. A eap better," "a heap
eas er,fI and a "heap of ladies," are phrases often
heard. I may be a little sensitive but the word
~eap is very disagreeable, and I wish it was expunged

rom the English vocabulary. All these expressions
are not used by many literary men in this country,
but they are indeed quite too common. (118,119)

Parker observed the frequent use of nicknames of

states as designations for people from those states. To

make a mistake in applying a nickname was a grave offense

and always provoked a fight. The proper designation for a

Kentuckian was "corncracker" and he accepted this nickname

as entirely honorable and appropriate. To call him a Puke

(Missourian), or a Buckeye (Ohioan), was a sure way to

start hostilities. (107 ff.)

James K. Paulding (1778-1860)

A place in New York with the unusual name Great
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Nine-Partners was the scene of the birth of J.K. Paulding.

It was in New York state that he passed his early years, years

so filled with poverty and sadness that in later life he

never wished to be young again.

Paulding's major activities centered in New York

City. In 1816 he made a visit of a few months to the South

for the sake of his health. After 1840 he made other and

more extended visits to the southern country.l

Of Paulding's numerous novels falling in the period

1829-1840 only one contains any extensive amount of southern

backwoods diction. This work is Westward Hol which is the

story of how a Virginia family having lost a fortune through

unwise management move to Kentucky and prosper in the new

frontier environment. Such diction as is found in the two

volumes of Westward Hol does not vary app~iably from that

found in the works of other writers who were in better posi

tions, seemingly, to know at first hand what the backWoods

diction was.

In addition to his novels Paulding wrote numerous

plays and among these was one, produced during this period,

which featured the Kentuckian and his robust vocabulary.

This play was The Raw Kentuckian. If there is now a copy of

this play in existence I have not been able to locate it.

JUdging from the newspaper accounts the play must have been

qUite popular outside of the West. In The Commentator,

1. William I. Paulding, Literary Life of James K. Pauld-
~
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Frankfort, Kentucky, for May 17, 1831, there is an extract

from the New York Courier giving a lengthy laudatory account

of the play, including an analysis of the plot. In The

Louisville Public Advertiser, (Daily), for October 17,1831,

there is copied from the Boston Commentator the following

extract from the play itself:

The Lion of the West was played on Friday evening,
and drew a crowded house, notwithstanding the in
clemency of the weather. The principal character
in this production, is, to use his own elegant lan
guage, a screamer. Some idea of his peculiarities
may be formed :from the following slight sketch which
he gives of an affair between himself and a raftsman.

'I was ridin along the Mississippi in my
wagon, when I come acrost a feller floatin' down
stream, s.ettin in the starn of his boat fast asleep.
Well, I had'nt had a fight for ten days--felt as tho
I should have to kiver self u in a salt barrel to
~ ---so wo y a ou ne ea an s ou ers. 0
says I, 'hulloa, strangerl if you dont take keer
your boat will run away with youl' So he looked up
at me slantindicler, an~ I looked down on him slantin
dicIer --he took out a ~or 0' tobaccer, and says he,
'I dont value you tantamount to that,' and then the
varmint flopped his wings and crowen like a cock. I
ris up, shook my mane, crooked my neck, and neighed
like a horse. He run his boat plump, headforemost
ashore. I stopped my wagon and sot my triggers.
'Mister,' says he, 'I can whip my weight in Wild-cats,
and ride straight through a crab-apple orchard on a
flash of lightning. Clear meat-ax disposition; "the
best man, if I a'nt, I wish I may be tetotaciously
exflunctedl'

The two belligerents join issue and the Colo
nel goes on to say,

'He was a pretty severe colt, but no part
of a priming to such a feller as me. I put it to
him mighty droll --in ten minutes he yelled Enough:
and swore I was a rip-staver: Says I 'A'nt I the
taller flower of the forest: and I'm all brimstone
ut the head, and that's aquafortisl' Says he,

Stranger, you're a beauty: and if I only know'd your
name, I'd vote for you next election. Says I, my
name is Nimrod Wildfire --half horse, half alligator
and a touch of the airthquake --that's got the pret
tiest sister, fastest horse and ugliest dog in the
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District, and can outrun, out jump , throw down, drag out
and whip any man in all Kaintuck:'

Mrs. Anne Royall (1769-1854)

Anne Newport Royall was born in Maryland, and the

early years of her life were passed on the frontier of

Maryland and Pennsylvania. According to tradition, she was

captured when a-child by Indians and spent fifteen years

among them. In 1797 she married Captain William Royall, who

had served honorably under Lafayette in the Revolutionary War.

Grim necessity compelled ~~s. Royall to support her

self after her husband's death. She became a writer and

publisher. During the last twenty-five years of her life

she lived in Washington, D.C., where she published a small

newspaper. In order to secure material and subscriptions for

her books and newspaper, li~s. Royall traveled extensively

in the United states. l

She was one of the best observers of lan~~age who

traveled through the southern area from 1829 to 1840, and

for that reason she is worthy of full investigation, although

her first book appeared in 1826. She had been taught to

read by her father, who employed what is now known as the

1. The best account of 1~s. Royall's life is The Life and
Times of Anne Royall, by Sarah Harvey Porter. E~s.
Royall's books are hard to obtain. The follOWing have
been available to me: Sketches of Hist0[t, Life and
Manners; The Black Book; Letters from Ala aIDa; lArs.
Royall's Southern Tour •• I have published an ar~e,
":Mrs. Anne Royal! as an Observer of Dialect," in
American Speech, January, 1927, pp. 204-207.
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An examination of her observations on

language shows that she possessed a well trained ear for

sounds. The Virginia speech received much notice from 1~s.

Royall. She wrote as follows on the subject:

I am obliged to retain the r in hear, fire, &c. or
not be understood; but she sounded it not in speaking,
nor does any of her sort. For they sound like faw
or fow, (light) and nor like naw, &c. as 'naw y0U7'
'naW--or na I,' &c. and, 'wha~aw,' 'you hea or be,'
&c. Also, tha for there, and sharance for assurance,
&c. Nev'r or-nev' for never - stars for stairs-
~ for ~' &e:"2

The follOWing list contains some of the forms of

Virginia dialect as 1~s. Royall found it: an't, ar',

axin', bin, cattle (Yankee phrase, she says, for horses),

con, (corn), cote, darter, dun, 'em, fa', fow, gal, hands,

hots, knowed, larned, larnin', lett'n, mar, massy, mol,

nuff, 0', oughten, purtend, purty, sah, sez I, sez ee, seed,

shoo nutf, sich, sojers, 'spose, 'state, stopp'n, su',

tallmost, taters, tha, thar's totin', urn, wan't (warrant),

Who, wocked, yand's.

The following is her version of an excerpt from

the conversation of a young Virginia fop:

You know da is heap of baw (bear) on da Kenhawa;
so I and Bill Prout, Jess Passin, and Zack Miller,
are all goin to Kenhawa to hunt baw --Kenhawa mighty
far --so we walk --we walk- last we come to da Ken
hawa- Kenhawa B-i-g river, for true --Tell you What,
it skears me --well, I goes out into de woods --I
hear noise --I look up tree, and see a bawl --I went
to da root 0' da tree--I bark like any dog--presently
da baw come hussling down --Ah, boy! I took to

1. Sarah Harvey Porter, Ope cit. p. 18.
2. Letters from Alabama, p.22.
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my keels, and did hook it. l

In Richmond, Virginia, 1~s. Royall's delicate ear

was offended by such expressions as lfpaw," and "maw,"

lfyes mawm," "no mawm,n "tote." 2

The speech of some of the people in West Virginia

elicited the following comment from Mrs. Royall:

But to return to my Grison republic; their dialect
sets orthography at defiance, and is with difficulty
understood; for instance, the words p~, Sl, r~e,

they pronounce as you would say ~. -game war s
they have imported, some they have made out and
out, some they have swapped for others, and nearly the
whole of the English language is so mangled and
mutilated by them, that it is hardly known to be
such. When they would say rretence, they say
lettinon, which is a word a very extensive use
amongst them. It signifies a jest, and is used
to express disapprobation and disguise; 'you are
just lettinon to rub them spoons --Polly is not
mad, she is only lettinon.' Blaze they pronounce
bleeze, one they call wauna sugar~; 'and
is this all it ye got?' handkerchi~orchy,
(emphasis on the second syllable;) and 'the
two ens of it corned loose;' for get out of the way,
they say get out of the road; Road is universally
used for way: 'put them cheers (chairs) out of
the road.' But their favorite word of all, is
hate, by which they mean the word thing; for instance,
nothi~, 'not a hate --not waun hate will ye's do:'
Whatd you buy at the stores, ladies? 'Not a hate
well you hav'nt a hate here to eat.' They have the
hiCku~S, and corp (corps) and are a cute people.
Llkehakespear, they make a word when-at a ~oss;
scawm'd is one of them, which means spotted.

So keen was 1~s. Royall's interest in language that

she defined words like critter, covault, doggery, and ~.4

1. Letters fram Alabama, p. 122.
2. Sketches of History, p. 121.
3. Sketches of History, p. 58.
4. Letters tram Alabama, pp. 103, 122,145, 173.
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She told the following story to illustrate the

tendency she observed in the South to use are with a

singular subject:

A lawyer in one of the lower counties of Virginia,
being in court one day, arose and observed to the
court, "my witnesses is come, and I ar ready for
trial.' The opposite-counsel, whom r-believe was
Mr. Wirt, rose up, and bowing, replied, "am you,
Sir?"l

Adiel ShervJOod (1791-1879)

Reverend Adiel Sherwood was born in New York and

educated in New England. About 1820 his poor health caused

him to move to Georgia,2 where in 1826 he began to collect

material for a gazetteer of that state. The first edition

of his Gazetteer of the State of Georgia appeared in 1827

and contained, among other things, a short list of provin

cialisms. In 1829 when Sherwood brought out his second

edition of the Gazetteer he omitted altogether- the provin

cialisms, but in 1837 he included a much longer list of

such expressions in his third edition. A fourth edition

in 1860 omitted the provincialisms. 3

Practically all the entries found in Sherwood's

lists represent ignorant pronunciations of common words,

as feller, for'fellow;' fout I for' fought,' etc. Words

1. Letters from Alabama, p. 39.
2. Appleton's Cyclopaedia of American Biography.
3. I have published both of Sherwood's lists of provincial

isms in Dialect Notes, Vol. V, Part X, (1927) ,415-421.
Mr. Krapp in his The E~liSh Language in America, II,
282, errs slightly ins discussion of these lists.
The first edition of the Gazetteer was not 1829, nor
did the provincialisms appear first in the 1837 edition.
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like tote and truck really typical of the backwoods speech

here considered are incorporated in the Glossary beginning

on page 102.

William Gilmore Simms (1806-1870)

When William Gilmore Simms was two years old his

father, because of the death of his wife, and of his third

child, and also because of business reverses, left his home

in Charleston, South Carolina, which had been for him "a

place of tombs,1f and passed his remaining years on the

southern border, dying in Mississippi in 1830. 'William Gil

more was left in the care of his grandmother when his father

left Charleston. N~s. Gates, the grandmother, was so handi-

capped by poverty that she was unable to give her grandson

the best education which the times afforded, but she gave

him something better; she fired his youthful imagination with

stories out of her ovm past and out of the border life led

by her people in the new land of wild beasts and Indians.

In 1824 or 1825 Simms made a trip to Mississippi

to visit his father. On this and other trips into the great

Southwest he became acquainted with the various classes

that made up the population of the frontier:

The broken-down aristocrat from the older states,
planting his first crop of cotton with the aid of
lazy slaves and still lazier Indians; the hardy
North Carolina mountaineer, building a cabin sim
ilar to the one left behind, and still supporting
himself and family on what his rifle could bring
down; the half-breed, as slimy as the swamp in which he
took up his above; the flashy gambler compelled to
fly from Mobile to New Orleans, and amusing himself
while in hiding by practicing on the simple-shrewd
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inhabitants of a cross-roads settlement; the
rascally pettifoger; the pompous and absurd
justice of the peace; the Yankee peddler; the
Methodist circuit rider; and, finally, the hearty,
sensible woodsman, now fighting like a tiger, and
now as gentle as a lamb, --all these he rode with,
a~with, and slept with, and they live yet in
his pages. l

With Simms' later life this sketch has nothing to

do. It was his choice to spend his life in the "civilized"

East, far away from the border which his father loved, but

he early came to know the life that men led on the edge of

the settlements. When he introduced backwoods diction into

his works he was dealing with something that he knew at

first hand.

V.A. Stewart.

In 1835 there was published, presumably at Cincin

nati, a pamphlet, The Western Land Pirate. 2 This pamphlet

was written by Virgil A. Stewart, a Georgian who had

attained more than local fame on account of his activity

in bringing to justice John A. Murrell, a notorious murderer

and the director of a gang of desperadoes operating exten-

sively in the southern and western states. The Western

Land Pirate was an account of 1mrrell and his gang with

especial reference to Stewart's part in the capture and

conviction of Murrell.

By August, 1835, The Western Land Pirate had become

1. William P. Trent, William Gilmore Simms, p. 16.
2. H.R. Howard, The History of Virgil A. Stewart, p.204.
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extremely rare,l but in 1836 there appeared at New York

H.R. Howard's history of Stewart. This work contains much,

if not all, of the matter originally embraced in The Western

Land Pirate.

Howard's book is of peculiar interest because it

contains a small amount of what seems to be American thieves'

English. It is to be supposed that there existed among the

desperate characters of Murrell's day a considerable body of

such language. The diction which Howard, quoting from Stew

art, attributed to Murrell is not at all places very clear.

To speechify a man and to slick him both seem from the con

text to mean to murder him. (140,20) A God bless us was

a minister. (45) To 'fight from the point of a dagger to

the anchor of a ship' was to fight desperately. (48) To

'go to duty' was to conduct devotional exercises, as Murrell

often did to cloak his real character. (110) A chip was a

fellow thief. (68) To be beaten at anything, for example

in a lawsuit, was to be whipped. (66) To threaten to save

a person's scalp was to threaten to kill him. (140) To

mizzel was to take one's self off. (103) A puff was a

faker. (108)

This completes a somewhat hasty summary of the

American writers upon whose works I have chiefly drawn for

words belonging to the borderer's vocabulary. In the list

given above I have not included a few writers like William

1. H.R. Howard, The History of Virgil A. Stewart,p.272
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Carruthers and Benjamin Drake, though I have sometimes cited

them in the glossary. The fact that such writers were born

and bred in the South is sufficient justification for making

free use of their writings in this dissertation.

I have drawn very sparingly on the works of Charles

Fenno Hoffman, the personal friend of William Cullen Bryant,

and the founder of Knickerbocker Magazine. In his A Win-

ter in the West are a few passages which illustrate the speech

of the southern border. His romance Greyslaer, based largely

on the Beauchamp-Sharpe tragedy at Lexington, Kentucky, con

tains border characters and border speech, but the speech is

not that of the southern bacbvoodsman. His frontier charac

ters make use of such expressions as sartin, springald,

argermints, --terms which are not marked with the distinctive

flavor of such expressions as obflisticated, peedoddles,

splendiferous. Besides, the scene of Greyslaer is laid in

the valley of the MohaWk, as the sub-title, A Romance of the

Mohawk, indicates. It is not surprising that Hoffman, a

New Yorker, was not thoroughly grounded in the backwoods

vernacular which here engages our attention. Much of his

work came after 1840 and so falls outside of our period.

Before listing the words excerpted from the writings

of the authors discussed above, it seems advisable to give

some account of the language employed in some of the newspa

pers and almanacs appearing in the southern area from 1829

to 1840.

Anyone at all familiar with the tremendous output of
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the southern newspaper presses during that period of pro

found political activity will not need to be told that the

investigations I have been able to make are mere scratches

on the surface. It will require many students working for

a long time throughout the entire area to bring to light

all the language peculiarities which southern newspapers

exhibit during the period. I have confined my attention

mainly to Kentucky newspapers, believing that I should find

them especially rich in those racy expressions which made

up such a large part of the vocabulary of the I1half horse,

half alligator lf borderers.

The language found in the Kentucky papers shows

that it comes from all parts of the country. The Kentucky

papers copied from others with the result that the lingo

of Jack Downing brushes elbows with the explaterations of

the David Crockett and Ben Hardin school. Alongside such

typical New England expressions as dew, Sabbady, skewl,

slippy, tew, wunce, occur words more redolent of the Ken

tucky and Mississippi swamps, such as cornucked, explater

ate, saddle-wise, scunnered, puckerstoppled. Expressions

like these just cited are indicative of the clearly marked

difference between New England speech and the speech of the

southern frontiersman.

The Kentuckians a hundred years ago were not

supporting many temperance societies; drink flowed freely,

and fluent guzzlers found no difficulty in coining, if

necessary, new terms to describe new drinks and picturesque
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expressions to denote intoxication in its various degrees.

The following are typical: Cherry bounce, co~aon whiskey,

creature comfort, half seas over, Irish whiskey, negro drunk,

so as to go by things, swipey, three sheets in the wind,

too high for picking cotton.

During the Andrew Jackson regime the southern back

woodsman took a most profound interest in all kinds of

politics, state and national.. The loyalty of some of these

men to Andrew Jackson knew no bounds. This loyalty made the

woodcutters, the boatmen, and all other borderers eager readers

of newspapers which devoted liberal space and abundant enthu

siasm to politics. New political terms were coined and used.

Such terms as bankite, blue light, collar press, heroites,

loco-foco, mobocracy, out and outer, rag barons, sub-treasury
.

Vanites, twine rest party, were full of meaning and suggest-

iveness for the newspaper readers of 1835. Some of these

terms and other of a similar sort were contributions to

speech made by burly specimens, who proudly proclairned that

they wore no man's collar and who looked on Jackson's

heroites with a disgust that could not adequately express

itself in prosaic, commonplace diction.

In the newspapers are found compounds that are

unusually striking on account of their vigorous suggest

iveness. The Capitol at Washington was the palaver-house of

the nation, a man's legs were his grass-tanglers, the most

advantageous hold one could possibly have on an antagonist

was a bill~hold, an inconsequential person was a hoe-handle
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specimen. Such lurid compounds have not in almost a century

lost any of their original appropriateness and vigor. They

are not heard frequently now, but in the remote sections of

their birthplace they live on in the vocabulary of the canmon

people.

Being designed mainly for backwoods readers the news

papers were especially rich in idioms that in many cases meant

little that was intelligible to the hearer who was not a

child of the frontier. Foreign travelers especially were

unable to cope with such expressions as 'a sin to Davy

Crockett,' 'break for high timber,' 'fork up,' 'forty

foot pole,' 'go the Whole,' 'going the big figure,' 'I'm

.o-p-h,' 'I speak of it,' 'kick the bucket,' 'knee high

to a frog,' 'proceeding the total pork,' 'see how the cat

jumps,' 'taking the entire swine,' 'thick as thieves.'

In present day papers the advertisements claim no

inconsiderable amount of attention, and the same was true

of the papers in the period fram 1829 to 1840. In these

advertisements one finds such expressions as 'bale boss,'

'Carolina weeding hoes,' 'horse cards,' 'Kenhawa salt,'

'ladies' twist tobacco,' 'Ohio flour,' 'pilot bread,'

'Tennessee cotton.'

The merest beginnings of the modern sport page

are found in these old newspapers. The serious business of

seeing to it that only one hundred percent Jacksanians went

to the state and national "palaver-houses" engrossed the
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attention of those who in less strenuous times might have

become interested in sports. The first representative in

Kentucky of the pugilistic sport which in our day has become

a business seems to have been a Mr. Salrruel O'Rorke, who in

the spring of 1832 was having some difficulty in Louisville,

Kentucky, in arousing interest in his exhibitions of skill.

It is not to be wondered at that the Kentuckians showed lit-

tle interest in sham fights; they were too accustomed to the

real. In the Louisville Public Advertiser, (Daily) for

October, 1832, there is an account of a prize fight between

Mr. O'Rork and Mr. William Gallaher, excerpts from which

are entitled to a place here because of the evidence they

contain of the sport writer's effort to use a vernacular

appropriate to his subject:

O'Rork parryed a round cautiously, when a rally
ensued, and C'Rork caught him on the left ogle,
and likewise drew his claret ••• The fourth round
Gallaher came up to the scratch with both peepers
nearly closed and his claret piping from his sneez
ing organ, when O'Rork caught him with the left, and
still repeated jobbing him, and giving him cross
buttocks, until the 29th. round. Q'Rork came in,
fresh as a lark, and thought it was time to end
the combat. He sent his left hand completely into
his body which terminated the battle.

Of the many almanacs appearing in the western

country during this period the Crockett Almanacs are the

only ones specializing in reproducing in a highly exagger

ated form the speech of the borderer. Unfortunately very

few of the Crockett Almanacs are now available. I have

succeeded in finding only three. The kind of language
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used in all three of these is well represented by the

extracts already given, pp. 74-76.
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In the following glossary I have included some

forms which are merely variants of well known words, but I

have omitted a great many others which can most profitably

be grouped according to the peculiarities which they exhibit.

1. There are many forms which merely reveal a

common tendency in the language toward brevity of pronunci

ation. They show the operation of what Professor Skeat calls

nphonetic decay." The following are typical:

actelly, bleeve, cr'ation,,
affaIr, b'lieve, creters,

.agin, 'bliged, cretur,

ag l in, bobbin, curis,

aginst, I bout, curous,

aint, bran, da, (there)

Alabam, 'bundance, damme,

alle'gator, bunglin, danner,

almost, bym-by, dar's,

ant, car, d'ars, (dears)
(care)

anlt, da'ter,

alntt,
cen,

(cent) datur,

tarns, charot, despudly,
(earns)

arth,
cheer, determd,

(chairl

bar,
diden,

cit,
(bear) div,

barIs,
'clare,

divin,

beca'se,
'cordin I ,

dogrel,
-102-



handwrite,
(handwriting) nater,

--
dollr,

driv,

ef,

eint,

eny,

ere,
(here)

tere,

erro,

ete,

ett,

fa'r,

fit,

fitin,

fo' ,
(fore)

fo 'paw,

foke,

for'ad,

'fore,

fout,

Georgy,
(Georgia)

giglin,

gim me,

gin,
(give)

granther,

grinen,
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hat,
(here)

han,

hancorchy,

handkercher,

happent,

h'ar,
(hear)

hard,
(heard)

hath,
(hearth)

'Hio,

hollerin,

intrust,
(interest)

Jemes,

Kentuck,

l'arn,

larning,

larnt,

'lasses,

laughin,

layin,

leggin,

legislater,

libity,

log-rollin,

luk, (luke)

magnoly,

Meth'dist,

Mississip,

mo' ,

natly,

natur,

norard,

nuff,

obedunce,

particlar,

peple,

pertic'lar,

piane,

p'ison,

pizon,

qu'ar,

rampagin,

rared, (reared)

rech, (reach)

riglators,

riz,

ruff,

sharance, (assurance)

shootin,

singin,
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slayin, taters, totin,

slite, 'tatoes, troublin,

sparkin, 'tator, unbuttonin,

'spose, taturs, vall'ables,

sprinklin, terro, watchin,

'state, tick, w'ar,
(estate) (sti ck)

wen, (when)
stoppin, ting,

(thing) wile, (while)
swa'r,

tink, wlnrow,
sWitchen, (think)

yerlin,(yearling)
takin, tolable,

2. (a) The letters ~,~, followed by ~ plus

another consonant, are used to indicate long vowels slm-

ilar to those of father, taught:

arter, larfing, tork, (talk)

arternoon, marm, torking,

arterwards, orful, tort, (taught)

corfed, sarm, warter, (water)
(psalm)

darter, thort,

(b) -Er .:::!!!:. , are used to indicate the obscure-'
vowel, especially in final syllables; idear is also used

for idea:

ager, hollur, pertition,
(ague)

potater,idear,
'feller,

motter, turbaccur,
fermiliar,

perliteness, winder.
foller,
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(c) In some words the.!: undergoes metathesis

or drops out altogether:

baw, hots, purtest, (protest)
(bear)

hoss, purtend,
busted,

massy, pussly,
confawmable,

perdigious, sawee, (sorry)
copporal,

perserves, scace,
cusses,

pervision, thurst, (thrust)
faw-well,

prehape, Vawginnee,
Febuary,

prevade, wock, (work)
fuss,

(first) purtension,

hos, purty,

(d) The persistency of ar for ~, especially in

dialect use, is seen in such forms as:

anywhar, marcy, sarvice,

arrand, marcies, starn,

arrant, narves, parsimmon,
(errand)

obsarver, presarve,
astarn,

sarmint, univarse,
consarn,

varment, (vermin)sarmont,
desarvings,

sarpent, whare,
etarnal,

sartin, wharby.
infarnal,

sarvant,
marchant,

sarve,
marci,

3. The following forms show a tendency in backwoods

speech to retain a pronunciation that is quite old:
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bile, jine, riled,

biler, jineen, ail l d,

biling, lines, spile.

briled, pinting,

4. A few spellings show that the southern people

were pronouncing ~ short a in the~ combination, e.g.,

anngel, anngeliferous, strannger, danngers, danngerous.

5. Certain spellings show the prevalence of the

Irish: ~,bate, belave, concait, illigant, ganiuses,

letther, masther, nayther, obadience, r l ading, remimber,

spache, t'acher, ~, (then)

6. A few forms indicate clearly the tendency in

southern speech to pronounce a k or ~ in words like card,

garden, with a glide between the ~ or ~ and the succeeding

vowel, e.g., k'yaptin, k'yunnel, g'yovernor, g'yully,

g'yuns. This tendency may still be observed to Borne ex

tent in Virginia speech.

7. The use of ~-, common in Scottish and midland

and southwestern English dialects, is shown by such forms

as:

onaccountable, ongrateful, onpossible,

onawares, onless, onprobable,

onbuckle, onmanful, onquestionable,

oncomfortable, onmanly, onrespectful,

ondecent, onmannerly, onsodgerly,

ondoubtedly, onmentionables, onsult,

oneasy, onnatural, onthankful.
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8. A great many forms may well be grouped in

a miscellaneous collection. Some of these are interesting

and could profitably be discussed at greater length than is

here possible. Practically all of them can be found in

English dialect use. A few like ois, oat, nebber, represent

negro pronunciation:

abbregYnes, ball, capting ,
(aborigines) (bawl)

catched,
abul, bandama,

catty,
afeard, beant, (caddy)

afore, beneth, 'cause,

aguy, bery, charracter,
(ague) (very)

chaw,
aldo, bess,

(best) chimbly,
amungst,

beyant, chist,
appeereunce,

beyont, choose,
aig, (chose)

(egg) bleeze,
(blaze) chor,

airth, (chew)
bobbolishoun,

ary, christiun,
boozum,

assen, cornld,
(asses) bornd,

cooo,
atop, bot,

(bought) cotchd,
atter,

breethering, crap,
ax,

bresh, critter,
axin,

broughten , cunnel,
axing,

byo, custodiaries,
Babtises, (bayou)

(Baptists} oairter,
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dare, fare, guardeen,

(there) (far)
gurl,

dat, fauch,
gWine,

deary, felloes,
(dairy) h-a-a-ndkerchief,

fotch,
haim, (hame)deef,

fox paw,
derned, (faux pas) happyplexy,

(apoplexy)
dimocracy, fracaw,

(fracas) havresac,
dimmycratic,

freezed, hearn,
dis,

frozed, heavun,
divi-dend,

fur, heerd,
divil,

furce, heer'd,
do-es, (fierce)

(does) hen-aig,
furder,

doos, helt,
gal,

doun, hender,
garding,

drap, hime,
genteelman, (hymn)

drowned,
Georgeye, his In,

dun, (Georgia)
hit,

dunt, giffy, (it)
(don 1 t)

ginywine, hizn,
edication,

gi t, holp,
edx8ctly,

goold, holpe,
eend,

grabbled, holt,
electian, (grabbed)

hope,
enermost, grievyous, (help)

entuzzy-muzzf' grieVJ1Us, hopp1ed,
{enthusiasm (hobbled)

eny-most,
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hopthalmy, jist, mountaneous,

hoptical, kabbitch, mounting,
(mountain)

hotch-potch, know'd,
mout,

hurted, Lap Slapious,
(Aesculapius) mull-asses,

hussuck,
lather, munny ,

h'yar, (ladder)
mushmillion,

hyether, 1auk ,
(le.wk) nary,

ideer,
leetle, nateral,

ignomeenious,
leetlest, naiteral,

illconvenient,
leve, nebbar,

imposture, (lieve)
nebber,

in course, lickur,
(of course) needcessity,

lief,
indamnify, (lieve) niggah,

infamious, loaden'd, nigger,

ingen, lorrs., noration,
(lordy)

Inglish, nun,
mammy,

ingon, nur,
(onion) maracle,

obleege,
inimy, Massissippi,

obstropolous,
injin, mezure,

one'st,
injun, milishy,

onliest,
insinivate, 11iss18,

onnything,
intarmed, Miss Soureye,

(Missouri) onnywhere,
intarmined,

mommy, on' t,
interpersition, (ofi it)

monypolies, ourn,
jemmijohn,

moscheto, overplush,
jest, mought, (overplus )
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oxens, rantankerous, sheepen,

paculiar, reckonq., shemale,

painter, reggelar, shet,
(panther)

rench, shood,
pardner,

resk, shugger,
passel,

riddy, sitch,
peouder,

(powder) rigular, sit1vation,

perpeetual, rite, skewl,

Phiginny, rumpublican, skersely,
(Virginia)

Sabbady, snashed,
piggen,

sassage, sparrow-grass,
pillar, (asparagus)

pillow,
sassy,

sperit,

prasbattery,
sat-here,

sperituel,(satire)

pree, Sattin, stairs,
(pray) (Satin) (stars)

pretticularly, scholard, stars,
(stairs)

pro-duce, scollars,
stob,

queshton, scoripin, (stab)
(scorpion)

raal, stomp,

raggamuffin,
scrummaging,

streetch,
sculp,

rale, strick,
seed, (streak)

raly,
see'd, strot,

rampageous, (strut)

ramsack,
ses,

sum,
severals,

ramscallion, summerset,
ramscallionly, shant, suple,

ramscullion, shantee, swan,
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swet, tremenjious, whipt,

sWingletree, tribunial, whiskee.
(s ingletree)

triggurs. whole heap,
swound,

(swoon) tuck, whor,
(took) (where)

swow,
(swear) turcle, wimming,

(turtle)
'tallmost, woilent,

tare,
twell,

(till) wot.
(what)

teached, twist,
(twice) wood,

teeny, (would)

telled,
umberillo,

wrench,
unly, (rinse)

tetotally,

tew,
vagebones, wrothy,

them are"
vally, wunder,

(value)
(those) wur,

ve-ee, (were)
this year, (very)

(thi s) yaller,
villian,

till, yambers,
(to) Virginee, (embers)

tould, visy versy, yander,

tower, warfields, year,
(tour) (waffles) (here)

tuch, water-million, yearb,
(touch)

weeley-day , yearnest,
track, (earnest)

(tract) Wenesday,
yearth,

tremendeous, who.t sumever. (earth)

In the following Glossary I have marked with an

asteriSk those words about which Thornton has as good

evidence as I have been able to find.
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Expressions of more than two words I have listed

under the first sUbstantive, where the expression contains

a substantive, otherwise, under the first word.

There are some terms in the Glossary which I have

been utterly unable to define and there are others about

which I am by no means certain. I have accordingly made

free use of question marks to indicate my uncertainty. Many

of the terms are very difficult to define, even though I

feel sure of the meaning, and I am keenly aware that my

efforts in some cases have resulted in more amusing errors

than that into which Thornton falls When he defines chance

as "A quantity" and then includes among his illustrative

excerpts: ItI though I would somehow go and buy a smart

chance of a nigger boy to help me along." The truth is

that especially in the case of typically backwoods expres

sions the meaning readily varies with the context. For

example, blizzard may in some instances mean a blow, as

Thornton suggests, and as the author in the Virginia Lller

ary Museum plainly states, but it is absurd to attach that

meaning to it in the passage:

A gentleman at dinner asked me for a toast; and,
supposing he meant to have some fun at my expense,
I concluded to go ahead, and give him and his
likes a blizzard.

-Thornton, I, 71.

To "give a person cold coffee" might mean to treat

him coolly, but it might mean something far more forceful.

In trying to formulate definitions for the expressions in

this Glossary I have felt impelled to make them with especial
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reference to the passages involved.

For the sake of brevity I have made use of many

cross references and have as a rule given only one illustra

tive passage. Sometimes I have selected the earliest

passage in my period, but in a few cases I have used a later

citation because of its intrinsic interest rather than for

its date.

A, First letter of the alphabet.

1833 'Lou. Daily Herald,' Oct. 19.
The rolling of the letter (a) as it
came trippling from the tongue in the
word 'roam' was beautiful, was effective
----an excessive doubling of this letter,
either in speaking or singing, is equally
to be avoided with the soft, effeminate
sound resembling (a) used by most persons.

Abisselfa, n. A contraction of 'A by itself,A,'
used in the old-field schools to denote
the A in such a word as Ability, where
the Tetter is a syllable.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 76.
In the good old days of fescues, abissel
~a~, and anpersants, .•••• ! visited my
rend.

Absolutely, adv.· Assuredly, most certainly.

1834 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' Nov. 20. The
tailor absolutely married •• two days af
ter the death of his wife.

*Absquatalize, (absquatiate, absquatulating),
v.i. See pp. 8, 41.

1840 'The Cam. Jour.' Nov. 4. Some
•••••wretch••• did recently •• abstract our
overco.at and absquatalize therewi the

Admire, v.i. To wonder, or marvel.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' II, 220.
Roland did not admire long at the
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unlooked for resurrection of his
old ally of the ruin.

Adsheartlikens, interj.
of Odsheart.

An embellishment

1832 Kennedy, 'Rob of the Bowl,' I, 132.
Adsheartlikens, it is a perilous adventure.

Advantage, playing the a. See pp. 31, 60.

Aguadent, n. Whiskey. From Spanish~
ardiente. (It is remarkable how ~of
these once popular Spanish formations have
survived. See Dialect Notes, I, 185-195;
243-253; 324-26.

Ague-cake, n. See pp. 12, 52.

All-a-tanto, adv. Completely.

1840 'Crockett Almanac,' 10.
I was rigged all-a-tanto.

All-firedly, adv. Immoderately.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' II, 176.
He was seldom downright drunk; but was
often all-firedly sprung.

All-hollow, adv. Completely.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I, 166.
This bangs Walsh and Col. Stone all hollow.

*Allow, v.t. To admit, or state.

1835 Hoffman, 'A Winter,' II, 125. He
was very glad I was going his way, as "he
allowed the gentleman to be right good
company, and he did not mistrust but what
we'd have a tip-top time of it."

Alls, n. pl. Belongings.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I, 153.
I am going tonight at one o'clock, and
I shall not go without you, so pack your
aIls and be ready.

All-soul, a. Sincere, loyal.

1831 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' II, 44.
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He is not only all-soul, as the phrase
is here, but all heart.

Ambition, n. See quotation.

1829'Va. Lit. Museum,' I, 418.
Ambition --lfspite"-- a Vir,inianism.
"He brought the action aga nst me, for
ambition."

Amiables, n. Members of the upper class in
society.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 11. The
custom of kissing, as practised in these
days by the amiables, is borrowed from
the French; ana by them from Judas.

Angeliferous, a. Like an angel. See p. 76.

Animal, to go the whole a., To do a thing com
pletely.

1833 Crockett, 'Sketches,' 40. But
didn't I go the whole animal?

Anpersant, n. Ampersand. See Abisselfa.

Answer, v.i. To meet needs or requirements.

1831 'The Lou. D. Focus,' Sep.20.
A person •••• asked him how his new horse
answered.

*Anti-fogmatic, n. A morning drink supposed
to ward off the evil effects of fog. See p. 76.

Anti-intemperance, a. See quotation.

1829 'Maysville Eagle,' Aug. 4.
--the opinion of the parson and the anti
intemperance society to the contrary not
Withstanding.

Anti-Mormon, n. One opposed to Mormonism.

1833 'Lou. Daily Herald,' Nov. 22.
The Mormons and the Anti-Mormons [Title
of an article.]

Anxious seat, n. See p. 55.
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Apple-cart, n. Often used in a mild imprecation.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckians,' I, 23.
Smash my apple-cart if I can see into it.

Apple toddy, n. See p. 55.

Argufy, v.i. To argue.

1834 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' Aug. 20.
The squab wigs ••• attempted to argufy.

As how, conj. phr. That.

1839 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' April 4.
I reckon as how I will.

As much, adv. phr. Elliptical for "as much as" etc.

1828 Royall, 'Black Book,' II, 54.
I did get away with the life, but it
was as much.

Atrabilious, a. Sour, mean, vicious.

1840 Kennedy, '~uodlibet, ' 225.
I'll see justice done to Sim Travers,
said Eliphalet Fox, with an atrabilious
look.

Aunt, n. See quotation.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 110.
"Aunt" and nmauma~' or U maum , " its abbre
Viation, are terms of respect commonly used
by children to aged negroes. The first
generally prevails in the up country, and
the second on the seaboard.

Awful, (awfully), adv. Exceedingly.

1838 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' June 2. I
never seed anything so awful puty.

A:x, v. t. To cut With an ax.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of ~he Woods,' I, 219.
I ax'd me out a flopper with my tom
axe in no time.

B, B from bull's foot. A common expression
used after~ to signify total ignorance.
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1832 Paulding, 'Westward H01' II, 113.
I don't know a B from a bull's foot.

Back, v.t. To ride.

1833 Hall, 'Leg. of West,' 54.
WYou ~ust first give me the data: what
is the burthen of a mule?"
"Can't tell; never backed one in my life."

Baclt-hander, n. A kind of blow.

1835 Kennedy, 'Horse Shoe Robinson,' I, 29.
A back-hander brought down the other.

Back out, n. Retreat, surrender.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Hol' II, 136.
He could whip his weight in wild cats,
there being no back out in him or any of
his breed.

Back out, v. phr. To cause to withdraw, to
Urenig. ft

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 28.
You cut such high shines ••• I thought
I'd like to back you out, and I've done it.

*Baok track, n. The way back.

1834 Simms, 'G. Rivers,' I, 88.
You know the back track to my house.

Bagpipes, n. pl. Probably lungs.

1834 Carruthers, 'Xentuckians,' I, 20.
He's the chap what plumped a bullet
right into old Tecumseh's bagpipes.

Balance, n. See p. 42.

Bale boss, n. ?

1832 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' May 22.
100 lbs of bale boss for sale.

Bale rope, n. Rope for bales of cotton.

1831 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' Dec. 22.
Bagging and Bale Rope - a constant
supply, kept for sale.
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Ball, v.t. To honor with a ball.

1829 'The Kentuckian,' May 28.
You have had Mr. Clay with you-
dined and balled him --he goes on
sVlimmingly.

Ballgusted, p.p. Flabbergasted.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckians,' II, 216.
I wish I may be tetotally ballgusted.

Bamboozle, v.t. To con~se.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckians,' 11,206.
I'm tetotally bamboozled.

Bamboozlement, n. Act of confusing.

1835 Kennedy, 'Horse Shoe Robinson,' I, 78.
I suspicioned a bamboozlement.

Bang, v.t. (a) To beat, exceed, (b) To shoot.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I, 166.
This bangs Walsh and Col. stone, all hollow.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' 1,125.
I banged the first of 'em all to smash.

Bankite, n. An advocate of the National Bank.

1832 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' Oct. 17A Claymen,
antimasons, and Bankites, where are you?

Bank Whig, n. A whig favoring the National
Bank.

1835 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' June 26. The cog
nomen of Bank Whigs is to be doffed.

*Banter, v.t. To challenge. (See Dialect Notes,
I, 235)

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckians,' I, 183.
I was thinking of walking out into the
country and bantering somebody for a
foot-race.

B~rk-well, n. A person loyal in speech.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckians,' I, 189.
He's a bark-well and hold-fast too.
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Bastard, a. Here the term seems to refer to
a saw smaller than a cross-cut and larger
than a hand saw.

1832 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' March 3. John D.
Thorpe is opening a general assortment
of Hardware ••• among which are mill, cross
cut, bastard and hand saw 1/2 round and
3 square files.

Bate, v.t. To except.

1828 Royall, 'Black Book,' II, 113.
We were as great friends as Damon and
Pythias, bating the trial to which their
friendship was put.

Batter-cake, n. A flat cake, fried batter.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga.Scenes, , 36.
Waffles were handed to Ned, and he took
one; batter-cakes were handed, and he
took one.

Bawlingest, (Bawllinest) a. The superlative of
bawling.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Soenes,' 213.
Oh, they're the bawllinest, squallinest,
thievishest things ever was about one.

Bay, a little over the b., Mildly intoxicated.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' 11,176.
He was seldom downright drunk drunk; but
was often •••• a little over the bay.

Beamface, n. ?

1829 'Maysville Eagle,' July 28.
Beamfaces ••• for sale.

Bean-pole, n. Pole for bean vines.

1840 Bird, 'Robin Day,' 47.
He demanded •••what the devil I was
doing with my long nine (meaning the
duok gun) marohing like a bUllfrog under
a bean-pole.

Beans, don't know b., Doesn't know anything.
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1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' II, 86.
He don't know beans.

Bear, v.i. To lead.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' 1,102.
Thar 1s your road •• b'aring to a camp of
old friends.

*Beatomest, a. "Beatenest," most excessive,
outrageous.

1838 Drake, 'Tales from the Queen City,'
30. Why your the beatomest shakes, I
ever seed.

Beat up, v. phr. To canvass.

1836 Crockett, 'Adventures,' 22. ~tr

opponent might as well have whistled
jigs to a milestone as attempt to beat
up for votes in that district.

Beautifully, adv. -Fittingly, effectively.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' 1,102.
He always looked wonderous Wise, squinted,
and strutted, beautifully silent.

Beauty, n. Anything or anyone excellent or
admirable. See p. 87.

Bed-blanket, n. See quotation.

1840 'Crockett Almanac,' 29. We hated
the pesky cretur worse than a bed blanket
full of thunder bolts pickled down with
three or four lengths of chain lightning.

Bedcord, n. A cord used to support the mattress
of a bed.

1832 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' N~rch 3, O'Beirne
Baldwin & Co., offer for sale •••• 50 doz.
large size bed cords.

Bed post, Between you and I, etc. Confidentially.

1830 Royall, 'Letters from Ala.' 136.
Between you and I and the bed post, I
begin to think it all a plot of the priests.

Beef-headed, a. Ignorant, stupid, bull-headed.
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1828 Royall, 'Black Book,' 11,114.
Such a great beef-headed fellow as you
editor of a paper.

Bee-hole, n. See p. 55.

Bee's-nest, n. A nest of bees, used figura
tively for a great many.

1837 Bird 'Nick of the Woods,' II, 122.
Thar's a whole beets-nest of young
papooses.

Bent, p.p. Partially intoxicated.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' II, 176.
He was seldom downright drunk; but was
often ••• confoundedly bent.

Best, a. Strongest physically.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 53.
Two men ••• were admitted on all hands to be
the very best men in the county ••• which,
in the Georgia vocabulary, means they
could flog any other two men in the county.

BeWhiskered, a. Having whiskers.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckians,' 1,216.
There is one bewhiskered class, however,
from whom we ought to expect better things.

Bib and tucker, n. Clothes.

1833 Crockett, 'Sketches,' 37.
Both girls and boys had on their best
bib and tucker.

Bible-doxy, n. No doubt a coinage based on
some such word as orthodoxy.

1834 Crockett, 'Tour,' 21. The Bible-doxy stood
no chance.

Big bug, n. Person of consequence.

1830 Royall, 'Letters from Ala. 1 42.
One of them, as I came on, being asked
rather peremptorily by one of the big
bugs to rub down his horse cursed him.

Big fish, n. Same as Big bug.
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1836 Howard, 'stewart,' 139.
He is a big fish ••• anything he says will
be believed.

Bight, n. Small patch.

1837 'Crockett Almanac,' 2.
grows in bights.

Bill-hold, n. A hold upon the bill or nose.

1833 'Kentucky Gazette,' May 18. It would
have been well to let the Old Chief take
a bill-hold upon him.

Bind, v.i. To border.

1832 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' March 7. To lease
••• Lots binding on the Ohio river.

Bird, to kill two birds, etc. To accomplish two
things with one effort.

1834 Crockett, 'Life,' 52. I determined
to kill two birds with one stone.

Bitters, n. pl. See p. 42.

Black-coat gentleman, n. A churchgoer.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' 1,108.
The Post Master leaned a little to Presby
terianism, or some other ism, not the men,
but toward the ladies, Which appears to be
so wholly attached to the black-coat gentle
man.

Black Cockade, n. See quotation.

1840 Kennedy, 'Quodlibet,' 48. I do
not desire to conceal the fact that Judge
Flam, and even Mr. Middleton himself,
for some years after he came to man's es
tate, were both reputed to belong to what
was generally, at that time, denominated
and known by the appellation of the Old
Federal Party, and What, in common par
lance, has been sometimes scoffingly termed,
The Black Cockade.

Blackleg, n. Cheating, swindling.
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1836 Crockett, 'Adventures,' 96. He
now commenced proffesslonal blackleg on
his own hook.

Black-snakish, a. Like a black snake.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I, 135. Dr.
Wheaten is a tall, black-snakish, relig
ious-looking man.

Black wadding, n. A kind of gun wadding.

1833 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' July 2. 50 Doz.
Black Wadding ••••• for sale.

Blanket-coat, n. A coat made of a blanket,
used attrib. and ellipt.

1831 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' 11,125. I
could not but admire the gallantry of Mr.
Knox ••• one of those blanket-coat-stage
drivers.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' 1,58. I'm
for any man that insults me: log-leg or
leather-breeches, green-shirt or blanket-coat.

Blaze, v.t. See p. 80.

Blaze away, v. phr. To attempt anything.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckians,' I, 25.
I used to blaze away •••with the best of 'em.

Blizzard, n. A blow, shot.

1829 'Va. Lit. Museum,' I,418.
Blizzard. "A violent blow"- perhaps
from Blitz, (Germ.) lightning.

1834 Crockett, 'Life,' 152. I saw two
more bucks, very large fellows, too. I
took a blizzard at one of them and up he
tumbled.

Blow, v.i. To make a long fire, said of a gun.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 224.
"Gentlemen," said he, as he came to the
mark, "I don't say that I'll win beef; but
if my piece don't blow, I'll eat the paper;
or be mighty apt to do it."
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Blown, p.p. Spent, checkmated, "used. up."

1831 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' II, 84.
Thinks I to myself, I am blown.

Blue, n. & a. (a) An aristocrat, (b) A term
of derision applied to church members.

1829 'Maysville Eagle,' Nov. 24. The
lady is a blue ••• she cannot talk of these
commonplace:matters.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I, 17. He
was thin and lank, but the blues stuck
to him still.

Blue, a. Intoxicated.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' II, 176.
He was seldom downrig~t drunk; but was
often •••• confoundedly blue.

Blue blazes, n. Fire and brimstone, flames from
a firearm.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 58.
Dod. deternally durn my soul, if any man
was to talk to my wife as Bill Stallions
is talking to yours, if I did'nt drive
blue blazes through him in less than no
time.

Blue fist, n. A dismal failure.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckians,' I, 25.
A chap would make a blue fist of takin
a dead aim through double sights, with
the butt end of a psalm in his guzzle.

Blue hen, one of the blue hen's chickens,
Applied to a person of great spirit and
bravery. In our quotation it refers to
Andrew Jackson.

1830 Royall, 'Letters from Ala.' 69.
He told one ,of our party he was "one
of the blue hen's chickens."

Blue light, n. A New Englander.

1834 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' Sep.13. Send us
a blue light or two to examine them by.
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1838 Drake, 'Tales from the Queen City,' 91.
He was an adventurer from the land of

"blue-lights" and "Ha.rtford Conventions. rf

Blue skin, n. Refers here to church people.

1830 Royall, 'Letters from Ala.; 203.
Every blue skin of them is still in office.

Blue-stocking, a. Aristocratic.

1830 Royall, 'Letters from Ala.', 189.
Honorable Joseph Laurence of the blue
stocking county, Washington, Pennsylvania,
is a tall good figure.

Blue streak, n. See quotation.

1830 'The Kentuckian,' ~~y 14. A gentle
man ••• has only to get into a Sunday Mail
Coach ••• to pass Mr. Rowan with such rapid
ity as not even to leave a "blue streak"
behind him.

Blustiferous, a. Blustering.

1840 'Crockett Almanac,'
around in a blustiferous

29. They flew
temper.

Bob, n. Bobbing motion.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckians,' I,21.
You see he always took 'em on the bob,
jist as you would shoot a divin bird.

*Bodyacious1y, adv. Completely.

1833 Hall, 'Leg. of West,' 38. It's a
mercy, madam, that the cowa.rdly varments
hadn't used you up, bodyaclously.

Boggle, v.i. To hesitate.

1837 Bird, '~ick of the Woods,' II, 200.
Does thee boggle at the skin?

Bogtrotter, n. An Irishman.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I, 47.
None but a low raised man would have
done so; a bogtrotter, and never offered
to apologise.
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Boiled (biled) beet, An alliterative expres-
sion often used in comparisons.

1838 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.,' June 2. Her
face was red as a biled beet.

*Bolt, v.i. To change political sides.

1833 'Lou. Daily Herald,' Oct. 17. Does
the Doctor apprehend that the mitor is
abou t to nbol t. n

Boot, n. Difference allowed in a swap.

1831 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' II, 183.
I asked no boot in the world.

Boot, to have thebe on the wrong foot, To be
mistaken.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckians,' I, 97.
Re's got the boot on the wrong leg.

Borning, n. See p. 42.

Bottle, grind the b., A game.

1833 Crockett, 'Sketches,' 49. Plays which
had been fashionable when their grand
mothers were girls, such as ••• Grind the
Bottle ••• were called up and wearied out.

Bottle holder, n. An aid at a prize fight.

1834 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' Oct. 4, There shall
be bottle holders and seconds.

Bottle-proof, a. Immune from intoxication?

1838 Kennedy, 'Rob of the Bowl,' I, 43.
Dauntrees was bottle-proof.

Bottom, n. Root of a vegetable.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' I, 25.
Another of their notions was that turnips,
onions, and all manner of bulbous roots,
would be utterly destitute of bottoms,
if not sown in the old of the moon.

Bounce, v.t. & i. (a) To throw one's self at,
to set one's cap for? (b) To flinch, (c)
To shoot.
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1834 Simms, 'G. Rivers,' II, 278. And
she bounced at many a feller.

1835 Kennedy, 'Horse Shoe Robinson,' I, 78.
Now, never bounce at that, man.

1840 'Crockett Almanac,' 11. The rest
of the time he spent in •• bouncing deer.

Boy, n. See p. 48.

Boy, he is the boy, Expression of admiration.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I, 101. Don't
you see how he shakes himl ah, he is the boy.

Bran dance, n. See quotation.

1833 Crockett, 'Sketches,' 148. This is
the famous bran dance of the west, and derives
its name from the fact that the ground is
generally sprinkled with the husk of Indian
meal.

Brandy 0, n. Brandy, apparently taken from a song.

1831 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' II, 70.
They all took a little "Brandy 0."

Brash, a. Rash, brittle.

1829 'Va. Lit. Museum,' I, 418.
Brash. "Brittle." In this sense the word is
American. But it is not difficult to see
how it originated. BraSh, in the North of
England, signifies "TWigs or Brush" --
slender, fragile branches; and hence it
has been used adjectively in the sense of
brittle.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' I, 120.
Strannger thar's as brash as a new hound
in a b'ar fight.

Brass-ship, n. The term refers here to a brazen
woman.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I, 73. I
was told that her pious brass-ship housed
herself some weeks after the publication
of my Pennsylvania.
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Bread-basket, n. Stomach.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckians,' 1,20.
He's the boy to walk into their bread-baskets.

Break down, v. phr. To stamp violently in dancing.

1838 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' Aug. 8. He got
to "breaking down" so hard toward the end
of his dance, that the head of the barrel
went in.

Break-jail, a. Jail-breaking.

1831 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' II, 23.
A set of swindling sharpers, break-Jail
Yankees, have come to their doors.

Breeze, a b. of luck, Prosperous times.

1834 Crockett, 'Life,' 119. I now began
to think we had struck a breeze of luck.

Bridlewise, adv. Laterally? See Saddle-wise.

1830 'The Ky. Rep.' Feb. 17. You had
better cut it bridlewise.

Brimstone, to smell b. etc., To go to the in
fernal regions?

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Ho!' I, 121.
Hold your tongue, you beauty, or you shall
smell brimstone through a nail hole.

Broadcloth, n. A dandy.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 1843 211.
I'll be dod darned if Broadcloth don't
give some of you the dry gripes.

Broom stick, n. Stick used in a broom.

1837 'Crockett Almanac,' 8. W~ legs
were sw~lled up as big as broom sticks.

Broth, n. A bUlly, champion.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Ho!' II, 59.
fTI'll be goy blamed," cried one Rowland
Harrod, a broth of a fellow at the polls.

Brown meal, etc. See p. 56, s.v. Chicken fiXings.
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Brute, n. A term of endearment.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' 1,49.
I reckon my son Tom, the brute, would take
to her and marry her.

Bubble, n. Predicament.

1838 'Lex., Obsr. & Rep.' JUly 18. You
will get yourself into a bubble.

Buckera-man, (Buckree), n. Negroism for "White
man," See p. 42.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 48.
Ech-echI Fedder fly all ober de buckera
man meat.

Bucket, to kick the b., To die or "play out. 1f

1834 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' Sep.12. He expects
to "kick the bucket" before next election.

Buffalo-bull, n. Champion.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' I, 59.
Wharfs your buffalo-bull?

Bull-headed, a. Obstinate.

1840 Kennedy, 'Quodlibet,' 99. Stephen
Crabstock was one of the most bull-headed
Whigs in this county.

Bull-toad, n. Bull frog.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' I, 222.
I wallops down a rock, eend foremost,
like a bull-toad.

Bumper, n. Applied to anything large, excellent,
etc.

1833 'Lou. Daily Herald,' Oct. 26. Miss
Clara Fisher takes her benefit tonight ••••
neel we say it ought to be a bumper?

*Bundle, v.i. To sleep or lie on the same bed
without undressing.

1838 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' June 9, He was
compelled to "bundle" with the negro.
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Burnt brandy, n. Brandy from which some of the
alcohol has been burned.

1836 Crockett, 'Adventures,' 18. It must
be done soon, or even burnt brandy wouldn't
save me.

Busser, n. A kiss.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' I, 31.
It was easy for the maiden •• to present ••
her cheek to the manly bussers of the
•••youth.

Buster, n. A robust young person.

1839 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' April 10. Oh,
she's a busterl

Buttons, ding my b., A mild imprecation.

1835 Longstreet, Ga. Scenes,' 14.
Ding my buttonsl

Ca1amy, n. Slander? ca1wnny?

1835 Kennedy, 'Horse Shoe Robinson,' 1,27.
It was an infamious calamy.

*Calculate, v. t. See p. 42.

Camp out, v. phr. To leave home.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 9.
The old gentleman and his lady had consented
to camp out for a day.

Candle, to hold a c. to, To rival.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Hol I, 33.
He no hold candle to tudder.

*cane-brake, n. A thicket of cane.

1834 Crockett, 'Life,' 193. We pursued
them, and soon came to a chick canebrake.

Canoe, to paddle one's own c., To shift for
one's self.

1834 Simms, 'G. Rivers,' 11,225. He
trguessed, therefore, best haul off,tf and
each •••• here Bunce showed his respect for
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his new friends by quoting their phraseology
•••• ltmust paddle his own canoe. 1t

Cantrap, (Cantrip), n. A spell or charm.

1835 Kennedy, 'Horse Shoe Robinson,' 1,171.
When I come across one of your merry fellows
that's for playing cantraps on a man, it's
my rule to make them pay the piper.

Canvass Ham, See quotation.

1831 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' Nov. 12. There is
a party in Arkansas ycleped the "Canvass
Ham Party.t1

Cap, to set one's c. for, To try to attract as
a beau.

1833 Hall, 'Leg. of West,' 243. "I set
my cap for the lieutenant lf

••• cried the
laughing girl.

Cape bonnet, n. A kind of bonnet.

1838 C. Gilman, 'Recollections,' 131.
I perceived •••• a young girl •••• dressed
in homespun, with a cracker or cape bonnet
of the same material.

Capersome, a. Lively.

1835 Kennedy, 'Horse Shoe Robinson,' 1,191.
It is a good sign, sir, to see a traveller's
horse so capersome of a morning.

Care, to take c. of, To avoid.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Ho:' 11,20. The
hour approaches; the next birthday, and then,
then you must take care of me, Virginia, I
shall be dangerous, especially to those I
love.

Carriage, n. The loop attached to the sword
belt?

1840 'Log Cabin Song Book,' 42.
No useless carriage encircled his breast,
Nor in ruffles, nor jewels we found him.

Carry-all, n. See p. 42.
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Carryon, to c. 0., To "cut up," be bois
terous.

1828 Royall, 'Black Book,'
romped and squalled, and to
phrase, "carried on at such
he and Mrs. C. were greatly

II, 27. They
use a Yankee
a rate that
annoyed •• fT

Ca. sase n. pl. Abbreviation of the legal
term Capias ad satisfaciendum.

1840 Kennedy, '~uodlibet,' 80. Writs
in the hands of the sheriff, judgements
on the docket, fie fas. and ca. sase
track my footsteps.

Cascade, v.i. To vomit. See p. 36.

1838 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' Nov. 3. He
caught him by the throat and made him
cascade.

Case-knife, n. A tabl e knife.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 227.
The stock of Soap-stick seemed to have
been made with a case-knife.

Cast, p. p. Convicted.

1831 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' July 11. What does
he do but take the law 0' me ••• and I was
cast, and lost the sale of the Wheat.

Cat, to let the c. etc., To disclose a secret.

1828 Royall, 'Black Book,' 11,92. I shall
never forget his impUdence in letting the
cat out, about the pipe.

Cat, see how the c. jumps, To note the trend of
events.

1838 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' June 2. Kept my
eye on Nance, seed how the cat was jumpin.

Catlap, n. Milk.

1829 'Kentucky Gazette,' April 3.
Boarding houses have the grace to charge
you nine dollars for a calabash full of
catlap.
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Catstick, n. A stick or bat used in the
game of tip-cat.

1836 'Crockett Yaller Flower Almanac,' 12.
Put dat catstick on de top and saw dem
boat togedder.

Catting, pr.p. A note on this word says
it means "throwingU for cat-fish.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckians,' II, 217.
I've been out catting.

Cattle, n. pl.
Sharp-set.

1830 Royall, 'Letters from Ala.' 29.
'Tallmost killed my cattle.

1838 Kennedy, 'Rob of the BOwl,' 1,43.
That's what the world is coming to,
amongst us married cattlel

Cattle-range, n. See quotation.

1835 Hoffman, 'A Winter,' II, 130.
We entered at once up a large and beautiful
park or chase. (A note to chase at the
bottom of the page says: "Cal'I"eO" 'a cattle
range,' if I mistake not, in Kentucky."

*Caution, n. A marvel.

1837 'Crockett Almanac,' 10. The uproar
they made on the roof was a caution.

Cavault, (Cavort, Covault), v.i. See quotations.

1829 'Va. Lit. Museum,' I, 419.
Cavault or Cavort. Ranting, highflying.

1830 Royall, 'Letters from Ala.' 122.
Covault is of Tennessee birth and not
inaptly applied in the sense they use
it. It signifies an unruly or ungovernable
man; also an untame horse, or anything that
cannot be controlled.

1834 Simms, 'G. Rivers,' II, 62. You were
then cavorting about her in great style.

Cavortish, a. Lively, frisky.
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1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 28.
Bullet became more and more cavortish.

Chaffing, n. Stalling, wasting time.

1832 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' Oct. 20. Well,
t~en, this bout will really be a thorough
"out and ou't'e"r7!f nothing else but a
~rime one, no chaffing without something

eing done.

Chalk, to come up to the c., To return to the
conflict, to meet requirements.

1836 Crockett, 'Adventures,' 73. He
soon recovered himself and came up to the
chalk again.

Chalks, walk your c., Go away, be off with you.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 6.
Oh, wake snakes, and walk your chalks:
••••my soul, if I don't jump down his throat
and gallop every chitterling out of him,
before you can say 'quit':

*Chance, n. (a) A quantity, (b) Specimen.

1830 Royall, 'Letters from Ala.: 121.
There was some monstrous purty gals there
••• and a powerful chance of apples and
cyder.

1830 Royall, 'Letters from Ala.: 190.
Honorable n~. Mitchell is a poor chance
as we say in the West.

Change-partners, n. A game.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Luckworth,' I,30.
There was no obstruction to the pleasant
games of •••• change partners.

Chat, n. Conversation.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckians, 'I, 28.
He and I couldn't have a dish of chat
together.

Check, n. A light meal, luncheon. See p. 42.

Cheechee, n. Whiskey.

1840 'Crockett Almanac,' 10. I had been
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poring •••• the cheechee into me like
the whale swallowed Jonah.

,

Cheeses, to make c., See quotation.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' [1843] 124.
They took their seats with precisely
the motion with which the school-girls
in my younger days used to make "cheeses ll

as they called them, with their frocks.

Cherokee, n. Seems here to refer to Kentucky
backwoods amusements, e.g. dances. See
Chew-tobacco.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckians, ' I, 220.
We might show them fellers a little of the
real Cherokee.

Cherry bounce, n. A drink.

1832 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' March 3. O'Beirne,
Baldwin & Co., offer for sale •••• 20 bbls.
cherry bounce.

Chew-tobacco, (Chaw-) n. & a. (a) An insignifi
cant quantity, (b) Tobacco chewing.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckians,' I, 217.
Why that ain't a chaw-tobacco better nor
Cherokee.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckians,' I, 103.
He was not your chaw-tobacco parson I hope?

*Chicken fixings, n. pl. See p. 56.

Chitterling, n. Intestine.

1836 Crockett, 'Adventures,' 35. If
I don't jump down his throat and gallop
every chitterling out of him, before
you can say 'quit'.

Cho.ck fUll, Completely full.

1836 'Crockett Yaller Flower Almanac,' 19.
Here we have a roarer ••• chock full of fun.

Circumscriptious, a. Careful.

1835 Kennedy, 'Horse Shoe Robinson,' I, 88.
What passed and what have you learned? Enough
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to make us more circumscriptious against
scouts.

Circumsurround, v.t. To surround.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,· II, 122.
[I know] all the parts injacent and out
~acent, circumsurrounding the hoss-stamp.

Clamjamphrle, (clamjamfry), Trumpery, rubbish.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckians,· II, 108.
Would you put this clamjaIDtry against·
a deer drive?

Claret, n. Blood.

1832 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' Oct. 16. His
watchword is glory or mid claret lie
groaning.

Claw off, v. phr. To cease to attack? Abandon?

1833 'Lou. Daily Herald,' Sep. 12.
The Advertiser says, "the Herald has
clawed off" from Col. Drayton.

Claw up, v. phr. Climb up.

1837 Bird, ·Nick of the Woods,' II, 122.
You must claw up the knowl h'yar.

Clayism, n. Political philosophy of Clay.

1832 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' Nov. 10.
C1ayism Against Anti.Masonry [Title
of an article)

Clayite, n. Advocate of Clay.

1832 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' March 27.
A Clayite •••has introduced a bill.

Clean out, adv. phr. Completely out.

1840 'Kentucky Rifle,' Oct. 31. We'll
make noise enuff to skear loco-foker-ism
clean out 0' the country.

Clear, sdv. Completely.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' II, 150.
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I'm cl 'ar of your way of thinking.

*C1ever, a. Smart.

1831 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' II, 110.
This snag, (I mean a Vermonter) was
pretty tolerable clever.

C1odpo1ish, a. Awkwardly vigorous.

1835 Kennedy, 'Horse- Shoe Robinson,' I, 78.
It was a most clodpo11sh smack.

Club shoes, n. pl. Heavy, coarse shoes.

1830 RoYall, 'Letters from Ala.' 175.
(They] come running into the Rotunda with
~heir muddy club shoes.

Coat, to turn one's c.. To change one's con
victions.

1835 Kennedy, 'Horse Shoe Robinson,' I, 218.
He will take bribes from the rebels, and
turn his coat when-ever there is money
in the way.

Cook, o. of the walk, The champion.

1834 Simms. 'G. Rivers,' I, 69. He
was literally •••• -the cock of the walk."

Cock, c. of the wood, Same as Cock of the walk.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Ho1 II, 56.
He was getting to be cock of the wood.

*Cocked hat, n. See quotation.

1834 Crockett. 'Life.' 36. For I didn't
know how soon I sho'tlld be knocked into a
cocked hat.

Cocoanut, n. Head.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckians,' I, 66.
I rather suspicion he thought a two year old
colt's heel had got a taste of his cocoanut.

Codger, n. An odd person.

1834 Simms. 'G. Rivers,' I, 101.
There was an old codger •••Colonel Ralph
as they used to call him.



Coffee, c. too strong, Probably means here,
manners too bold and independent •.

1828 Royall, 'Black Book,' 11,132.
The English do not like the Western country;
our coffee is too strong for them.

Coffin-meat, n. A corpse.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,'II, 105.
He ar'n't hurt much to speak on, for all
of his looking so much like coffin-meat
at the first jump.

Cohees, n. pl. See quotation.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckians,' II, 192.
In Virginia, the inhabitants east of the
Blue Ridge are called Tuckahoes, and those
on the west Cohees; as some allege, from the
Scotch-Irish phrase "quo' he" (quoth he).

Cohogle, v.t. To deceive, impose upon.

June 7. "Collarmen"
ttcollar-representa
much used by the

1829 'Va. Lit. Museum,' I, 419.
To cohogle. "To bamboozle. tt

Collar-men, n. pl. A term applied to the
political followers of Andrew Jackson.

1834 'Lou. Pub. Adv.'
"collar presses" and
tives" are terms very
opposition.

Colonel, n. Often a mere title of respect.
The quotation is a take off on the fondness
of the southerners for titles.

1831 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' II, 119.
The next best fellow •••• was one Cushing,
a Judge, a Colonel, a black-smith, and a
Justice of the Peace.

Colt, n. A youngster, roustabout.

1834 Simms, 'G. Rivers,' II, 204.
Your nephew, who is a stout colt, buffets
him well for a time.

Comb, to cut the c., To dampen the ardor.

1840 Kennedy, 'Quodlibet,' 228. And
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the general effect of the whole was to
cut the combs of the True Grits.

*Come for to go, etc., A pleonastic expres
sion meaning "to intentionally be. n

1840 'Crockett Almanac,' 12. I'm a
man that wouldn't cum for to go for to
be onperlite.

Come on, v. phr. Succeed, get along.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes, 1 r18431 194.
How did you come on raisin' chicKens ~his
year?

Come over, v. phr. To cheat.

1834 Simms, IG. Rivers,' I, 64. He
does come over the old folks so with his
tin wares.

Common, a. Usual, ordinary. See First rate.

Common whiskey, n. Whiskey of a low quality1

1852 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' March 3. o 'Beirne,
Baldwin & Co. offer for sale •••150 bbls
rectified and common whiskey.

Conbobberation, n. Disturbance.

1835 Kennedy, 'Horse Shoe Robinson,' I, 65.
Ylliat you making such a conbobberation about:

Conceit, V.i. To think, imagine.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Hal' I, 172.
I partly conceit if you had been with
me one day last fall you'd have thought so.

Condesentious, a. Conscientious.

1835 Kennedy, 'Horse Shoe Robinson,' I, 81.
We have no condesentious scruples against
a fair rap or two over the knOWledge box.

Consequentials, n. pl. Important people.

1830 Royall, 'Letters from Ala.' 5.
I suspect they must be some of the con
sequentials of the neighborhood. -

Contwisted, p.p. Contorted, tWisted, dog-goned.
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1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckians,' I, 23.
I wish I may be contwisted.

Contwistification, n. Plot, snare.

1835 Kennedy, 'HorseShoe Robinson,' I, 77.
We hold in despise all sorts of contwistifi
cations --either by laying of tongue-traps,
or listening under eaves of houses.

Convention~bonnets, n. pl. See quotation.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' 1,36.
I have once before remarked that the people
of Richmond were amongst the most ignorant
people in the Union, and these silly women,
whose minds were empty, thought to capti
vate by outside show, and when the Conven
tion was about to meet, fabricated these
large umbrella bonnets, which they named
Convention-bonnets.

Cook up, v. phr. To plot, to plan.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Iuckworth,' II, 86.
The dreadful accident of the fall from
the horse had been cooked up between them.

Coon, to tree the c., To solve the problem,
to locate the guilty party.

1840 'Kentucky Rifle,' Oct. 31.
They've treed the coon.

Coon-whelp, n. A term of insult.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' I, 223.
You half-niggur! you 'coon-whelps!

Copper-head, n. See quotation.

1831 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' II, 63.
I forgive him for his bold and manly
stand against the copper-heads, as the
Presbyterians are often called.

Copper-washed, p.p. Colored like copper.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Ho!' II, 100.
I'm a nigger if I think this copper
washed man is a right clean, fullblooded
feller-cretur.
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Corduroy road, n. See p. 56.

Corn bread, etc., See p. 56.

Corn cake, n. A kind of corn bread.

1833 'Lou. Daily Herald,' Oct.
Hence the corn cake and dod~er

a species which l~s. Trollope
honor of inventing, for it was
heard of in Cincinnati before.

18.
cake,
h8d the
never

Corn Cracker, n. See p. 31.

*Corn crib, n. A crib for corn.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 22.
He commanded all the corn-cribs and fodder
stacks in Georgia.

Corned, p.p. Drunk.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' II, 176.
He was seldom downright drunk; but was
often •••pretty well corned.

Cor~stalk, n. Uned in expressions of impa
tience such as the one following.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckians,' I, 217.
01 corn-stalks anc)'jews-harps.

Cornstalk fiddle, n. Fiddle made of a corn
stalk.

1837 'Crockett Almanac,' 17. I can play
on a corn stalk fiddle.

Cornuked, p.p. Embarrassed?

1838 'Lex. ObBr. & Rep.' July 7.
(Scene in a court room)
Counsel: "What's the word? I don't

understand."
Witness: "Puckerstoppled" (a laugh)
Counsel: "\Yhat does that mean?"
Witness: "Why, cornuked" (a louder laugh)

Corn-van. Fan for winnowing corn.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' I, 219.
[I] came down the fall like a cob in a cornvan.
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Corruption, n. Anger.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' 1,126.
That riz my corruption.

Cotton, too high, etc., Drunk.

1829 'Maysville Eagle,' Aug. 4. I have
been •••• most too 'high for picking cotton.'

Cotton knife, n. A knife for cutting cotton
stalks?

1832 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' March 3. John D.
Thorpe ••• is ••• opening a general •••
assortment of Hardware ••• among which are •••
a great variety of thick back cotton knives.

Coudeript, a. See quotation.

1829 'Va. Lit. Museum,' I, 420.
Coudeript. Thrown into fits.

Countenance, n. See quotation.

1835 Kennedy, 'Horse Shoe Robinson,' 1,19.
These pistols were a part of the counte
nance (to use an excellent old phrase) of
a gentleman.

Cow, to salt the c. etc., To win the mother's
esteem in order to gain the daughter's favor.

1834 Crockett, 'Life,' 60. I went on
the old saying, of salting the cow to catch
the calf.

Cow-path, n. Path made by cows.

1828 Royall, 'Black Book,' 11,25. Had
it not been for those enterprising people,
New-Nedderlands would have been •••• nothing
but straggling cow-paths.

Cracked, p.p. Slightly crazy.

1831 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' II, 118.
The 1mjor behaved by far the most respect
ful of the Whole, though he was a little
cracked.

Cracked up for, Supposed to be.
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1829 'The Kentuckian,' May 28. He is
not the thing he is cracked up for.

Cracker, n. A cape bonnet, q.v. Also, a
poor white settler. See p. 43.

Cracker man, n. A teamster, wagoner.

1838 C. Gilman, 'Recollections,' 130.
When we returned from our walk the servant
told us that a oracketr* man and woman were
in the drawing room.
*Wagoners, so called from the snapping of
their long Whips, to stimulate their teams.

Crackling, n. A by_product obtained in re.
ducing hog-fat to lard, often used fig. to
refer to ~per80n.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 22.
I am perhaps a leetle ••••of the best man
at a horse swap, that ever stole crack1ins
out of his mammy's fat gourd.

Creature comfort, n. Whiskey.

1831 'The American,' l~rch 4. (He had
been] partaking rather freely 01" the
'creature comfort.'

Crickey, Oh Crickyl Exclamation of astonishment.
See Xi eye.

Crim con, n. Criminal conversation, adUltery.

1833 'Lou. Daily Herald,' Oct. 16. A
case of crim con was tried at Troy lately.--

Crop ears, n. pl. Ears cropped.

1837 'Crockett Almanac,' 17. You hav'nt
seen nothing of no horse with crop ears?

Cross and pile, Heade and tails. See Pile.

Crosshop, n. A step in dancing.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' r1843) 17
Jake Slack went to make a erossnop •••and tied
his legs. in a hard knot.

Crow, to pick a c., To censure, take to task, argue.



1830 Royall, 'Letters from Ala.' 228.
Honorable Judge Isaacs picked a crow
with me, doubtless in jest.

Crow-head, n. Anything insignificant.

1834 Crockett, 'Tour,' 191. It would
be but a few years until America would be
a crow-head.

Crusty, a. Irritable.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' II, 128.
She's ••••too pretty to have so crusty
a father.

CUb-headed, a. Foolish.

1840 Bird, 'Robin Day,' 61. Here oame
two cursed cub-headed schoolboys.

Cud, n. A chew, as of tobacco.

1840 'Crockett Almanac.' 10. He put a
big cud in one sighed of his cheek.

Cumberland Presbyterian. n. See quotation.

1830 Royall. 'Letters from Ala.' 122.
Here is a new sect called Cumberland
presbyterians.

Curiousest. a. Most curious.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Ho~' I. 124.
[He] seemed one of the cur10usest creturs
you ever saw.

Curl uP. v. phr. See p. 56.

Cut, p.p. Intoxicated.

1833 Greene. 'Dod. Duckworth.' II. 176.
He was seldom downright drunk; but was often
••••most confoundedly cut.

Cut about. v. phr. To run around.

1838 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' June 2.
She didn't cut about like she did.

Cut dirt, v. phr. To depart in haste.
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1832 Paulding, 'Westward HoI I, 91.
I must cut dirt soon for same place
where there's more room.

Cut out, v. phr. (a) To depart, (b) To win
a lover from a rival.

1834 Crockett, 'Life,' 40. I got a
little money, and some clothing; and once
more cut out for home.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 99.
BaldWin, you'd better go home, or Dr.
Bibb will cut you out.

Cut out for, designed for.

73. The truth is

1830 Royall, 'Letters from Ala.,' 62 •
. But these negro es have great patience

and seem cut out for the business.

Cut-scull, a. Lacking in intelligence.

1830 Royall, "Southern Tour,' I, 73. One
cut-scull clerk was quite a fool.

Dadshamed, p.p. Very ashamed.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckians,' 11,208.
I'm dadshamed if it ain't all up in snarls.

Dam, halfway over the d., Intoxicated.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' 11,176.
He was seldom downright drunk; but was
often ••• halfway over the dam.

*Dander, n. Anger.

1834 Crockett, 'Life,'
my dander was up,

Darnashun, n. Tarnation, damnation.

1829 'Maysville Eagle,' July 21.
Cut ••• through there like darnashun.

Dash, v.t. Drat, confound.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckians,' I, 27.
Dash me if he could talk a word of common
lingo.
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Dash, to cut a d., To make a display.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' 11,225.
~~. Fumingo now began to cut a dash.

Dashy trash, n. Knickknacks.

1837 'Crockett Almanac,'
ribbons and dashy trash
to the gals.

17. Wi th their
they ••• make love

Dead settlement, n. See quotation.

1835 Hoffman, 'A Winter,' 11,156. The
rain came down in torrents, and we were
glad to reach, about mid-day, what in the
language of the country is called "a dead
settlement." It was a cleared spot of about
fifty acres, upon a piece of alluvial land,
scooped out of the hill-side, and having
a ruinous log hut with a few yards of a
brook which formed one of the boundaries
of the deserted farm.

Deal, n. A quantity.

1834 Crockett, 'Life,' 7. I know that
obscure as I am my name is making a con
siderable deal of fuss in the world.

Leath, to go one's death, To acquit one's self
well.

1833 Crockett, 'Sketches,' 40. "Now,
Dick,ft says Sal, "didn't I go my death?ft

Dedodgement, n. Exit.

1829 'Va. Lit. Museum,' I, 420.
Dedodgement. "Exit."

Deerborn, n. See p. 43.

Democratic RepUblican, n. This term was used to
designate a political party in the 'Lex.
Obsr. & Rep.' for Aug. 4, 1838.

Dense, a. Thickly settled.

1832 PaUlding, 'Westward Ho:' I, 180.
It's getting too dense hereabouts.

Despise, n. Contempt.
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1840 Kennedy, '~uodlibet,' 102. There
is one thing •••• that I do hold in despise.

Dial, n. A watch.

1840 Kennedy, 'Quodlibet,' 42. We'll
call it twelve, although my dial points
but half way from eleven.

*Diggins, n. pl. Regions.

1840 'The Cam. Jour.' July 18. There
haynt no skunk holes in these ere diggins.

Ding, v.t. Darn, confound.

1830 Royall, 'Letters from Ala.' 121.
There was some monstrous purty gals
there and some dinged ugly ones too.

Dip, v.t. See quotation.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I,138.
They do not snuff it up the nose, but
take it into the mouth •••• they call it
dipping.

Dislimb, v.t. To rend limb from limb.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I,58.
She looked as though she could dislimb an
elephant.

Disregardless, a. Careless.

1835 Kennedy, 'Horse Shoe Robinson,' I, 85.
I have hearn say ••• that you was a ••• dis
regardless beast.

Disremember, v.t. To forget.

1830 Royall, 'Letters from Ala.' 220.
Amongst them also was a gentleman from
Kentucky and one from Arkansas whose names
I lament I have disremembered.

Do up, v. phr. To do or perform.

1838 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep. July 7. They
did up a considerable talk among urn.

Dodger cake, n. See Corn cake.

Dog, to die d., To remain loyal.

• • •
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1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' I, 219.
I'm the man •••• to die dog for them that
pats me.

Dog eat dog, Tit for tat.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckians,' I,22.
That's what I call dog eat dog.

Dogs, by d., Exclamation of emphasis.

1834 Simms, 'G. Rivers,' II, 97.
Well, by dogs, we've had a tough 'bout
of it.

Dogs, to blow off one's d., To prepare to
qui t an undertaking.

1835 Crockett, 'Van Buren,' 42. He
determined to blow off his dogs and quit
the drive.

Doggery, n. A groggery.

1830 Royall, 'Letters from Ala.' 145.
A Doggery is a place where spirituous
liquors are sold.

Dome, n. Home.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 76.
I reached the captain's hospital dome on
Easter.

Dorbug, n. A kind of beetle.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' I, 86.
It's a dorbugl

Dose, to go through, etc., To beat thoroughly,
"to use up" completely.

1837 'Crockett Almanac,' 3. I'll go
through the Mexicans like a dose of salts.

Dot and go one, "An expression representing
the limp of a person lame of one leg, or
who has a wooden leg, which makes a dot
on the ground for each step that the
other goes." OED.

1830 Royall, 'Letters from Ala.' 198.
It was dot and go one the whole time.
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Double split, v. phr. To split in two places?

1840 Kennedy, 'Quodlibet,' 106. The
party's double splitted.

Douse, v.t. To~doff.

1840 'Crockett Almanac,' 18. I stepped
up to the cappin and doused my peak.

Down-faced, a. Humble.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckians,' 1,26.
Our Yankee went off, as well-behaved and
as down-faced a chap as you would wish to
see.

Downsetter, n. A masterpiece, splendid effort.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' 1,102.
Finding that now was his time to immor
talize his name •••• he raised himself
more erect, hemmed, once or twice, spit,
cocked his eye at me, and gave, oh ye
god's, it was a downsetter.

Doxy, n. Sweetheart.

1837 'Crockett Almanac,' 17. I determined
to make a call on my doxy.

Drag, n. A haul.

1836 Howard, 'Stewart,' 24. For
young hands they made a fine drag.

Draw, v.t. To make a threatening motion with.

1835 Hoffman, 'A Winter,' 11,161. He's
drawed his knife twice on me already.

Draw trigger, v. phr. To fire.

1840 'Crockett Almanac,' 2. I stopp.d
and drawed trigger.

Drink, n. A body of water.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward HoI' I, 121.
Shut pan and sing dumb, or I'll throw
you into the drink.

Drinkery, n. See quotation.
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1840 Kennedy, 'Quodlibet,' 222. The
Sergeant took a small frame hORse next
door to Sim Traver's Refectory, --or
rather, as Sim called it, his Drinkery.

Drive, n. A deer hunt.

1833 Crockett, 'Sketches,' 93. We were
all rested and ripe for a drive.

Driver, n. An overseer's helper.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckians,' 1,116.
Here, besides your white overseers, you
have your black drivers.

Droll, adv. Severely, vigorously.

Drop, n. Whiskey.

1831 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' 11,178.
He was a good looking young man, but
took a few of the drops rather often.

Drop, v.t. To give birth to.

1839 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' Feb. 2. Four
mile heats, with colts and fillies
dropped Spring 1839.

Drought, n. Thirst for liquor.

1840 Kennedy, ' QUOdlibet,' 133.
He ••• was overtaken by his drought and
was laid away in the afternoon in Abel
Brown's wagon.

Dry gripes, n. pl. Extreme pains in the stomach,
possibly those not caused from drink. See
Broadcloth.

Ducking, n. Hunting ducks.

1834 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' Sep. 9. Good
ducking may be had near any of the farm
houses.

Duds, n. pl. Clothes.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' 1,102.
He was then ordered to resume his duds
and take his seat.
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*Dug_ out. n. .A kind of canoe.

1837 Bird. 'Nick of the Woods.' It 219.
He eagerly demanded of Ralph how he
got there. uln the dug_out" said Ralph.

Dunder-thump. a Expression of contempt.

1831 Royall. 'Southern Tour,' II. 96.
There might have been more ~han one
of the Dunder-thump Missionaries on
board.

Dust. kick up a d.. Raise a fuss.

1830 Royall. 'Letters from Ala •• ' 59.
Mrs. Melton would sometimes take it
into her head to go into the kitchen
and kick up a dust With her about the
dinner.

Duty. to go to d.. To conduct devotional exer
cises.

1836 Howard. 'stewart.' 110. The old
man got his Bible and hymnbook. and
invited me to go to duty. I used the
books. and then prayed like hell for the
recovery of the old lady.

*Dyed-in- the-wool, a. Firm. steadfast.

1840 Kennedy. 'Quodlibet.' 52. [He]
is •••• as patent a dyed-in-the-wool
democrat as Theodore Fog himself.

Earnest. (Airnest). a. Anxious.

1834 Simms. 'G. Rivers ' II. 304. I
don't wonder as how you're no little
airnest to get off.

Eat. v.t. To furnish meals to.

1837 'Crockett Almanac.' 17. Well.
Captin. do you ate us. or do we ate our_
selves?

*Ebenezer. n. Temper. anger.

1837 Bird. 'Nick of the Woods.' I. 126.
80 that riz my ebenezer.
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Eel-skin, n. Paper money.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckians,' I, 98.
He gave me an order on the bank for the
eel-skins.

Egg-nogg, n. See p. 43.

Eggs, to peck e., To "fight" eggs, i.e. to
tap eggs against each other to see which
one breaks.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 77.
It was a common custom of those days with
boys to dye and peck eggs on Easter Sunday.

Enduring, pr. p. Lasting.

1834 Crockett, 'Life,' 178. I after
wards found they had treed the bear
about five miles off, near to a man's
house, and had ba:rked at it the whole
enduring night.

Eternal-temporal, a. An uncomplimentary
epithet.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' I, 223.
H'yar, you 'tarnal-temporal, long
legged, 'tater-header, paint-faces:

Evening, n. Afternoon.

1828 Royall, 'B1ack Book,' II, 323. I
arrived at Thomastown in the evening-
not the Yankee evening -I mean about sundown.

Exflunct, v.t. To "use up," overcome. See p.87.

*Exflunctify, v.t. Same as Exflunct.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' II, 102.
You switches gentlemen, do you, you ex
flunctified, perditioned rascal?

Explaterate, v.t. Explain, talk.

1831 'Maysville Eagle,' July 12. Let's
-liquor and then I'll explaterate more.

Explicitrize, v.t. Censure?

1840 'Crockett Almanac,' 8. I don't
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want to explicitrize him too hard.

Eye, up to the eyes, Very much engaged in.

1830 Royall'fj 'Letter from Ala.' 150.
He is ••••up~he eyes raising cotton.

Eye opener, n. An early morning drink.
See p. 76.

Eye teeth, to cut one's e.t., To become
sophisticated.

1840 Kennedy, 'Quodlibet,' 41. It's
my opinion that the old tanner has cut
his eye teeth.

Fair shake, n. Fair bargain.

1830 'Cen. Watch,' b~y 22, A tellow
stepped up to me and asked how I'd
trade? and, says I for what? and
says he, for your watch - and says It
•••any way that will be a fair shake.

Fat gourd, n. A gourd for fat. See Crackling.

Feather, v.t. To beat severely.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 189.
At last he gits your head under his arm,
and then I reckon he feathers it in.

Feginny, a. The meaning of this word
is not obvious.

1830 Royall, 'Letters from Ala.' 23.
She frisked back and began to adjust
her Feginny cloth dress.

Feginny, Old F. begging, A note at the bottom
of the page containing the following
excerpt calls the expression ~ A Virginia
phrase."

1830 Royall, 'Letters from Ala.' 21.
I will try to begUile the time in amusing
myself with "my host" and hostess who
I dare say expect to make their Jaok
out of me - "Old Feginny beggingl"

Fetch, v.i. To arrive.
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1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' II, 122.
Take the shoot, till you fetch right
among the hosses.

Fetch and carry, n. Domineering.

1838 Kennedy, 'Rob of the Bowl,' I, 43.
Here is a fig for my wife Dorothy~ Come
and go as you list ••••none of your fetch
and carry.

Fi. fas. n. pl. Abbreviation for the legal
term fieri-facias. See Ca. saSe

Figure, to go the big f., To make qUite a
display.

1836 Crockett, 'Adventures,' 119. He
told me that he had met him a few weeks
before down at Baton Rouge, where the
fellow was going the big figure.

Figure, to go the whole f., Same as "to go
the big figure."

1840 Kennedy, 'Quodlibet,' 163. I
can tell you that he goes the whole
figure against rotation.

Fine fellow, n. An agreeable, pleasant man.

1831 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' II, 16.
Mr. Capers, a merchant, in King street,
first name unknown, is another fine
man, or fine fellow, as they say in
the South.

Fire-roasting, n. Burning at the stake.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' II, 128.
They must be taken as they come, ••••
gantelope, fire-roasting and all.

First-rate, a. (a) Well, applied to health,
(b) Excellent.

1837 'Crockett Almanac,' 17. "What
are you?" "I'm first rate and a half
and a leetle past common.

1838 Gilman, 'Poetry of Travelling, ,
337. Our landlord said. he was a "first
rate whip."
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Fishy, a. Untrustworthy.

1840 Kennedy, 'Quodlibet,' 75. Jesse
being at this time a little amphibious
in his politics, or, in W~. Fog's ex
pressive language, rather fishy.

Fist, n. (a) A failure, (b) Signature.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' II, 8.
"You had'nt ought to ax anything for
pulling ither of these, seeing you've
made such a fist of it.-

1835 Crockett, 'Van Buren,' 82., Among
the first proofs that Van Buren had
put his fist, as we say in the back-woods,
to the contract with :Mr. King ••••was
the course of the Albany Argus.

Fist and skull, See quotation.

1833 RaIl, 'Leg. of West, , 51.
They never come out boldly into the
open field, and take a fair fight,
fist and skull, as Christians do.

Fisting, n. Boisterousness.

1836 'Crockett Yaller Flower Almanac, '
19. Here we have ••• a roarer ••• chock
full of fun and fight, fisting and feeling.

FiXings, n. pl. (a) Musical instruments,
(b) Clothes.

1840 'Kentucky Rifle,' Oct. 31. Let
every man that can play a fiddle or
blow a horn, bring his fix1ns along and
make music.

1840 'Kentucky Rifle,' Oct. 31. Sal
•••was mak1n up her weddin fixins.

Flagratious, a. Flagrant.

1835 Kennedy, 'Horse Shoe Robinson, I

I, 84. My wors~ ••• is almost more than I
have the conscience to do to any man
who isn't a downright flagratious enemy.

Flam, n. A hoax.
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1830 Royall, 'Letters from Ala.' 31.
It's all a flam.

F1ambergast, v.t. To flabbergast, embarrass.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 189.
I'm flambergasted if I don't think he
rather worsted the Old Bo:y; this morning.

Flame, n. Sweetheart.

1840 'Crockett Almanac,' 14. I wonat
had an old flame I took sumthin of a
shine to.

Flat-bottom, n. A kind of boat.

1834 H. Brackenridge, 'Recollections,'
207. The shore is lined with the various
kinds of keels, flat-bottoms, or arks, of
all sizes.

Flat-footed, a. Outright, plain.

1828 Royall, 'Black Book,' II, 114.
He was one of your right down flat
footed o~drivers.

Flea, With a f., etc. Indignant, insulted.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' II, 104.
All went home with a flea in their ear.

Flinch, n. Lack of resolution.

1832 Kennedy, 'Swallow Barn,' I, 205.
Thar's no flinch in me, you may depend
upon it.

Fling, n. Knock-out blow, the worst of an
encounter.

1840 Simms, 'Border Beagles,' II, 269.
I reckon you did shoot the poor man, though
I s'pose it was by accident, or eise you
fou't him fairly, and he got the fling.

Fling, v.t. To overcome.

1831 '1~ysville Eagle,' July 12. Don't
you see how old Jackson flung him.

Flint to cabbage, ·"Doughnuts to dollars"?
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1828 Royall, 'Black Book,' II, 243.
It is flint to cabbage emphatically.

Flipper, n. Hand.

1840 'Crockett Almanac,' 18. I first
touched her bed clothes, and then her
flipper.

Flipperty-gibbet, adv. Flibberty-gibberty.

183Z 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' Nov. 5. These
very interestigg gentlemen would f~y

off the handle ••• flipperty-gibbet •••
if it were not for one thing.

Flitter jig, all to a f.j., All to pieces.

1834 Crockett, 'Life,' 30. I scratched
his face all to a flitter jig.

Flog, v.t.
sense.

To 'beat,' excel in figurative

1840 Hoffman, 'Greyslaer,' II, 28.
How or whither that white man cleared
himself, you cannot find out~

"That flogs natur':" cried a hunter.

Flooring, n. A knock out.

1832 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' Oct. 20. [There]
will be 'real Floorings' and a real
'out and OU't'ir. i

Flopper, n. A paddle. See Ax.

Flugens, interj. Cry of surprise.

See Hog and

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 132.
"Flugensl" said Dupree, "what an
oversightl"

Flummery, n. Ceremony.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 101.
When the parson had got through his flummery
••••• theyall jumped into carriages.

Flulnmuck, v. t. "Plague take,"
homminy.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 29.
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Flummuck me if ever I want to be so fixed
again.

Flummucky, a. Confounded, bewildered.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' II, 215.
Hang me if I don't think he's a little
flummucky altogether about the head.

Flunkt, a. See quotation.

1829 'Va. Lit. Museum,' I, 457.
Flunkt. "Overcome, outdone."

Flusticated, p.p. Flustered, fuddled.

1835 Kennedy, 'Horse Shoe: Robinson,' I,
78. They listed you •••when you was
flusticated with liquor.

Fly-machine, n. Flying machine? l~chine for
catching flies?

1834 Si~~s, 'G. Rivers,' II, 232. You're
as soon off as a fly-machine.

Fly trap, n. Mouth.

1836 Crockett, 'Adventures,' 88. The
politician ••• shut his fly trap and
turned on his heel without saying a word.

Fob off, v. phr. Put off, cheat.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' I, 117.
Didn't that etarnal old Bruce fob me
off With a beast good for nothing.

Foolk, n. See quotation.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 159.
( The author after using this word in
a series of military commands, comments
on its derivation thus: A contraction and
corruption of "firelock." Thus: "firelock,"
"f'lock," "foolk."}

For, prep. EqUivalent to "eager for a fight
with." See Log-leg.

Force, n. Help.

1834 Si~~s, 'G. Rivers,' II, 105. You
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assured me that old Snell and his two
sons were the whole force that he carried.

Fork over, v. phr. Pay over.

1839 'The Obsr. & Rep.' 1my 18. The
game •••was "blockedn at once, and a demon.;.
stration made that the gambler should fork
over his illgotten gains.

Fork up, v. phr. Same as "Fork over."

1839 'The Obsr. & Rep.' Nov. 23. Well,
then, fork up, and be quick.

Fort, v. t. & i. To supply with the protection
of a fort, or to take up one's quarters in
a fort.

1834 Crockett, 'Life,' 104. The people
had been forted so long and so quietly,
that they didn't apprehend any danger.

Forty foot pole, n. Used as a general ex
pression for any sort of means.

1838 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' June 2. I
can't touch her with a forty foot pole.

Fox, v.t. To deceive.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 63.
Has he foxed you?

Fraction, n. Friction, occasion, cause.

1840 Kennedy, 'Quodlibet,' 167. Well,
what's the fraction, said Neal, that
you're all a busting out in such a
spell of a laugh about?

Free gratis for nothing, Gratis.

1838 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' July 7.
The following trick to raise a good
bottle of wine free gratis for nothing,
is the "cap sheaf" of all the pieces of
impudence we have heard of lately.

Free negro, n. See quotation.

1835 Hoffman, 'A Winter,' II, 134.
The condition of the negroes in servitude
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is so easy, that to call one a ufree nigRe."
is the highest term of reproach among them.

Fresh, v. t. To refresh, to make fresh.

1835 Kennedy, 'Horse Shoe Robinson,' I, 66.
Put a sprinkling of salt in a bucket 0'
water •••and just stir a leet1e indian
meal in with it - it sort of freshes the
cretur up like.

Frog, knee-high to a f., Quite small.

1833 'Lou. Daily Herald,' 1mrch 20.
It is really the best version of an
old story we have heard 'ever since we
were knee-high to a frog.'

Front yard, n. The yard in front of a dwelling
and just outside the enclosed space or
"yard lf proper.

1835 Ingraham, 'Southwest,' II, 114.
Southerners, with the exception of the
cultivation of a few plants in a front
yard, pay little regard to horticulture.

1837 'Crockett Almanac,' 8. The
critters kept rolling the log about
the front yard.

Fuddle, v.t. To intoxicate.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' II, 176.
He was seldom downright drunk; but was
often confoundedly fuddled.

Furrow-turner, n. A plain farmer.

1834 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' Aug. 9. We
underrate the capacities of the fur-
row-turners. ---

Fusee, n. (a) A gun, (b) An attractive
girl.

1834 Simms, 'G. Rivers,' I, 65.
Jeremiah Seaborn swears against him
for a fusee he sold little Jeremiah.

1835 Kennedy, 'Horse Shoe Robinson,' II,
34. Itll be cursed if I wouldn't snark
that little fusee myself. •
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Gallopade, n. A kind of dance. -

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes.' 129.
We had none of your •••disgusting
gallapades.

Game-making, a. Fun loving.

1830 Royall, 'Letters from Ala.' 97.
She is a mighty game-making sort of
woman.

Gander eyes, n. pl. Eyes like a gander's.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I, 168.
Gander eyes is always a bad sign.

Gangling, a. Loose jointed.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I, 76.
The old lady was still living, but
bent with age, and had little to do
with the tavern. which is managed
by her button-head son, a runlet of
a daughter, (more like a runlet than
a \Yoman) and a gangling son- in-la.w •

Gante1ope, n. Old form of gauntlet.
See Fire-roasting.

Garbroth, n. Gar fish broth.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Rol' II, 100.
If I hadn't sooner eat garbroth with
a real nigger, may I never see a tree
nigh enough to my house to make a
fire without the help of a cart and
oxen.

Gemornetty, interj. Exclamation of surprise.

1834 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' Nov. 20. Oh,
Gemornetty, we Whigs are used up.

Get ahead, v. phr. To prosper financially.

1834 Carruthers, 'KentUCkian,' I, 26.
When the feller had got considerable ahead,
the word came out that he was studyin to
be a doctor.

Get-a-long-ability, n. Ability to make money.

gar-broth, n

American Spat

gyar-broth, .Dl
gar. Poor or.
as thin as B11.
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1838 Drake, 'Tales from the Queen City, '
SO. To good classical attainments, he
united •••get-a-long-ability.

Giraffed, p.p. See quotation.

1840 'Kentucky Rifle,' Oct. 31. We can
never be humbugged or G1raffed long.

Girdle, v.t. To cut around a tree, so as to
cause it to die.

1835 Kennedy, 'Horse Shoe Robinson,' I,
156. In the phrase of the woodman, they
had been girdled some years before.

*G1ve out, v. phr. To become exhausted.

1840 'Kentucky Rifle,' Oct. 31. Don't
give out' said he, ••• 'I'm obliged to
give out' said I. .

Givy, a. See quotation.

1829 'Va. Lit. Museum,' I, 457.
~iVY. "Muggy. 11 The weather is said to

e givy, when there is much moisture
in the atmosphere.

Go, v.t. (a) To master, (b) To wager.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I, 43.
These low Virginians cannot go the
letter !:.

1834 Simms, 'G. Rivers,' II, 98.
I'll go a York shilling 'gainst a Lo~

isiana bit, that you can't tell to save
you.

Go by, n. Avoidance.

1829 'Maysville Eagle, ' Aug. 11. The
wary counsel gave it the go by.

Go for, v. phr. Stand With, favor.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I, 40.
He goes for the white population.

Go the whole, v. phr. To go or do fully.

1829 'The Kentuckian,' May 14. We cannot
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yet n go the whole n in basely copying the
worst manners of England.

Go through, v. phr. To vanquish, to beat
completely. See Dose.

Go upon, v. phr. To depend upon.

183Z Paulding, 'Westward Rol' I, 121.
We might have semething to go upon.

Go with, v. phr. Agree with, take sides with.
Also in the sense of become.

1840 Kennedy, 'Quodlibet,' 103. I go
with my ma, although pa is pa.

God bless us, n. See p. 94.

Gone coon, n. See p. 57.

Gone horse, n. A person for whom there is
no hope.

1840 Kennedy, 'Quodlibet,' 91. Him
Porter ses, Nicodemus, that you're a
gone horse.

Gone negro, n. Probably a dead negro.

1840 Bird, 'Robin Day,' 68. It's
only a gone nigger.

Gone sucker, n. Evidently dead fish.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Ho:' I, 80.
I wouldn't risk a huckleberry to a
persimmon that we don't every soul
get treed and sink to the bottom like
gone suckers.

Goose-grease, slick as g., Extremely slick.

1836 Howard, 'stewart, I 66. He was as
slick on the tongue as goose-grease.

Goose guzzles, n. pl. The expression refers
here to fifes.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 221.
There's the squeakin of the Wheels,
that would go for them goose guzzles.
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Gosling, n. A young, inexperienced person.

1840 Bird, 'Robin Day,' 115. I took
you for no more than a green gosling.

Gouge, v.t. To pry out an opponent's eye.
See Snake-poled.

Gourd of hog's lard, A highly descriptive
term of derision applied to a fat
man.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 127.
If he'd o'been in his place, it would
o'flung Bostwick right where that
gourd 0' hog's~, (Fulger) was.

Goy blame, v.t. To blame severely, a minced
oath.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Ho:' I, 172.
I'll be goy blamed if I haven't bin
trying to catch this squirrel.

Grab, n. Possession by seizure.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' II, 133.
The story of the other gal you know of
gave you the grab on the lands.

Grabbler, n. Hand.

1840 'Log Cabin Song Book;' 41. He
streaked it d~rkly, at dead of night,
The way With his grabblers feeling.

Grandiferous, a. Wonderfully well.

1840 'Crockett Almanac, t 25.
I felt hugeously grandiferous.

Granny, n. See quotation.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth, tIl, 91.
I mean those elderly females usually
termed grannies.

*Grass, since last grass, Since last spring.

1838 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' June 2, I've
cortin her ever since last grass a year.

Grass tangIer, n. See p. 97.
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Graze, v.t. To touoh Slightly.

1836 Howard, 'stewart,' 41. He sold
that negro for two thousand dollars,and
then put him for ever out of the reaoh of
all pursuers, and they can never graze
him unless they can find the negro.

Great bug, n. See quotation.

1840 Bird, 'Robin Day,' 31. [He]
was a "great bug," that is, a great
personage.

Greedy-gut, n. Glutton.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' I, 89.
Gray-eye, greedy-gut, eat all the world up.

Green Lizard, n. See quotation.

1830 Ro~~ll, 'Letters from Ala.' 138.
The Camelion is also a native of this
place •••• They are called "Green Lizards"
by the inhabitants. [North Alabama]

Greens, n. pl. Usually collards.

1833 Crockett, 'Sketches,' 168.
I then filled my plate with bacon and
greens.

Green-shirt, n. A hunter? See Blanket
coat.

Grig, n. Grasshopper, cricket.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' II, 168.
She soon became as merry as a grig.

Grist, n. Quantity.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Ho:' I, 77.
There has been a mighty grist of rain
lately. .

Grit, n. llHard money," i.e. coin. See
Comb, where the word is used for the
"real article,lf the genuine thing.

1834 Crockett, 'Life,' 52. I sold my part
of the beef for five dollars in the real grit.
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Ground, v.t. To bring to the ground.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth, I II, 150.
While he was endeavoring to ground
him, Duckworth grappled with both, and
all three came down.

Ground-~cuff1e, n. Wrestling match.

1834 Carruthers, 'KentUCkian,' I, 95.
Held find it rather a different business
at an honest ground-scuffle.

Guess, n. Corruption of gate. meaning kind,
sort.

1832 PaUlding, 'Westward Ho~' I, 163.
He's another guess sort of a man.

Gum, n. A word often used in such exolama
tions as "by guml" "dad gumllt

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Hol' I, 25.
Are you, by guml

Gun, n. Man capable of bearing arms.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' I, 38.
Vlliat foroe do you tote down to the Falls
tomorrow?
Twenty-seven guns in all.

Guzzle, n. Throat. See Blue fist.

Hack, n. fa} A chance, (b) Test, or standstill.

1836 Crockett, 'Adventures,' 79.
Better take a hack by way of trying
your luck at guessing.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 27. I
didn't oare about trading; but you
cut such high shines, that I thOl~ht

I'd like to back you out, and I've done
it. Gentlemen, you see I've brought
him to a hack.

Hair of the dog, etc., See quotation.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian, I I, 64.
A little hair of the dog is good for
the bite.

Half-cocked, a. Unprepared.
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1836 'Crockett Yaller Flower Almanac,'
4. They •••••never goes off half-cocked.

*Ha1f horse, half alligator, etc., Designa
tion for a Kentuckian.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Ho:' I, 130.
Whereas before he was accustomed to desig
nate himself as "half horse, half alligator,
and a little of the steamboat," he ever
afterwards added u a small sprinkling of
an earthquake" to the former ingredients.

Half-seas over, a. Moderately drunk.

1828 Royall, 'Black Book,' II, 170.
One about half-seas over was a confirmed
toper.

Handle, the h. of a jug, etc., See quotation.

1836 Crockett, 'Adventures,' 24.
Such judges I should take it are like
the handle of a jug, all on one side.

Handle, to fly off the h., To lose control
of one's self. See F1ipperty-gibbet.

Randle, (up) to the h., To the limit, fully.

1833 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' M.ay 9. He is
determined to carryon the contest uto
the handle."

Rands, on all h., On all sides, unanimously.

1836 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' Jan. 9. She's
given up on all hands to be the prettiest
creature in the universal world.

Harness, to trot in double h., To marry.

1838 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' June 2.
ITe soon hitch'd traces to trot in double
harness.

Hate, n. See p. 90. This word often puzzles
students of dialect. The explanation of its
origin is found in the OED s.v. ~, sb. 2

Have, v.t. To accept as a husband.

1839 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' April 10.
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Sal will you have me?

Head, n. See quotation.

1833 lLou.·Pub. Adv. 1 June 19.
He raised his piece gradually until
the head (that be ing the name given
by the:Kentuukians to the sight) of
the barrel was brought to a line with
the spot which he intended to hit.

Heap, n. A crowd.

1834 Crockett, lLife,' 45. It was
a place where a heap of bad company met
to drink and gamble.

Hear to, v. phr. Pay attention to.

1834 Simms, 'G. Rivers,' II, 232.
Now hear to my design.

Heart deep, a. As deep as the heart.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods, 1 II, 182.
I was an honest man once, Captain,
but I am a rascal now; warp and woof,
skin deep and heart deep.

Hearty, a. Healthy, robust.

1840 'Kentucky Rifle,' Oct. 31.
Elsie was tolable harty.

Heel, n. Latter part.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' II, 31.
It was in the heel of the evening when
he arrived.

Heifer, n. Applied to a young lady.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes, 1[18431
56. 1 1 11 licm him till he learns ~o
teach you better manners, you sass~

heifer you.

Hell, quicker than h., etc., See quotation.

1840 'Crockett Almanac,' 11. I'll be
in his hair quicker than hell could
scorch a feather.
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Ee1liferocious, a. Extremely ferocious. See
p. 75.

Hell sweat, n. See p. 58.

Hen-pecked, a. Subservient.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian, ' I, 206.
He acted the ludicrous and careless,
but hen-pecked, husband.

Here's at you, 'I accept your offer.'

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 27.
But as I bantered you, if you sayan
even swap, here's at you.

Reroite, n. A Jackson man.

1831 'The Lou. D. Focus,' Aug. 27.
We are told by the Heroites that •••
1tt. Clay has been defeated.

Hickory, n. See quotation.

1829 'Kentucky Gazette,' April 3.
His father ••• resolved on applying the
rod, now more fashionably called the
hickory.

Hickory towel, n. SWitch, rod.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 30.
As soon as I catched his eye, I gin
him a Wink, as much as to let him know
that ••••1 would wipe him down with a
hickory towel.

High shine, n. Extravagant action. See Back out.

High-strikes, n. HY8terics~

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,'
An old woman would have sworn I
the high strikes with a knot 0'
in my guzzle.

*Hog and hom(m)iny, n. A dish composed of meat
and vegetables.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 102.
I'm flummucked if it wouldn't have been
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a pretty tolerable show in the land of
hogs and homminy.

Hog, root h. or die, Work or starve.

1834 Crockett, 'Life,' 118. We
therefore determined to go on the
old saying, root hog or die.

Roground, n. "Hams, shoulders and middlings
have different prices, but when taken all
together at one price, it is so much
hog-round. - Green, Word-book.

1835 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' Feb. 14.
8000 Ibs pork, hog round ••• for sale.

Hog's cheese, n. Head cheese, or souse. Not
the same as English brawn, though ~~s.

Gilman thought it was.

1838 Gilman, 'Recollections,' 25.
Her hog's cheese (the English brawn)
was delicacy itself.

Hog Thief, n. Designation for Pike County,
Alabama, in first quotation.

1831 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' II, 35.
It appears to be a harbor for people,
obnoxious to the laws, and is divided
into Upper Hog Thief, Lower Hog Thief,
and Middle Hog Thief.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 234-5.
"If ever you come out for anything, Lyman,
jist let the boys of Upper Hogthief know
it, and they'll go for you, to the hilt,
against creation, tit or no tit, that's the
tatur." I thanked them kindly, but repeated
my assurances. The reader will not suppose
that the district took its name from the
character of the inhabitants. In almost
every county in the State, there is some
spot, or district, which bears a contempt
uous appellation, usually derived from local
rivalships, or from a single accidental
circumstanoe.

Hokey, by h., A petty oath.

1834 Carruthers, 'kentuckian,' I, 96.
Ah, by the hokiesl so it was.
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Hollow horn, n. A disease thought to
affect the horns of cattle.

1833 Hall, 'Leg. of West,' 82. Doctor,
my peided cow is in a desput bad fix
with the holler horn.

Horrid, adv. Extremely. See p. 75.

Horse cake, n. Any large, coarse cake?

1834 Crockett, 'Tour,' 165. They'd
be turned out with a horse-cake and a
boiled egg for their dinner.

Home, not at h., Not prosperous?

1829 'The Va. Herald,' July 11.
Business is worse than dull. The
merchants are "not at home."

Home shot, n. Center shot.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I, 101.
We gave them a home shot.

Honey, v.t. To sweeten.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' It 189.
He doesn't honey it up to 'em.

Honeyfuggle, v.t. See quotation.

1829 'Va. Lit. Museum,' I, 458.
Honeyfuggle. "To quiz, to cozen."

Hook, n. Tack, track.

1835 Crockett, 'Van Buren,' 3. I have
gone fur enough on this hook.

Hook, v.i. See quotation.

1830 Royall, 'Letters from Ala.' 122.
I took to my keels and did hook it.

Hoppergrass, n. See quotation.

1829 'Va. Lit. Museum,' I, 458.
Hoppergrass. This word is often used
in the south for grasshopper.
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Horned, p.p. Intoxicated.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' II, 176.
He was seldom downright drunk; but was
often •••devilishly horned.

Horny-fisted, a. Hard handed.

1840 Kennedy, 'Quodlibet,' 123. The
•••horny-fisted, Democratic Yeomanry
of the country are here.

Horn flint, n. Horn fashioned to look like
flint?

1832 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' Feb. 18, Horn
flints do not always make fire.

Hornswoggle, v.t. To embarrass.

1829 'Va. Lit. Museum,' I, 458.
Hornswoggle. !fTo embarrass irretrievably."

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' II, 105.
I'll agree to be hornswoggled if he
don't be apt to catch it in his bread
basket.

Horse, n. A rtYaller f'lower of the forest,"
a "beauty, If a bUlly.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Eo:' I, 173.
Whoop: ain't I a horse?

Horse, v.t. To tyrannize over.

1840 Bird, 'Robin Day,' 13. He
carried on as he liked, and cut off
heads, and horsed and flogged the people.

Horse-load, n. Load for a horse, a great many.

1837 ~ird, 'Nick of' the Woods,' II, 190.
I reckoned you'd jump at it, with a
whole hoss-load of thank'ees.

Horse-marine, n. Seaman on horseback.

1840 Bird, 'Robin Day,' 60. Here's
Hellcat the pirate •• the horse_marine.

Horse-stall, between you and me, etc., Various
words are used in this expression implying
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secrecy. See Bed post.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 35.
But between you and me and the horse
stall, there is something strange about
this family.

Horse-stamp, n. Enclosure for horses.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' II,
122. rI know] all the parts injacent
and ou1ijacent circumsurrunding the
hoss-stamp.

Hot 8S be hanged, Moderately drunk.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckvlorth,' II, 176.
He was seldom downright drunk; but was
often •••hot as be hanged.

House, n. A person's body.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' II, 122.
I'll stand any thing from you, 'cause how,
you down'd my house in a fa'r tussle.

House-going, a. Visiting? Domestic?

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I, 9.
He was a very kind Yankee, and his
wife of New York, a notable house-going
woman.

How come you so, Intoxicated.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth: II, 176.
He was seldom downright drunk; but was
often - •••••pretty tolerable how come you so.

Howish, a. See quotation.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 100.
O~ I can't tell exactly, it looked out
of all sort of nature; a good deal I don't
know howish.

Huckleberry, n. See quotation.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 128.
I give them [huckleberries] their Georgia
name. I should hardly be understood
if I called them whort1eberries.
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Huckleberry, n. Often associated with
Persimmon, as in the following
examples.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Hol' I, 80.
I wouldn't risk a huckleberry to a
persi~~on that we don't every soul get
treed.

1832 Eaulding, 'Westward Hol' I, 172.
It's a disgraceful shot ••what I call a
full huckleberry below a persimmon.

1834 Crockett, 'Life,' 135. To do this
and write the warrants too, Was at least
a huckleberry over my persimmon.

Huckleberry, within a h., Very near, within
an ace.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward HoI' I, 182.
I wish I may be hoppled all my life to
come, if I didn't once get within a
huckleberry of being smothered to death in
one of them beds.

Hugaceously, adv. Extremely. See Grandifar
ous.

1840 'Crockett Almanac,' 10. The skoo1mas
tar war hl~aceously oneasy.

Hull-gull, n. See quotation.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' I, 30.
There was no obstruction to the pleasant
games of ••••hull-gul1.

Humbug, v.t. To cheat. See Giraffed.

Hunks, n. Cowardly dolt.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Hol' I, 19.
Vmat, shut up my doors, like a miserable
hunks?

Hurrish, v.t. To drive by shouting at.

1831 'Lou. Pub. Adv.
My throat's sore wid
out 0' the garden.

Hut, tutl interj. Exclamation of impatience.
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1835 Kennedy, 'Horse Shoe Robinson,' I,
65. Hut, tut~ and have I been drivelling
here all this time.

Idea, n. (a) Small quantity, 'suspicion,'
lb} Standard or expectation, (c) Drink
0'£ liquor.

1830 'Kentucky Gazette, ' Aug. 20. [I]
ventured a tif'£ 0'£ Bramin and an idea
of water.

1834 Simms, 'G. River~,' II, 100. You
an't up to my idee.

1836 Crockett, 'Adventures,' 129.
Just amusing myself a little, Colonel,
to kill time, and show the natives that
some things can be done as well as others •
•••Let us take an ideer.

I hope I do, An expressjon attributed to
Medical students at Charleston, S.C.

1831 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' II, 30.
You hear nothing but flI hope I see YOU,fI
and the response, III hope I do. 1f

Incarnivorous, a. Incarnate.

1835 Kennedy, 'Horse Shoe Robinson,' II,
132. These incarnivorous devils have
broken the rest 0'£ many a poor woman.

Indian barrel, n. Here this expression
may refer to a measure used in trade
with the Indians, or to barrels from
India.

1832 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' . l~rch 7. Sweet
1~laga and l~rseilles ldadeira Wine -
50 Indian barrels of each ••• for sale.

Indianized, p.p. Converted to Indian ways.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' I, 49.
A bad thing for her, to have an In
junized father.

Indian, to do the sober I., See p. 58.

Indian-trader, n. See quotation.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 222.
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In olden time the contest was
oarried on chiefly with shot-guns,
a generic term which, in those days,
e~braced three descriptions o~ ~irearms;

Iftdia~traders (a long, cheap, but
sometimes excellent kind of gun, that
mother-Brittain used to send hither for
tra~fic With the Indians)

Injacent, adv. Adjacent. See Horse-stamp.

Irish Whiskey, n. See quotation.

1832 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' 1mrch 17. I
puncheon Irish whiskey ••• fer sale.

Jack, n. Money? Servant? See Feginny.

Jackass, as the j. said, etc., Probably an
invention after the fashion of Samuel
Weller's odd comparisons.

1840 Kennedy, 'Quodlibet,' 126.
Every man for himself, as the jackass
said to the chickens.

Jack Robinson, before one could say, etc.,
An expression indicative of quickness.

1834 Simms, 'G. Rivers,' II, 204.
And 'fore Forrester could say Jack
Robinson it was playing about in his ribs.

Jam, a. Chic, nice, charming.

1838 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' June 2. There
was somethin jam about Nance, that they
couldn't hold a oandle to.

Jaw, v.i. To talk.

1838 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep. July 7.
They stopped a minute and begun to jaw.

Jaw bone, n. ~robably the name of a song.

1839 'The Obsr. & Rep. Aug. 24. No
more shall he enliven the negro quarter
on Saturday nights ••• or sing 'jaw bone'
at the corn shucking.

Jehu out, n. A term derived from JehU, the
fast driver.
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1837 'Crockett Almanac,' 43. A coat
of strong blue cloth of the Jehu cut,
with white bone buttons of the Jehu
size ••• served •• to hide the neckcloth.

Jerk, (Jirk), n. A trial, chance.

1831 '1mysville Eagle,' July 12.
He wants to let Clay take a jirk at
Washington.

Jerk, v.t. To "put it to a person droll."

1833 Crockett, 'Sketches,' 58. I
donrt know what I said about my bill,
but I jerked it into~ ----

Jews-harp, n. Used like Corn-stalk, q.v.

Jigs, to whistle j., etc. To do anything
useless. See Beat up.

Jim Crow, n. No doubt a reference to the
negro song "Jump Jim Crow." ,

1833 Crockett, 'Sketches,' 41. You
nebber get to Reben till you jump
Jim Crow.

Jimmy simequivers, n.pl. Demi semiquavers,
rapid notes (played on a fiddle)

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 220.
Confound their jimmy simequivers.

Joe ~~nton, n. A gun made by Joseph Manton
of London.

1832 Paulding, rWestward Ho~' I, 146.
He exhibited to the astonished eyes of
Master Zeno Paddock a real genuine Joe
Manton.

*Johnny oake, n. See quotation.

1834 Simms, ' G• Rivers,' I, 119.
There were eggs and ham, hot biscuits,
hominy, milk, marmalade, venison, John
ny, or journey cakes, and dried fruits
stewed.

*Jugfull, by a j., By a great deal.
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1840 'Crockett Almanac,' 2. That
wont be here by a jugfu1l.

Jump, n. The very beginning.

1831 'Maysville Eagle,' July 12.
I'll give you a history of Henry Clay,
from the first jump of him.

K.K. n. Abbreviation, as explained in a foot
note, meaning "Can't come it."

1840 'Log Cabin Song Book,' 49.
Then for the ploughman we'll array
Our gallant Buckeye forces --
Van Buren's collar men K.K.
They soon will fly their courses.

*Kentucky boat, n. See quotation.

l832'Louisville Directory, , 103.
These infantile attempts soon gave
way to the ark or flat boat, often
known as the Kentucky boat.

Kick, to k. before you're spurred, To act
hastily.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 7.
You need n't kick before you're spur'd.

Ki eye~ interj. Exclamation of joy.

1836 'Crockett Yaller Flower Almanac,' 17.
Oh crickyl Vlliat lots of fun, ki eye!

Killniferously, adv. Fondly.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 99.
She declared upon her word and honour
(looking kil1niferous1y at Bibb) that
she only knew you as her father's collect
ing attorney.

Knee, n. See quotation.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I, 164.
They stand as thick as a canebrake,
and the few crevices that are left, are
filled with knees -- knee is the name of
young cypress, and is like nothing else
in the world.

Y~ee-pans, n. pl. See p. 53.
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*Knobs, n. See quotation.

1835 Hoffman, 'A Winter,' II, 145.
We were now entering what is called the
knobs of Kentucky; a part of the state
but little settled, and barren in
comparison with the populous and fertile
districts I had hitherto visited.

Knock about, v. phr. To idle around.

1833 Crockett, 'Sketches,' 35. He
went home, and after kgocking about
awhile, he presented it to his father.

Knock along, v. phr. To live, to exist.

1833 Crockett, 'Sketches,' 74. One
way or other I keeps knocking along.

Knock out, v.i. A term which Longstreet
often applies to the action of a hound
that loses a trail, or neglects it.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 187.
When the game was up, she soon "knocked out"
and went in quest of cold trails.

Knot, n. A billet of firewood.

1838 Gilman, , Recollections,' 11. I
see him now, in winter, throwing the
oak logs or lightwood knots on the wide
hearth.

Knowledge box, n. Head.S:~ondesentious.

Ladies' twist tobacco, Tobacco especially
put up for women smokers?

1832 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' 1mrch 7. T.K.
Byrne has received ••••15 boxes ladies'
twist and Cavendish tobacco.

Land carrack, n. See quotation.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Ho~' I, 66.
Occasionally they encountered one of
those "land carracks" called Pittsburg
wagons.

Land of snags, n. Vermont.
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1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I, 168.
He was another great, over-fed glutton,
and from the iand of snags, all the way.

Land-trotter, n. A 'hobo.'

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' I, 58.
I'm for any man that insults me! log-
leg or leather-breeches, green-shirt or
blanket-coat, land trotter or river-roller.

Lap-leather, n. See quotation.

1828 Royall, 'Black Book,' II, 309.
This lap-leather, denominated eyelid
in othe~ people, fell in a semicircle
over his eye.

Large musket, n. See quotation.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 222.
In olden time the contest was carried
on chiefly with shot-guns, a generic
term which in those days, embraced
three descriptions of firearms; •••••
the large musket, and the shot-gpn,
properly so called.

Lathering, n. Beating.

1835 Kennedy, 'Horse Shoe Robinson,' I,
25. He shut that up and double bolted
it, by giving Huger a most tremenjious
lathering.

Lay, v.t. Vow, declare, probably from lay
in sense of m.
1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 141.
If you do not qUiet that child, I lay
I make you.

Lay in, v. phr. To connive.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckviorth,' I, 28.
TheY,took no little pains to procure fresh
supplies from all practicable sources,
partly by getting themselves invited to as
many weddings as they COUld, and partly
by laying in with their female acquain
tance to send them a specimen of the all 
important cake.
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Leather-breeches, n. l~n clad in leather
breeches. See Blanket-coat.

Leather-faced, a. Hard featured.

1834 Simms, 'G. Rivers,' I, 77.
What's to hinder us now, you leather
faced Jew?

Leatherfied, p.p. Hardened.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' I, 69.
I [Will) teach thy leatherfied conscience
the new doctrines of Kentucky.

Leather-skin, n. An 'Indian.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 22.
Pete Ironsides •••has more of a Christian
soul in him than any leather-skin.

Leavings, n. pl.
(bJ Refuse.

(a) Rejected lovers,

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duclrworth,' I, 37.
The second will not "take up with the
leavings" of the first.

1835 Hoffman, 'A Winter,' II, 165.
Well, you see, stranger, I thought
they were all pedlars; but how comes
you to deny your country, it isn't after
all among the leavings of nature's work~

Left-handed compliment, n. A very doubtful
compliment.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckians,' II, 8.
This is a Jft't- handed compbiment.

Leg knife, n. See quotation.

1835 Hoffman, 'A Winter, I II, 69.
A note to this word says: Worn beneath
the garter of the leggin, and carried
in addition to the larger knife which
the western hunter always wears in his
girdle.

Let fly, v. phr. To shoot.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Ho~' I, 173.
I wasn't altogether slow in letting
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fly, I tell you.

Let on, v. phr.

Licking plaoe, n.

To pretend. See p. 90.

See p. 58.

Lick-log, n. Log on which salt for animals
is placed.

1834 Crockett, 'Life,' 170. I was
determined to stand up to my lick-log, salt
or no salt.

Lickspittle, n. Bootlicker.

1834 Crockett, 'Tour,' 162. We saw
men •••hurled from their station to make
way for lickspittles and yelpers.

Lie-mill, n. See quotation.

1832 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' b~rch 9. The
unspotted calls our press "the lie-mill."

Lies, to swap 1., To enjoy frank and friendly
discourse.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 233.
He begged me to go home with him for
the night, or as he expressed it, "to go
home with him and swap lies that night,
and it shouldn't cost me a cent."

Light on, v. phr. Fly into, attack.

1837 'Crockett Almanac,' 2. I'll
lite on him like a ~~rtin.

Lights, n. pl. Lungs.

1831 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' II, 35.
Who cared for his liver or his lights?

*Likely, a. Strong, healthy.

1832 'Lou. Pub. Aftv. ' Jan. 24. I
Wish to buy or hire a likely negro
girl.

Lint, to tear the 1. off, To excel completely.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 218.
Durn my old shoes if I don't tare the
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lint off the boys with you at the shooting
match.

*Lip, to keep a stiff upper 1., To act man
fully.

1834 Crockett,. 'Life,' 130. I determined
to keep a stiff upper lip.

Liquor, disguised with 1., Intoxicated.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' II, 176.
He was seldom downright drunk; but was
often ••••a little disguised with liquor.

Little end, n. Finish, close. See Rip
sneezing.

Lively, adv. Moderately.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I, 62.
He usually took his toddy after dinner,
but nothing more than lively.

Lock and lock, In step.

1834 Simms, 'G. Rivers,' II, 2£5.
He told him, in a manner and vein
not less lofty than surprising to his
coadjutor, that it rtwould not be the
thing, no how, to keep along, lock and
lock with him, in the sa~e gears."

Lock horns, v. phr. To come to grips.

1836 Howard, 'Stewart,' 23. They are
enemies, and let them lock horns.

*Loco Foco, Loco_fokerism, Loco-standard,
These terms were applied to the Democratic
party. See Thornton.

1836 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' April 22. The
Loco Focos were running a ticket.

1840 'Kentucky Rifle,' Oct. 31. Loco
fokerism is little better than toryism.

1840 'Log Cabin Song Book,' 14. See
the loco standard tottering, tottering,

Locumsgilly, v.t. Probably a corruption
of Locus sigilli. though the meaning
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as indicated below has no connection
with Itthe place for the seal."

1840 Kennedy, 'Quodlibet,' 229.
"Sargeant TrapP,tT said he, "Locumsgill1ed
Liphlet Fox." [ A following paragraph
explains this word as being a legal term
indicating that the statute of limita
tions did not affect a note]

Log, to split the 1., To explain a diffi
cult problem.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward HoI' I, 183.
NO? well then, I'll split the log for you.

Log-leg, n. Man in jeans, -i.e., not leather,
trousers? See Blanket-coat.

Log~rolling, n. Cooperation.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Holt I, 161.
The good villagers resorted to what, in
woodland phrase, is called tf1og_rolling."

Long gun, n. Long rifle.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 24.
\f.hen we boys of the long guns shoot,
we don't turn our heads away and pUll
trigger in a world of smoke.

Long nine, n. A kind of gun. See Bean pole.

Long yarns, n.pl. Big stories.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 220.
He was spinning long yarns.

Lord, drunk as a 1., Intoxicated.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' II, 176.
TIe was seldom downright drunk; but was
often •••••as drunk as a lord.

Lounger, n. Stunning blow.

1838 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' July 7.
TIickery up and give her a lounger right
in the nums.

Louisiana bit, n. A coin.
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1834 Simms, 'G. 11ivers,' II, 98.
You know how he did that? ••now, I'll
go a York shilling 'gainst a Louisiana
bit, that you can't tell to save you.

Lovely, a. See p. 53.

Low raised, a. III bred.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I, 47.
None but a low raised man would have
done so.

Low Virginian, n. A Virginian from the
tide water section? III bred?

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I, 43.
His wife is a ~ Virginian.

Luck, no one knows, etc., No one knows
how well an unpromising individual
may succeed.

1836 Crockett, 'Adventures,' 13. It
is a true saying that no one knows
the luck of a lousy calf.

Lug, n. Ear.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 189.
At last he gits your head under his arm, and
then I reckon he feathers it in, between
the lug and the horn; he gives a
feller no more chance nor a 'coon has
in a black jack.

Mad-dog stone, n.·· A stone said to cure
hydrophobia.

1830 Royall, 'Letters from Ala.' 158.
In this county (1mdison) there is a
stone called the mad-dog stone.

Man up a tree, An unbiased judge.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 230.
It looks mightily like yearnest to a
man up a tree.

!vIan-nee, n. Diminutive of ~?

1835 Hoffman, 'A Winter,' II, 194.
But, man-nee, said he, with a shake of
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his head, they were never made by
the red devils that we found in this
country.

Marrowbone, n. See quotation.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian, t II, 105.
Five rules! What are they? These
marrowbones! (holding up his clenched
fist. )

Maryland kite-foot, n. A brand of tobac
co.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian, ' I, 24.
I gets a qUid of the real Kentuck
twist or l~ryland kite-foot into my
mouth.

:Maum, ldEiuma., n. See quotation.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 110.
"Aunt ft and "mauma, ft or "maum," its
abbreviation, are terms of respect
co~~only used by children to aged
negroes. The first generally prevails
in the up country, and the second on
the seaboard.

Meal-bag, n. Bag for meal.

1840 Bird, 'Robin Day,' 25. I would
as lief go to battle in a meal bag.

Mealy-headed, a. Thick headed, simple.

1840 Kennedy, 'Quodlibet,' 166. He
was in the habit of confiding the
temporary government of the mill to a
mealy-headed negro.

Means, n. Medicine.

1829 'Va. Lit. Museum, t I, 459 •
. 'Means. "Medicine."

Meat, n. (a) See quotation, (b) Flesh,
body.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Ho! I, 124.
l~at a wild goose of a feller, not
to know that nothing is called meat in
these parts but salt pork and beef.
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18Z4 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 27.
If I hadn't had so many inches, he'd
have been into my meat.

Middling, a. Average.

18Z0 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I, 13.
The Attorneys were numerous, and closely
confined to a narrow space; they were
about middling, but were all entitled
to the reputation of gentlemen.

Mighty nigh, sdv. Very nearly. See Jig.

Milkiest, a. Mildest.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' I, 38.
Her temper ••was not •• of the milkiest
kind.

Mind, n. Inclination.

1834 Crockett, 'Life,' 200. It went
so badly with me ••• that I hadn't
much mind to try it any more.

*Miss, n. Mistress.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 66.
I wouldn't have done it if it hadn't
0' been on account of Miss (Mrs.)
Durham.

Missionaryfied, p.p. Converted.

1828 Royall, 'Black Book,' II, 68.
I also called on my friends, the Ches
ters, and behold, they had become
missionaryfied.

Mizzle, v.i. To leave. See p. 94.

Mollagsusauger, n. See quotation.

1829 'Va. Lit. Museum,' I, 459.
Mollagause.uger, "A stout fellow. tI

Molly Cotton-tail, n. See quotation.

18Z5 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 188.
The common appellation of the rabbit
was "Molly Cotton-tail."

Monstracious, a. Huge.
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1840 'Crockett Almanac,' 21.
She had a monstracious wen.

Monstropolous, a. Monstrous.

1840 'Crockett Almanac,' 10.
A monstropolous ••cat bounced in at
the window.

Mosey, v.i. To saunter, go slowly.

1829 'Va. Lit. Museum,' I, 459.
Mosey. "To move off."

Mother, (~mmmy), Does your m., etc. Does
your mother know you are catching beaux?

1840 'Log Cabin Song Book,' 56. Does
your anxious mammy know you're out?

Mount, v.t. Engage in combat.

1835 Hoffman, 'A Winter,' II, 186.
Come out here, any ten of you, and I'll
mount you one after another.

Mouth, down in the m., Do\vnhearted.

1834 Simms, 'G. Rivers,' I, 87.
Don't be down in the mouth.

MouthfUl, n. A small quantity. See Snorting.

lfuddy, a. Bemuddled with drink.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' II, 176.
He was seldom downright drunk; but was
often •••a little muddy.

Mudplanter, n. Foot.

1840 'Crockett Almanac, J 18. It was
hard work to get my mudplanter loosed.

Name, my name is Haines, See quotation.

1840 'The Obsr. & Rep.' March 7. There
are thousands of people in this country
who make use of the common expression
"My name is Haines, 11 when they are
about leaving a plaee or a party suddenly.

Nasty, a. See p. 45.
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Nearabouts, adv. Almost.

1834 Carruthers} 'Kentuckian, ' II, 206.
I believe everyoody's married, nearabouts.

Neck, shot in the n., Intoxicated.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' II, 176.
He was seldom downright drunk; but was
often •••• shot in the neck.

Needful, n. Money.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I, 7.
I found in him a friend and from his
hand received the needful.

Negro drunk, a. Extremely drunk.

1829 '1~ysville Eagle,' Aug. 4.
I have never been right "negro drunk."

Negro quarter, n. The place on a plantation
where the negroes lived. See Jaw bone.

New Virginia, n. See quotation.

1830 Royall, 'Letters from Ala.' 21.
Foreigners often distinguish it (Eastern
and Western Virginia) by the terms Old
Virginia and New Virginia.

Night, n. See quotation.

1828 Royall, 'Black Book,' II, 72.
In the western country, we call it
night when tWilight ceases.

Nose-leader, n. A boss.

1840 Kennedy, 'Quodlibet,' 170.
They will be afraid of their Nose-Leaders.

Nothing to nobody, Past accounting for.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 166.
The way them women love punch is nothing
to nobodY:--

Nums, n. Breasts? See Lounger.

Nuts, to be n., To be very easy?
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1830 Royall, '~etters from Ala.' 37.
This was nuts for me.

Oats, n. Nickname for a farmer.

1834 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' Aug. 6. "Well,"
said old Oats, ••• I've no very high
opinion of a party that hates good prices
for corn.

Obtlisticate, v.t. To do away with.

1833 Hall, 'Leg. of West.' 38. They
ought to be essentially, and particularly,
and tee~totally obflisticated off of the
face of the whole yeath.

Odd~come-shorts, one of these 0., One of
these times.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Ho:' II, 144.
I shall conquer the whole nation one of
theseodd-come_shorts, and make every
gal1inipper a field~marshall.

Odoriferous, a. Excited, wrought up.

1840 'Crockett Almanac,' 28. I was
getting to be very odoriferous about it.

Old, (of the moon) n. A time when the moon
is no longer 'new.' See Bottom.

Old Kentucky, n. See quotation.

1830 Royall, 'Letters from Ala.' 9.
It only exists in what is called old
Kentucky, meaning that part of the state
which extends from Mount Sterling to Dan
Ville, and which I presume, was first
settled.

Oncommode, v.t. To incommode.

1835 Kennedy, 'Horse Shoe Robinson,' II, 5.
You don't think I take any pleasure in
oncomrnoding you?

Onliest, a. Superlative of Ifonly ."

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 210.
Well, I reckon sheep-saffron the on1iest
thing in nater for the ager.
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Onswoggle, v.t. To embarrass.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Ho~' I, 119.
I wish I may be utterly onswoggled if he
didn't tip it off as slick as bear's grease.

O-p-h, adv. Off, gone.

1840 'The Obsr. & Rep.' l~rch 7. "I'm
o-p-h," "I must mizzle," HI must make
myself scarce," are frequently used.

Order, n. Health, condition.

1840 'Kentucky Rifle,' Oct. 31.
The children were all in fine order.

Out, a. Mistaken.

1834 Simms, 'G.Rivers,' I, 66.
There, again, 'Squire, you are qUite out.

Out and out, adv. Completely.

1833 Crockett, 'Sketches,' 182. He
was ready to cut logs, and help a friend
to put up his oabin, help him to dig a
well, and fix out and out.

Out and outer, n. Fight.

1832 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' Oct. 20. [There]
will be 'real Floorings,' and a real
'out and outer.'

Out-Cherokee, v.t. To excel. See Cherokee.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 217.
I wish I may be tetotally smased in a
cider-mill if that don't out_Cherokee
old Kentuck •.

Outflash, n. Flareup, outburst.

1840 Kennedy, 'Quodlibet,' 148. How
far this conjugal outflash might have
gone ••• it is impossible for me to say.

Outjscent, sdv. Lying outside. See Horse-stamp.

Outward Adam, n. Body.

1836 Crockett, 'Adventures,' 91. Having
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the gentility of his outward Adam thus
endorsed by his tailor ••he managed to
obtain an introduction to the planter's
daughter.

Out-West, n. The western country. See V/hip.

Out with, v. phr. To come out with, to utter.

1835 Kennedy, 'Horse Shoe Robinson,' I,
151. lJad Archy out with one of his tre
mengious oaths.

Over-scrumptious, a. Over-particular.

1835 Kennedy, 'Horse Shoe Robinson,' I,
87. I'm not over-scrumptious which.

Oxdriver, n. Driver of oxen.

1828 Royall, 'Black Book,' II, 73.
But the real raw Jonathan, the genuine
oxdriver, is amusing.

Palaver-house, n. Council house, capital.
See p. 97.

1829 'Kentucky Gazette, ' April 3.
I have walked twice around the palaver
house.

Panic ism, n. A coinage suggested by such words
as Nihilism, Terrorism.

1834 'Lou. Pub. Adv. ' April 11.
Panic ism

Here is a new word for literati, but as
good a one as ever was coined.

Patching, to smell the p.t To experience hard
ship.

1834 Crockett, 'Tour,' 208. Which finally
made the federal party smell the patching
that drove them from the field in April.

Pat Juba, v. phr. To pat to the accompani
ment of a fiddle, banjo, etc.

1838 'Lex. Obar. & Rep.' Aug. 8. A
darkey got •••well sweetened •••while
"patting Juba."

Pea-stick, n. Bean pole.
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1837 'Crockett Almanac,' 19. I went
into a small grove to cut ••pea-sticks.

Peedoddles, n. See quotation.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 231.
The stranger's got the peedoddles.
[Author's not~: "This word was entirely
new to me; but like most, if not all
words in use among the common people, it
is doubtless a legitimate English word, or,
rather, a compound of two words, the
last a little corrupted, and was very
aptly applied in this instance. It is a
compound of "pee" to peep with one eye,
and Tfdaddle," to totter or wabble.]

Peeler, n. Expert?

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' I, 88.
He's a peeler at run, trot, or gallop.

Peided, a. Pied, spotted. See Hollow horn.

Perditioned, p.p. Damned. See Exf1unctify.

Perlequed, p.p. Purlicned?

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian, II, 108.
I wish I may be perlequed through a
saw-mill.

Pester, v.t. Trouble.

1838 Gilman, , Poetry of Travelling, ,
273. I'll pester ye for a little of
that water.

Pestiferous, a. Pesky.

1829 '1mysville Eagle,' Oct. 8. In
the •••pestiferous effects of colleges
•••gentility takes its origin.

Peter Paunches, n. pl.· Applied to grasping,
selfish men in public life.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I, 95.
These Peter Paunches •••would probably
never have been detected.

Phlegm, to cut the p., To take a drink.
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1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,l I, 23.
Let's go in and cut the phlegm.

Phlegm-cutter, (flem-) n • .A drink of
whiskey. See p. 76.

Physickeal, a. Big.

1838 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' Aug. 8.
Old Ben's •••got to using a swed of
physickeal words.

Pickalion, n. Picayune.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Hol' I, 124.
And then he put his hand in his pocket,
and gave her a pickalion.

Pick pocket, like a p.p. See quotation.

1840 'The Obsr. & Rep.' March 7. Not
withstanding he had vilified and abused
him "like a pick pocket," to use an
old saying, ~~. Jefferson •••• invited
his •••• companion to alight.

Pile, a. See quotation.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 156.
"This," continued he (pulling out his
knife, and pointing to the silvered or
cross side of it) "is 'Internal Sugges
tions.' And this U (pointing to the
other, or pile side) "is 'Bias of
Jurisprudence.'"

Piney-woods fight, n. A genuine encounter.

1835 Longstreet, tGa. Scenes,' 128.
He could not be reconciled until he
fretted himself into a pretty little
piney-woods fight.

Pin-hook, a.. Trifling.

1834 Crockett, 'Life,' 207. In this
hunt every ••• little pin-hook lawyer was
engaged.

Pittsburg wagon, n. See Land Carrack.

Place, we all come, etc., See quotation.
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1835 Hoffman, 'A Winter,' II, 112.
There is a com~on phrase in the new
settlements of the West -- "we all come
from some place or another."

Plague take, v. phr. Mild imprecation.

1839 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' April 10.
Plague take all tobacco chewers.

Plaguey, a. Very much.

1831 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' II, 110.
These Yankees are "plaguey feared" 0'
the Alligators swallow'n 'on tum.

Playoff, v. phr. Wander abroad.

1836 Howard, 'Stewart,' 140.
I stay mostly in the neighbourhood of
Commerce at present~ and sometimes work,
to prevent being suspected. I playoff
occasionally.

*Plunder, n. See quotations.

1829 'Va. Lit. ·Muse~~,' I, 459.
Plunder. "Luggage, effects. II A VUlgarism
in the Southern States. As "Your plunder
(effects) has arrived."

1835 Hoffman, 'A Winter,' II, 124.
Help yourself, stranger, added the
landlord, While I tote your plunder in
to the other room. [A note at the
bottom of the page says: tfThis use
of the term 'plunder' sounds whimsical
to a northern ear, but the derivation
of the word (from. the Flemish plunderen,
signifying property,) implies the
meaning that i·t has up the western
waters; and a similar phraseology is famil
iar to us from the Canadian 'butin.''']

Poke about, v. phr. To wander.

1830 Royall, 'Letters from Ala.' 8.
Yet what the plague could he be p~king

about among our wild hills and mountains
for?·

....

*Poney up, v. phr. To pay up.

1840 Kennedy, 'Quodlibet,' 152.
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Dabbs,. poney up;

Poorly, a. In poor health.

1829 '~mysville Eagle,' Nov. 3. I
shall be poorly for a month.

Pop eye, n. Bulging eye.

1828 Royall, 'Black Book,' II, 377.
But the lawyer ••• ~s a shrimp in size,
s sallow complexion, small face and
little blue pop eye.

Pope, to break the P.'s neck, Evidently a
game.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' II, 167.
To the orthodox amusement of breaking
the Pope's neck, •• succeeded many others.

Pork, to proceed the total p., To go the
limit.

1831 'The Ky. Rep.' Nov. 9. The exqUi
sites of the Jackson party, instead of
"going the whole hog," with proper and
commendable choice of language •• now
use the phrase of "proceeding the total
pork" •••• or "taking the entire swine."

Possum, v. i. To pretend.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 64.
I said nothin though, but 'possumed
too a little.

Post, deaf as a p., Completely deaf.

1828 Royall, 'Black Book,' II, 325.
A son of the general lives in Thomastown,
as deaf as a post.

Potato, to skin a p., To dine.

1829 'l~ysville Eagle,' Nov. 17.
"Perhaps stranger, you'll set up and
skin a 'tatur?"

Potato, that's the t., That's the thing,
proper course.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 234.
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They'll go for you to the hilt,
against creation, tit or no tit,
that's the tatur.

Potato stealer, n. The hand.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 127.
Let your Uncle Johnny put his potato
stealer (hand) into that hat.

Pot-guzzler, n. One who drinks.

1838 Kennedy, 'Rob of the Bowl, ' I, 183.
Hast no eye for th7'· family; no regard
for good name, that you must be strolling
0' nights with every pot-guzzler?

Pot-licker, n. A despicable person.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I, 78.
This was said like a man, and never
came into the heads of pot-lickers and
scrubs.

Pot-luck, n. A meal not prepared with
company in mind.

1840 Bird, 'Robin Day,' 30. That
was only a way of taking pot-luck
uninvited.

Powder horn, as dryas a p.h., Very dry.

1834 Crockett, 'Life,' 142. I was
as dryas a powder horn.

Power, n. A great number.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' II, 215.
It ruins a power of people.

Erairie pillow, n. ?

1840 'Crockett Almanac,' 20. She
got her liVing by making Prairie pillows.

Presbyterian-craft, n. See quotation.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I, 57.
This part of Virginia has escaped that
all devouring monster, Presbyterian
craft.
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Pretty tolerable. adv. Moderately.

1830 Royall. 'Southern Tour,' I, 168.
I was Upretty tolerable sick."

Pretty well to live, Intoxicated.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' II, 176.
He was seldom downright drunk; but was
often •••pretty well to live.

Proof of the pudding, etc., A common saying.

1833 Greene. 'Dod. Duckworth,' II, 46.
The proof of the pudden is in eating
the bag.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 176.
The proof 0' the pudding's chawin' the
bag, as the fellow said.

Proof-Vial, n. A bottle used for obtaining
products from a still.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 97.
fThey were] talkin politics over the
Dar'ls and takin a swig every now and
then out of the old proof-vial.

Prosecutioner, n. Prosecuting attorney.

1840 Kennedy, 'Quodlibet,' 227.
By blazes, I'm no prosecutionerZ

Psalm, to sing psalms to a dead horse, To
do anything useless.

1836 Crockett, 'Adventures,' 81. He
mought as well have sung psalms to a
dead horse.

Puckerstopple, v.t. To embarrass, use badly?
See Cornuked.

1838 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' July 7. I
don't be puckerstoppled in that way I
can tell ye.

Puke, n. A Missourian.

1840 'Crockett Almanac,' 28. I
seed the waters ••• in a wuss pother
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than the Pukes at the election.

Pump, v.t. See p. 36.

Puppy-skin, a. Low down, mean.

1828 Royall, 'Black Book,' II, 82.
I blamed no one ••but the puppy-skin
parson.

Put, v.i. See p. 45.

Put after, v. phr. To keep company with.

1838 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' June 2. I
have been puttin after that gal consid
erable time.

Put in, v. phr. To enter (for a competion)

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 201. All you
as wish to put in for the shoot'n-match
come on here:

Put upon, v. phr. To impose upon.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 55.
Dod darn his soul, if he was a little
bigger, if he'd let any man put upon
his battalion in such a way.

Q, n. See quotation.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' II, 209.
I'll never say Q to a quaker agin, as
long as I live.

Quager, n. See quotation.

1831 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' II, 102.
There are a few larger heaps of earth,
here and there, amongst the others,
in the shape (or nearly) of a grave,
said to be made by a kind of terrapin,
Quagers, or some such name.

Quiz, n. & v.t. A test; To interrogate.

r The Louisville Public Advertiser for
~une 11, 1835, quotes from the Baltimore
Gazette an account of Richard Daly's
Saturday evening boast to some of his
roistering companions that he could
create a word. Daly sent messengers
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to chalk up Quiz everywhere and
the word was soon widespread. The story
is interesting in connection with the
OED account of this word.]

R, n. The trilled consonant.

1830 Royall, 'Letters from Ala.' 37.
He pronounced it "augh," for "Sir."
The low raised Virginians have a great
aversion to the r's except where they
ought not.

Rack, stand up, etc., Abide the consequences.

1834 Crockett, 'Life,' 61. I was
determined to stand up to my rack, fodder
or no fodder.

Rag, take the 1'., etc., To excel. See p. 74.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Hol' I, 123.
Well, Sam, you do take the rag off
the bush, that's sartin.

Rags, done to 1'., Very thoroughly cooked.

1829 '1~ysville Eagle,' Nov. 24.
It is done to rags I am afraid.

Rag baron, n. A holder of bank notes.

1838 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' May 23.
Who are the Rag Barons?

Rageriferous, a. Fierce.

1837 'Crockett Almanac,' 8. We had
some of the most rageriferou8 fights
with alligators.

Ragiana, n. Items pertaining to paper
money.

1834 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' Aug. 26.
("Ragiana" is placed at the head of an
article telling how a Widow's bank
notes were destroyed by rats]

Rag-jag-bag, n. Riff-raff?

1828 Royall, 'Black Book,' II, 19.
I called to see those godly hopeful
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converts, pious old men •••Sabbath
school, home mission, foreign mission,
education, bible, tract, loafbread,
fish, cent, mite, qUill, widows
maids, matrons, pincushion, rag-jag
bag and all the societies-men:

Rag-money, n. Paper money.

1834 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' July 30.
Down with •• the whole rag_money system.

Raise, v.t. To secure.

1840 'Kentucky Rifle,' Nov. 31. Let
every man that can raise a horse or
amnle join the procession.

Rampoosing, vb. n. Crawling around.

1837 'Crockett Almanac,' In their
rampoosings they broke the ridge pole.

Ratlicked, p.p. Tousled.

1840 Bird, 'Robin Day,' 33. To fit
out a cook s mate, •• or mayhap, a
runt of a midshipman, with a head
all ratlicked.

Ratting, vb. n. Bitter criticism?

1831 'The Ky. Rep.' Sep.28. He
recommends the Winding up of the state Bank,
which has been a losing conern in con
sequence of the ratting of the officers
of the institution who made too free with
its funds.

Red eel, n. Epithet for a cowardly, mean
fellow.

1837 'Crockett Almanac,' 17. Stranger
you are a dam red eel.

Red Neck, n.' See quotation.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I, 148.
This may be ascribed to the Red Necks,
a name bestowed upon the Presbyterians
in Fayetteville.

Red negro, (niggur), n. An Indian.
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I killed two of the red niggurs.

Reel, off the reel, Immediately.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Hol' I, 180.
I'd •••a mind •• to have a fight with
him off the reel.

Reflunk, v.i. To retreat.

1829 'Va. Lit. Museum,' I, 460.
To reflunk. "To retreat, to back out."

Relish, n. Food. See p. 53.

Retriplication, n. state of being trippled.

1840 Kennedy, 'Quodlibet,' 47.
Great is Mr. Flam's parental tenderness
toward this happy progeny •• the re
duplication and retriplication •• of
himself and their respectable mamma.

Rhino, n. Money.

1840 Bird, 'Robin Day,' 64. Out with
your rhino, for that's not a thing to
be done free gratis.

Ridge pole,
a house.

Rifle, v.t.

n. The center roof support of
See Hampoosing.

Roil?

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' I, 120.
UDon't rifle me, for I'm dangerousl

Rifle-cracker, n. Rifleman, frontiersman.

1835 Hoffman, 'A Winter,' II, 165.
Ah: there's my stout rifle-cracker.

"" Ring- ta il- roarer, n. A braggart.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Ho:' I, 124.
I got tired of making fun of the ring
tail-roarer.

Rip-roriously, adv. Heavily.

1834 Crockett, 'Life,' 151. The next
day it rained rip-roriously.
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Rip-sneezing, a. Lively.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 101.
They always wind up at the little end
with a rip-sneezin dance.

Ripsniptious, a. See Sniptious.

Ripsnorter, n. A bold, daring person.

1840 'Crockett Almanac,' 20.
the ripsnorters I ~ver tutched
never war one that could pull
alongside of Grace Peabody.

Ripstavur, n. A ripsnorter. See p. 87.

Rip Van Winkle-thump, A sample of ~~s. Royall's
inventive ability.

1831 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' II, 96.
A low raised ignorant woman, into whom
one of those godly Rip-Van Winkle-thWmps
from New York, had instilled holy, pious
feelings.

River, set the r. on fire. To do something
extraordinary. Cf. "set the Thames on fire. 1t

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I, 160.
But he will never set the river on fire.

River-roller, n. Keelboatman? See Land
trotter.

Road, n. Used for "way." See p. 90.

Road, fair r. for stumps, Difficult course.

1834 Simms, 'G. Rivers,' I, 65. I
reckon he's in a fair road for stumps.

Roarer, n. A braggart.

1836 'Crockett Yaller Flower Almanac,' 19.
Here we have •••a roarer from the Salt
Licks.

Rotation, n. A fight.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' [1843]
119. Why, Jim, said I to him, just as
he rose from a fight, what have you been
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doing? Oh, said he, nothing but taking ,
a little rotation with Bob.

Rough and tumble, See p. 60.

Row, a r. to hoe, Something to accomplish.

1836 Crockett, 'Adventures,' 28.
I have a new row to hoe.

Royally, sdv. In a royal manner.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 175.
But Hardy was "royally corned."

Ruffle Shirt, n. See quotation.

1840 Kennedy, 'Quodlibet,' 159. If
he does get on well with his business,
and makes a little fortune, we can call
him a Rag Baron, a Ruffle Shirt, a Scrub
Aristocrat ••and that's equal to sending
him to the deserts of Arabia.

RUinate, v.t. To ruin.

1840 Kennedy, 'Quodlibet,'
They have teetotally ruinated

168.
every thing.

Rumbunctious, a. Hot tempered.

1835 Kennedy, 'Horse Shoe Robinson,' I,
78. I confess myself to be as weak in
the flesh as e'er a r~~bunctious fellow
you mought meet on the road.

Rumsquattle, v.t. To kill or "use Up.1f

1840 'Grockett Almanac,' 11. He almost
rumsquattled him.

Runlet, n. An example of l~s. Royall's
uncommon use of a common word. See
Gangling •

Rusty, n. A skirmish.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Voods,' I, 93.
It war my idea to send a messenger after
your party, in hopes your men would join
us in the rusty.

Saddle back, n. A 'back' for a saddle?
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1834 Si~~s, 'G. Rivers,' I, 103.
Eben was a cunning chap, qUite Yankee
like, and would skin his shadow for a
saddle back, I reckon, if he could
catch it.

Saddlewise, adv. Across? Seems to be the
antonym for Brid1ewise, q.v.

1830 'The Ky. Rep.' Feb. 17. A loin
of mutton was on the table, and a gen
tleman opposite took the carving knife in
hand. "Shall I cut it sadd1ewise?"
said he.

Sad-like, a. Somewhat sad.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Voods,' I, 95.
It makes one sad-like to pass thar.

Sadying, vb. n. 2retending?

1834 Crockett, 'Tour,' 34. It would
do you good to see our boys & girls
dancing. None of your stradling, mincing,
aadying.

Salt barrel, n. Barrel for salt. See p.87.

Salt lick, n. See p. 106.

Salt river, to row one up S. r., To give one
a severe beating. For surmises on the
origin of this expression see Missouri
Historical Review, Jan. 1928, pp. 174-5;
tmgazine of American History, XIII (1885),
394, and Bartlett, Dictionary of Ameri
canisms, (1848), s.v. Row.

1832 Paulding, 'TIestvmrd Ho~' I, 77.
See if I don't row you up Salt River
before you are many days older.

Salter, n. A butcher.

1829 'The Kentuckian,' Nov. 13. Our
salters however, are all in favour of
"free trade and good prices. ff

Samp, n. See p. 110.

Sanctimoniouslyfied, a. Sanctimonious.
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1834 Crockett, 'Tour,' 22.
I recollected an old sanctimoniouslyfied
fellow, who made his negroes whistle while
they were picking cherries, for fear they
should eat some.

Sashrary, v.t. Corruption of sashy, sasshay ,
to move.

1840 Kennedy, 'Quodlibet,' 229.
So what does he do but sashrary the case~

Sassiperaris, n.pl. A variant of Certiora~i,

Siserary.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 94.
Oh yes, he's in for it; dead sir;
good-by to bail WTits and sassiperaris.

Sauce, (sass) for the goose, etc., What is
fair for one is fair for another.

1838 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep. June 2. What's
sasS for the goose is sass for the gander.

Sauce, (sarce) to pay s., To pay dearly?

1833 Greene, 'Dod. ~uckworth,' I, 82.
She declared she'd make the rapscallion
pay sarce, that she would.

Sawed, p.~. Intoxicated.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' II, 1'76.
He was seldom downright drunk; but was
often •••most infernally sawed.

Sawney, a. Simple, foolish.

1840 'Crockett Almanac,' 29. A sawney
chap named Nicholas Barney hauled his
ugly corpse into our parts.

Scale-bark, n. Scaly-bark. The term refers
to a species of rough barked hickory tree.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods, I I, 100.
Thar may be something of the scale-bark
•••about me.

Scalper, n. Scalping knife.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' II, 245.
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Captain Ralph Stackpole, did ••meet
another Injun-savage in the woods, ••
a savage armed with rifle, knife, and
tomahawk, •• and met him with ••you
suppose, gentlemen, with gun, axe,
and scalper, in like manner?

Scatter-gun, n. Shot gun.

1836 Howard, 'Stewart,' 140. I have
a choice scatter-gun, and one fine pistol.

Scawmmed, p.,. See p. 90.

School-butter, n. See quotation, and Dialect
Notes, I, 66. The term is found in An
APOIOee for the Life of Mr. Bampfylde~

Moorearew, 6th. Edi"cion, p. 349.
The meaning there given of it is "A
whipping."

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 84.
I fell down and raked it, running after
that fellow that cried 'School-butter.'
rAuthor's note at foot of page says;
! have never been able to satisfy myself
clearly as to the literal meaning of these
terms. They were considered an unpardon
able insult to a country school and always
justified an attack by the whole fraternity
upon the person who used them in their
hearing. I have known the scholars pursue
a traveller two miles to be revenged
of the insult. Probably they are a cor
ruption of "The school's better. ll "Better"
was the term com~only used of old to denote
a suuerior, as it sometimes is in our day.
"Wait till your betters are served," for
example. I conjecture, therefore, the
expression just alluded to was one of
challenge, contempt, and defiance, by
which the person who used it avowed him
self the superior in all respects of the
school, from the preceptor down. If
any one can give a better account of i"t,
I shall be pleased to receive it.]

Scrapers, n.pl. Feet.

1835 'Maysville Eagle,' June 4. Every
office holder ••• had to take to his
acrapers.
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Scratch, n. (a) Scal~, (b) Figuratively,
deVils, enemies, (c) Test, show-down.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 67.
"But you have not told ~e how you
came by this scalp," said Lamar, taking
up the large black scratch with curled
locks.

1835 Kennedy, 'Horse Shoe Robinson,' I,
277. I don't doubt that they are hard
upon the scratches by ·this time.

1834 Simms, 'G.Rivers,' I, 82. Let
him come to the scratch, and answer that,
neighbors.

Screamer, n. An unusually bold, brave man.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Hol' I, 119.
That Daniel Boone is a screamer.

Screetch, n. Alarm, terror.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' I, 101.
All the settlements in a screech.

Scrub, n. A sorry horse

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 12.
I would bet my horse Talleyrand
against an old field scrub that that
fellow is a Yankee.

Scrub Aristocrat, n. A poor man grown pros
perous. See Ruffle Shirt.

ScrUbby, a. Sorry, low bred.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I, 55.
I was tormented by •••a few scrubby
boys.

Scrummager, n. Skirmisher? Scout?

1835 Kennedy, Horse Shoe Robinson,' I,
189. I told :Mike to inquire •••whether
there was any more of these pestifarious
SGrummagers abroad.

Second fiddle, to play s. f., To playa
secondary part.
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1835 Crockett, 'Van Buren,' 105.
He had, however, no doubt much to his
mortification, to play second fiddle
to Mr. Calhoun.

Second section, n. The third degree?

1838 Drake, 'Tales from the Queen City, ,
32. It is rumored, perhaps without
any fOlUldation, that in cases of great
emergency, more than one of these co~

manders, have seriously threatened
a resort to the salutary influence of
the "second section."

Sends, to give as good as one s., To retaliate
in kind.

1835 Kennedy, 'Horse Shoe Robinson,' I,
26. That's what I call giving as good
as they saunt.

Sent for, v. phr. An expression frequently
used to signify haste or liveliness.

1837 'Crockett Almanac,' 10. li~

wife threw a bucket of scalding suds
down his throat which made him thrash
around as though he was sent for.

Set, n. Attack.

1834 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' Aug. 20.
The squab wigs made a set at him.

Setting out, vb. n. See quotation.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' II, 35.
She would be likely to receive a
pretty penny by way of marriage dowry;
or, as the people expressed it, a
good setting out.

Settishness, n. See quotation.

1835 Hoffman, 'A. Winter,' II, 112.
There is a total want of caste, a
complete absence of settishness (if
I may use the word)

Set-to, n. A fight.

1832 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' Oct. 20.
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Jos. McDonall and Sam'l O'Rouke •••
will have a set-to.

Shadow-skinning, a. An adjective indi
cating the close bargaining trait of
the Yankee.

1834 Simms, 'G.R.ivers,' II, 100.
None but a miserable, shadow-skinning
Yankee would refuse to get in a passion.

Shake, v.t. Spread.

1840 'Crockett Almanac,' 11. Him and
his wife shook dovm a blanket for me.

Shakes, n. Title of disapprobation,
applied here to a gambler.

1838 Drake, 'Tales from the Queen City, '
30. Why your the beatomest shakes I ever
seed.

Shank, n. Remainder, balance.

1829 'Va. Lit. Museum,' I, 418.
Balance. "The remainder of anything"
Common over the country. "Won't you
spend the balance of the evening with
me?" In some places, shank is quaintly
used with the same signification.

Sharp-set, a. Hungry.

1832 Kennedy, 'Rob of the Bowl,' I, 167.
Such sharp-set cattle should bring
their provisions with them.

Sheets, three s. in the wind, Almost drunk.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I, 47.
He was •••about 3 sheets in the wind.

Shell out, v. phr. To give up.

1839 'The Obsr. & Rep.' May 18. They
told him that unless he shelled out
their money instanter they would work
the engine.

Shilly shally, a. Trifling, procrasti
nating.
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1840 Kennedy, 'Quodlibet,' 106.
You would be ashamed of sich shilly
shally conduct.

Shin, v.t. (a) To make one's position
clear? (b) To use one's legs?

1829 'The Kentuckian,' Oct. 11.
ffShin your side, Jackson men" said
Mr. Wickliffe.

1840 'Log Cabin Song Book,' 12.
And then little 1~rtin will have to
shin it.

Shine, n. Liking, fondness.

1840 'Crockett Almanac,' 14. I
wonst had an old flame I took sumthin
of a shine to.

Shoes, blast my s., Common expression for
emphasis.

1836 Crockett, 'Adventures,' 35.
Blast myoId shoes if I don't.

Shoot, take the s., Press forward vigorously?
See Fetch.

Shot, n. Glance.

1835 Kennedy, 'Horse Shoe Robinson,' I, 31.
He saw my drift in the first shot
of his eye.

Shot-gun, no more than a s., Not at all.

1831 'Maysville Eagle,' July 12.
He thought Jackson couldn't write
no more than a shot-gun.

Shoulder, to overleap one's s., To go
beyond one's bounds.

1834 Simms, 'G.Rivers,' II, 102.
The pedler had somewhat "overleaped
his shoulders," as they phrase it in
the west.

Show leg, v. phr. Run away.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' I, 120.
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I'll fight for you, or run for you,
take scalp or cut stick, shake fist
or show leg.

Shuffle and cut, v. phr. To hold one's own.

1834 Crockett, 'Life,' 140. I wa'n't
able to shuffle and cut with him.

*Shut pan, v. phr. Shut up, stop talking.
See Drink.

Shy, n. A trial, chance.

1832 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' Sep. 27. Amateurs
may have a ~without any grudges.

Sidle up, v. phr. To go sidewise.

1839 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' AprillO.
I sorter sidled up to Sal.

Silver, (siller), to touch the s., To
take a bribe.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I, 132.
This fellow had touched the "siller"
doubtless.

Simon Pure, a. Genuine. See Sin.

*Sin, a s. to Davy Crockett, A great sin.

1835 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' April 2. If the
people should not be convinced that the
opponents of conventions are the only
real Simon Pure conservators of the
tfConstitution and laws" it will be
"a sin to Davy Crockett. 1t

Sing dumb, v. phr. To keep quiet. See
Drink.

Singe, (swinge) cat, n. A fiery or
violent tempered person.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 217.
He was a little sWinge cat.

Sinjin, n. See quotation.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 85.
By- the-way, the name of St.~
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was always pronounced tfSinjin" by the
common people of that day.

Sink, v.t. To kill.

1840 Bird, 'Robin Day,' 33. You've
sunk a schoolmaster.

Sizzled, p.p. Partially drunk.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' II, 176.
He was seldom downright drunk; but was
often •••••a little sizzled.

Skilligalee, n. Worthless fellow? An unusual
word in the light of the OED evidence
under Skilly, sb.

1840 Bird, 'Robin Day,' 33. Hark
you, my skilligalee.

Skin of a hoe-cake, The crust.

1834 Si:nms, 'G. Rivers,' II, 99.
I could make my bread where these same
Indians wouldn't find the skin of a
hoe-cake.

Skirmudgeon, n. Rascal, Curmudgeon.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' II, 15.
Let the skirmudgeons have it handsome.

Skittish, (Skitterish), a. Easily frightened.

1831 'The American,' 1~rch 11. A
man being about to purchase a young horse,
was fearful he might prove skittish, as
the phrase is.

1839 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' April 10. Sal,
don't be so darnation skitterish.

Skull-splitter, n. Tomahawk.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' II, 15.
Take it like a butcher's bUll-dog,
tooth and na ill knife and skull
splitter.

Slam-bang, adv. All in a heap.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' I, 26.
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Down went the Major, shot right thxough
the hips, sla~bang.

Slang-whang, a. Noisy, ranting.

1836 Crockett, 'Adventures,' 46. The
burst of applause was as great as ever
I heard bestowed upon one of Benton's
slang-whang speeches.

*Slang whanger, n. See quotation.

1630 'Va. Lit. Museum,' I, 479.
Slang whanger. "A noisy talker or
newspaper writer."

Slantindicler, adv. Slantingly. See p.87.

July 7.
them pretty
spell, then

Slap, v.t. & i. (a) To shoot, knock over,
(b) To strike, fall in with, merge.

1635 Hoffman, 'A Winter,' II, 69.
You slapped him over with your rifle.

1635 Hoffman, 'A Winter,' II, 171.
I allow, then, you make take yonder
knob on your right shoulder, and carry
it till it joins the ridge about two
miles from here; you may then keep the
ridge in the same place ••• till it slaps
into the mountain younder. [Directions
given a traveler.]

Slapsus slinkum, n. Corruption of Lapaus
linguae.

1636 Crockett, 'Adventures,' 71. I've
scarce ever made, as the doctors say,
a slapsus slinkum of this kind afore.

Slat, v.t. To strike, beat.

1638 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.'
Arter they had slat round
lively for a considerable
they stopped.

Sleeve, v.t. To pluck by the sleeve.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 66.
They would take better care how they
sleeved decent men's daughters.
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Intoxicated. See p. 36.

Slick out. v. phr. To get out of anything
cunningly.

1837 Bird. 'Nick of the Noods.' II. 114.
Ar'n't I jist been slicked out of the
paws of five mortal abbregynes.

Slink, v. i. To become smaller.

1837 'Crockett Almanac.' 17. The
feller looked as slunk in the face
as a baked apple.

Slooney. n. A nincompoop, looney.

1828 Royall, 'Black Book.' II, 364.
There sat a great awkward slooney at a
table.

Slope, v.i. To slink away.

1840 'Log Cabin Song Book.' 50. The
spoilsmen will be forc'd to slope.

Slum, n. Bosh.

1832 'Lou. Pub. Adv.' Oct. 20. Any
gentleman •••may think ••Boxing all
SUm.

Smack, v.t. To take.

1830 Royall, 'Letters from Ala.' 22.
He shall smack him with a warrant
this very night.

Small-fry. n. People of little importance.

1834 Crockett. 'Life,' 208.
This small-fry of lawyers would be there.

Small homminy, n. Broken Indian corn.

1834 Carruthers. 'Kentuckian,' I, 134.
Viliat is called here small homminy is used
in its place, at breakfast, dinner, and
supper.

Smart chance. n. A good specimen.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Ho~' I. 73.
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His assistants were two men and a lad,
••• lta smart chance of a boy."

Smartly, adv. Considerably.

1832 '~mysville Eagle,' Feb. 2.
The crop was smartly in the grass.

Smashy, interj. An exclamation of admiration.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 102.
o smashyl how they rode:

Smoke, v.t. Sense as, take for.

1832 Eaulding,' Westward Ho:' I, 123.
I begun to smoke him for one of these
fellers that drive a sort of trade in
making books.

Smoke house, n. A house used mainly f{:r
storing meat on a farm.

1832 'Lou. Pub. Adv.'
For Sale ••404 acres
brick dwelling house,
kitchen.

March 3.
of land ••a large
smoke house and

Smooth, v.t. To clear up.

1829 'Kentucky Gazette,' April 3.
One of our farmers would smooth it over
in a week.

Snack, n. (a) A meal, (b) Money.

1835 Kennedy, 'Horse Shoe Robinson,' I,
22. We mought want a snack.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' II, 134.
I must know how the book stands, and
how I'm to finger the snacks.

Snag, ~.t. To overcome, embarrass.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 218.
Now I'm snagged if I was to meet that
feller.

Snagger, interj. A mild expletive.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' I, 92.
Say nothing worse than -Darn itl I snaggers:
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Snaggle-tooth, a. Common epithet of abuse.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' [1843] 81.
Drot his old snaggle-tooth picture.

Snake, as sure as there are snakes, etc.,
Surely.

1836 Crockett, 'Adventures,' 18. I
saw ••• I should lose my election as
sure as there are snakes in Virginny.

Snake-poled, p.p. :fvfangled? "Used up"?

1838 Drake, 'Tales from the Queen City,' 92.
Many were trampled under foot, some
gouged, others horribly snake-poled and
not a few knocked clear into a cocked hat.

Snarl, n. A large number, a "swad."

1840 'The Gam. Jour.' Nov. 25. There's
an everlastin' snarl of 'em in each hill.

Snarl, v.i. To quarrel.

1838 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep. July 7. They
snarled a spell.

Sneezer, n. (a) A ripstavur t (b) A blow.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 21.
He's what I call a tear down sneezer.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 66.
I took him a sneezer between the eyes.

Sniptious, a. See quotation.

1830 'Va. Lit. Museum,' I, 479.
Sniptious and RipsniI2tious. lfSmart,
spruce."

Snorter, n. A bold, lively fellow.

1835 Ingraham, 'South West,' I, 105.
rThese boats are] manned ••••by Tlreal
kentucks," _ "Buck eyes,tJ _ "Hooshers"
and "Snorters."

Snorting, vb. n. Sleep.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' II, 148.
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I ar'n't had a true reggelar mouthful
of snortin' this h'yar no-time.

Snow_storm, n. A kind of drink. See p. 61.

Snubface, n. A round-faced perS1n?

1840 Bird, 'Robin Day,' 61. And
as for being outnavigated ••by any
snubface of a landsman •••you're out
of your reckoning.

Soap-gourd, n. Gourd used as a soap dish.

1834 Crockett, 'Tour,' 192. I'd
give my head for a soap-gourd that Andrew
Jackson never made the proposition.

So. Ca. n. South Carolina.

1834 Simms, 'G. Rivers,' I, 106.
He was, as he phrased it, from "old
So. Ca." pronouncing the name of the
state in the abridged form of its
written contraction.

Sockdologer, n. A heavy blow.

1830 'Va. Lit. Museum,' I, 479.
SockdoloRer. "A decisive blow" 
one, in the slang language "Capable
of sett ing a man a thinking. tt

Sodger, n. Gigar stub.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 12.
I smokes the old sodgers what the gen
tlemen throws on the bar-room floor.

Soft-corn, n. Taffy.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 217.
But you are stuffing me with soft corn.

Solemncholies, n.pl. Melancholia, the blues.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 24.
It drives away the solemncholies.

Solemncholly, a. Melancholy.

1830 Royall, 'Letters from Ala.' 178.
I do not like his solemncholy countenance.
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Comfortable, nat home."

1834 Simms, 'G. Rivers,' II, 306.
I do feel that I wasn't born to live
nowhere except in the south, 'cause I
feel rather sort-a than not sort-a
with the people there.

Sorter middling, a. Fairly well.

1839 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' April 10.
"How are you, Sal," says I, uoh,
sorter middling."

Soul-case, n. Body.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' II, 66.
The farmer-and-cooper declared he
would harrow his soul-case.

Southern, (Southron), n. A Southerner.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 51.
I am impatient to hear your opinion
of the Southerns.

Sow, to get the wrong s., etc. To make a
mistake.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 64.
Thay had got the wrong sow by the ear.

Sow, v.t. To beat up.

1834 Simms, 'G. Rivers,' I, 102.
He went off to Mississippi after I
sowed him up.

Spank, v.t. See p. 36.

Spark, n. A beau.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 102.
I met one young lady dressed in black
that I thought I had seen before some
where, and her spark too.

Speak, I s. of it, Yes, surely?

·1840 'Kentucky Rifle,' Oct. 31.
I rode up to the house and halloed ••
uis Capt. Jones at home?" "I speak of
it" replied an old man in his potato patch.
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Good speculation.

1838 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' June 2.
So I bot it and thot I made a spec.

Speechification, n. Oratory.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. nuckworth,' I, 95.
There was not a parson or a lawyer
•••who could compare with her son in the
nateral art of speechification~

Speechifier, n. A gun.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' II, 105.
I had loaded old speechifier.

Speechify, v.t. See p. 94.

Spindle fever, n. The meaning of this expression
is not apparent.

1837 'Crockett Almanac,' 8. I was con
fined to my bed with spindle fever.

Splendiferous, a. Splendid.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' I, 68.
You're the man that holds it agin duty
and conscience to •••defend the women,
the splendiferous creatur'a.

Splice, v.t. To marry.

1840 Bird, 'Robin Day,' 107. Splice me
to the senorita.

Split, v.t. Drat, confound.

1840 Bird, 'Robin Day,' 33. And so
you were drowned five years ago, split me.

Splunge, v.i. Plunge? See p. 46.

Sprinkling, n. A small amount. See Half horse.

Sprung, p.p. Partially intoxicated. See
All-firedly.

*Spry (sprigh), a. Active.

1834 Simms, 'G. Rivers,' II, 278.
And she was mighty sprigh.



Squabblification, n. Argument.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' I, 218.
You war in a squabblification.

Squallingest, (squallinest), a. Superlative
of sgualling. See Bawlingest.

Squat, v.i. To leave, withdraw.

1836 'Crockett Yaller Flower Almanac,' 32
When you come to put in the scientific
licks, I squat.

Squinch, v.t. To squelch, end.

1838 Drake, 'Tales from the Queen City,' 146.
Their united power, could, under certain
circumstances, restore vitality after it
had been "sqUinched" in death.

Squirriling, pr.p. Squirrel hunting.

1831 '1~ysville Eagle,' July 5.
Suppose we make a squirriling tour
to the country today.

Stake up, v. phr. To risk.

1840 'Kentucky Rifle, I Oct. 31.
Our !!1 is staked up with our cause.

Stand, n. See quotation.

1833. Hall, 'Leg. of Nest,' 8.
The camp was laid off in a large square,
three sides of which were occupied by
huts, and the fourth by the stand, or
pulpit.

stay With, v. phr. To marry.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Ducb70rth,' I, 35.
I'd have you to know, that Molly Blossom
is not to be staid with by every low-bred
feller that chooses to ax her.

stick, to cut (a) s., To be off.

1832 PaUlding, 'Westward Ho~' I, 179.
So I cut a stick and made tracks.

Stick, to put on the s., To apply the rod.
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1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' II, 18.
He mounted hi~ horse, put on the stick,
and rode as though the lives of all the
people in the world depended upon his
speed.

still-house, n. A house in which a still
is located.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 97.
I thought in a minute about our old
still-house.

still hunt, n. A hunt without dogs.

1834 Crockett, 'Life,' 29. The
school house might do for a still hunt.

stock and flute, n.phr. Everything,
of "stock and block."

. ~a var~anu

1837 'Sou. Lit. Messenger,' III, 87.
It would be harder upon me than any of you
••• for if that was the case, that d-d
railroad would break up my business
stock and flute.

strain off, v. phr. To straggle off?

1833 Crockett, 'Sketches,' 92. We
all strained off, and the woods fairly
echoed as we harked the dogs on.

stumper, n. (a) An astounding statement,
(b) Leg.

1834 Carruthers,' Kentuckian,' I, 22.
Toot.' s woo t I call a stumper.

1838 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' July 18.
He can have the credit of owning a pair
of real live stumpers.

Stumps, to stir s., To hasten.

1832 Eaulding, rWestward Ho:' I, 181.
Stir those old stumps of yours, and
get us something to eat.

Stump-speech, n. Perhaps originally a
speech delivered from a stump.

1836 Crockett, 'Adventures,' 15.
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A candida"be is often stumped in making
stump speeches.

Sumtotalize, v.t. To sum up.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' I, 222.
To sumtotalize, I wallops down a rock,
eend foremost, like a bull-toad.

Supererogate, v.t. Impose upon.

1835 Kennedy, 'Horse Shoe Robinson,' I, 171.
He wa'n't going to supererogate me,
without getting as good as he sent.

Superiferous, a. Superfluous, worthless,
'superior' in a sarcastic sense.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' I, 68.
You're a man of peace and no fight, you
superiferous •••critter.

Super-superior, a. Very superior.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' I, 61.
I'm his super-superior.

Sure card, n. Anything dependable.

1840 Kennedy, 'Quodlibet,' 42.
Consider me a sure card in that line.

Swad, n. A large number. See Physickeal.

Swallow, n. Throat.

1840 'Crockett Almanac, ' 21. She
had a pesky grate swallow so that she
could take down her vittles without
chewing.

Sweet basil+ n. See quotation.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Ho." I, 122.
Well, some of us called it summer-savory,
some catnip, some sweet basil.

Swell, v.t. To sing.

1838 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' June 2.
We'd swell 'em out in a manner shockin
to harden sinners.
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Swine, to take the entire s., See Pork.

SWipey, a. Drunk.

1829 'Maysville Eagle,' Aug. 4.
I have been pretty·swipey.

Switch tail, n. A short, sparse tail.

1837 'Crockett Almanac,' 17. You
hav'nt see nothing of no horse 'with a
••• switch tail?

Sycamore-root, n. See quotation.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward HO:' II, 132.
The far-famed nSycamore_root,~ that
spot infamous in the logbooks of the
Mississippi navigators for the wreck of
many a stately broadhorn.

Tack, v.t. To attach.

1834 Simms, 'G. Rivers,' II, 99.
You have made me as smart a looking
axle as I ever tacked to my team.

Tackle, v. i. To fight.

1838 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' July 7.
They snarled a spell •••but they didn't
tackle again.

Tackle in, v. phr. Join the crowd.

1829 'Maysville, Eagle,' July 21.
Why don't you tackle in?

Tailor, as far as, etc., See quotation.

1836 Crockett, 'Adventures,' 90.
He belonged to that numerous class,
that it is perfectly safe to trust as
far as a tailor can sling a bull by the
tail.

Take up, v. phr. To arrest.

1831 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' II, 50.
I should not be surprised to see them tucked
up.

Taken with, v. phr. Pleased.
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1838 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' June 2.
I aint so almighty taken with her.

Taking, a sad t., A despondent mood.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I, 5.
M. was in a sad taking about the tavern,
the proprietor being disposed to raise
the rent.

Talk, all t. and no cider, Merely talk.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckvvorth,' II, 71.
I think it's all talk and no cider.

Tall, a. High, rising up.

1840 'The Cam. Jour.' July 18.
The water is getting taller about a foot.

Tangle, v.t. To put liquor into.

1840 Kennedy, 'Quodlibet,' 126.
Bring us a tumbler of water, - tangle it,
Flan•.

Tantrum, (tanterum) n. Foolish conduct.

1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,' I, 64.
He got into his tanterums, run mad, and
Was turned out to grass.

Tar barrel, to have one's head in a t.b.,
To be in a bad "fix. tf

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 83.
Pete had his head in a tar barrel sure
enough.

Tatterdemalion, n. Ragmuffin.

1836 'Crockett Yeller Flower Almanac,' 31.
March: !~rch: ye tatterdemalions.

Tear down, a. Raging, high tempered.
See Sneezer.

Teat, (tit) t. or no t., With or without
reward. See Potato.

Teeth, to one's t. To one's face.

1840 Kennedy, 'Quodlibet,'
Say it to my teeth.

xxii i.
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Tetotaciously, adv. See p. 87.

Thief, thick as thieves, Very intimate.

1838 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' June 2.
We got as thick as theves.

Thievishest, a. Superlative of thievish.
See Bawlingest.

Things, so as to go by t., Drunk.

1829 'Maysville Eagle,' Aug. 4.
I have been •••• just so as to go by
things. '

Thin~~bob, n. Indefinite term for almost
anything.

1833 Greene 'Dod. DuckVlorth,' II, 69.
We sons ofia~slapius have an infarnal
sight of hard names to our instruments,
••and other thingumbobs.

Think, n. Obsolete for thing.

1830 Royall, 'Letters from Ala.' 15.
Thnat do you think of these thinks,
friends?

Thinks I to myself, A phrase COrI1.'!lon in
Savannah, Georgia. See Blown •

Three pluck one, .A game?

1839 'The Obsr. & Rep.' May 18.
I've stood three pluck one too often
to be bluffed off even if there was
forty against me.

Throttle, n. Throat.

1840 'Crockett Almanac,' 20. All
the varmints ••would sooner stick their
tales in a steal trap than feel the gripe
of her thum and 4 finger around their
throttles.

Thulnping, n. Beating.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' I, 39.
It is the shame of the thumping that
makes one feel ambitious.
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Thunder, he has heard it t. etc., Euphemism
for "he is qUite old."

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 185.
The common remark of our state in relation
to aged horses, "he has heard it thunder
too often," would by no means have
applied to Sm~th-tooth; for to my certain
knowledge he had not heard it thunder
for five years at least.

Thunderation, adv. Excessively.

1836 ' Crockett Yaller Flower Almanac,' 21.
I don't know as I can say he was so all
darned thunderation fat.

Thundering, adv. Very.

1838 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' June 2. Ther
was a thundering big chist of drawers.

Tickler, n. Butcher knife.

1833 Crockett, 'Sketches, 1 145.
I've got •••• the biggest ticlur.

Tiff, n. Small quantity.

1830 'Kentucky Gazette,' Aug. 20.
[IJ ventured a tiff of Bramin and
an idea of water.

Tight, n. & adv.
(b) Fast.

(a) A kind of drink, .

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian, ' I, 23.
Won't you join us in a glass of tight?

1837 'Crockett Almanac,' 20.
It occurred to him ••• to run around a small
birch tree •••as tight as he could spring.

Timber, to break for high t., To run away.

1831 '~mysville Eagle,' July 12.
He wanted to break for high timber.

Timber toe, n. A wooden leg.

1837 'Crockett Almanac,' 2. They
made choice of a man with a "timber toe."
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Tom-axe, n. Tomahawk. See .h.

Tomtit, (To~~ Tit', Applied to a worthless,
spoiled youth.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I, 95.
An honest man would not take the sweet
Tommy Tit into West Point.

Tongue-trap, n. A plot, trick. See
Contwistification.

Tooth and toe-nail, adv. Furiously.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 189.
He jumps right at him, tooth and toe
nail.

Top off, v. phr. To drink.

1840 Kennedy, 'Quodlibet,' 152.
Top off, boys.

*Tote, v.t. Carry. See Gun, Plunder, Turn.

Touched, p.p. Slightly frostbitten.

1836 'Crockett Yaller Flower Almanac, '
31. All the sass was touched.

Touch upon, v. pl~. To meet with.
See Ripsnorter.

Traces, to kick over the t., To rebel
violently.

1840 Kennedy, 'Quodlibet,' 88. The
Hon. Middleton Flam was sent for upon
the first tidings of this extraordinary
kicking in the traces.

Track-dog, n. A dog good at tracking.

1836 Howard 'stewart,' 243.
They soon started him with track-dogs.

Tracks, to make t., To hasten away.

1840 'Crockett Almanac,' 18. I then
made tracks for the seaport.

Trade, in t., Barter.

1831 '1mysville Eagle,' Nov. 1.
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[They] returned with a "considerable"
cargo of teas, which they picked up
"in trade."

Transcendent, a. Glorious, wonderful.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Hol' I, 119.
It was transcendent to see them plough
ing their way up the Mississippi.

Transmogrify, v.t. Transform.

1840 Bird, 'Robin Day,' 62.
Can you ••• transmogrify shillings?

Trap, n. Deceitful practice, trickery.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Hol' I, 90.
I can see •••you don't understand trap.

Triggers, to set one's t., To prepare for
action. See p. 87.

Trip-trotter, n. A messenger.

1835 Crockett, 'Van Buren,' 101.
[Theyl kept Van Buren as their standing
candidate for all the lowest order of
appointments, such as door-keeper, dog
whipper, trip-trotter, and the like.

Truck, n. Provisions.

1833 Hall, 'Leg. of West,' 9. It
took a powerful chance of truck, to
feed such a heap of folks.

True grit, n. A loyal individual; one
of courage. See Comb.

*Tuckahoe , n. See Cohees.

Tug, n. Desperate situation.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' II,
128. It was not Injuns, but rale right
down Christian men that brought the
younker to the tug.

Turkey, as proud as a lame t., Extremely
humble.

1838 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' June 2.
The critter ••got as proud as a lame turkey.
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Turn, n. A load.

1833 Crockett, 'Sketches,' 103.
I •••brought at four turns as much as I
could tote.

Turn in, v. phr. To begin.

1837 'Crockett Almanac,' 19. I
turned in and cleared a field.

'twist and tucking, n. Company, group.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 124.
~~en the first man ~ got round,
then the whole twist and tucking of
you grab away as you come under.

*Ug1y, n. Homeliness.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga. Scenes,' 63.
I want to get in the breed of them
sort 0' men to drive ugly out of
my kinfolks.

Um, hU, adv. See p. 54.

Unbed, v.t. To drive from bed.

1835 Kennedy, 'Horse Shoe Robinson,' II, 136.
A lady •••has been unbedded in the very
middle of the night.

Unbi'fi, v.t. To remove bits.

1840 Bird, 'Robin Day,' 75. The
young soldier dismounted, unbitted his
nag.

Unhouse, v.t. To drive out of a house.

1835 Kennedy, 'Horse Shoe Robinson,' II, 136.
A lady has been most audaciously unhoused.

Un1icked, a. Not flogged.

1840 Bird, 'Robin Day,' 61. And who
would have thought of an un1icked
schoolboy firing a pistol in Jack
Brown's face.

Unlight, v. i. To alight, dismount.
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1840 'Kentucky Rifle,' Oct. 31.
flUnlight and come in, whoever you are."

Unliking, n. Dislike, objection.

1835 Kennedy, 'Horse Shoe Robinson,' I,
187. I'll walk with you - if you have
no unliking to it.

Up and about, to be u. and a., To be moderately
well.

1839 'Lex. Obar. & Rep.' April 10.
Why, they're all up and about, particularly
Sal.

*Use up, v. phr. To overcome, kill. See
Bodyaciously.

Vagary, v.i. To hesitate.

1835 Kennedy, 'Horse Shoe Robinson,' I,
32. I ••• vagaried in this sort of way
for a little time.

Vanite, n. Applied to a supporter of Van Buren.

1838 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' May 9.
The Vanite leaders at Richmond give
it up,

Vanjack, n. An adherent of Van Buren.

1840 'Log Cabin Song Book,' 52.
The great Twenty-Second is coming,
And the Vanjacks begin to look blue.

Vanocrat, n. Same as Vanjack.

1840 'Log Cabin Song Book,' 43.
He makes the Vanocrats look rather
slim.

Virginia weed, n. Tobacco.

1838 C. Gilman, 'Recollections,' 50.
It took a little time to pay for the
eggs and send to the store-room for
the Virginia weed.

Wake snakes,
uberance •.

An exclamation of ex
See Chalks.
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Walk, v.t. To extract.

1839 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' l~rch 23.
I walked the money out of him in no
time.

Walking papers, n. Release, passport.

1834 Crockett, 'Life,' 36. I didn't
know how soon I should be knocked into
a cocked hat and get my walking papers
for another country.

Walk into, v. phr. To fight fiercely.
See Bread-basket.

Walk Spanish, v. phr. "A boy is said to
walk Spanish when he is lifted from
behind by the seat of his trousers,
so that he has to walk on his toes"

-Dialect Notes, I, 63. s.v.
Wheelbarrow.

1834 'Lou. Pub. Adv. ' Aug. 6. Friend
Josiah laid his tongue in his cheek,
and "walked Spanish."

Want, v.t. To require or need.

1830 Royall, 'Letters from Ala.' 122.
Flora you want (ought) to wash them
clothes.

Water rat, n. A gambler.

1836 Crockett, 'Adventures,' 141.
This was the first time that I was ever
in company with a water rat to my knowl
edge.

Way, all the w. from, An expression the ex
act meaning of which is hard to give. It
implies remoteness. See Land of Snags.

Wear, v.i. To get along, to succeed.

1831 Royall, 'Southern Tour, I II, 136.
The sons of this noble state wear much
better in the South than the Yankees.

Weight pole, n. A pole that keeps roof
boa.rds in place.
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1840 'Log Cabin Song Book,' 11.
We'll have it well chink'd and we'll
have on the cover,
Of good sound clapboards, with the
weight poles over.

IT.hale, v.t. To beat.

1831 'Maysville Eagle,' July 12.
I'll just whale it into that Van
Buren. ----

Whereabouts, adv. Where.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' II,
206. I've told you Who fout, and
whereabouts.

Whet, n. A turn, a go.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckians,' I, 21.
Bob Wiley jist knocked up his arm
in time to save me for another whet
at the varmints.

Whip, v.t. To excel, defeat, punish.

1835 Hoffman, 'A Winter,' II, 119.
No, stranger, there's no place on the
universal 'arth like old Kaintuck: she
whips all 'Out-West in prettiness.

1836 Howard, 'stewart,' 66. I
shifted it from court to court, but
was at last found guilty, and Whipped.
During my confinement I read the scrip
tures.

1Vhistle, n. Throat.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,l I, 218.
Now I'm snagged if I was to meet that
feller in a Mississip cane_brake, and
my rifle on my arm, if I wouldn't
be apt to let the wind through his
whistle.

ffhistle, to wet one's w., To take a drink.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 96.
We have wet our whistles.

¥lhite horse, n. Vitality.
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1833 Greene, 'Dod. Duckworth,l I, 73.
" A pretty, smart, playful, active rogue,"
his mother would excla.im, "how full of
the white hoss it is~"

White wheat, etc. See 1'. 62.

Whole hog, a. Thorough, 100%.

,

1831 11fuysville Eagle,' Nov. 8.
Mr. Grundy ••• is charged by the "whole
hog tt heroites with being a llullifier.

Wholesome, n. Well-being.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods, t I, 94.
You shall see an affaIr of a skrim-
mage that will be good for your wholesome.

Whole team, n. Specimen or example.

1832 Paulding,' 'Westward HoZ' I, 101.
~Hel had taken a degree, and was held
ln vhe village of Dangerfieldville
to be a whole team of a young fellow.

Wickedest, adv. Most devotedly. See p. 75.

Wide awake, etc., Always on the alert.

1837 'Crockett Almanac, t 3. Col.
Crockett was always wide awake and duly
sober.

Wild trot, n. Long speech.

1840 'Crockett Almanac,' 10 [He]
sot his tung upon the wild trot.

Wind, between w. and water, In a vital spot.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I, 101.
We gave them a home shot between~
and water.

Wind-gun, n. A long speech.

1834 Simms, 'G.Rivers,' I, 186.
I tell you what, Munro, I have not
lived so long in the woods to listen
to wind-guns.

Wing, n. Arm. See p. 87.
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Wink, n. A bit.

1834 Simms, '0. Rivers,' I, 66.
They run through the country a wink
faster than the sheriff's deputies.

Wink, to tip one the w., To give one the
hint.

1838 Drake, 'Tales from the Queen City, '
36. When you want to be rowed up 'Salt
river' again just tip me the wink.

Wire edge, (Wiry edge), n. (a) Initial
eagerness, (b) Sharp edge.

1833 Crockett, 'Sketches,' 93. The
fight had just taken off the wiry edge.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 220.
They may set people's teeth on a wire
edge.

Wire-working, a. Deceitful.

1831 'The American,' Jan. 28. One
of the wire-working writers ••••
seems to consider it a little less than
treason in us to defend the sovereignty
of the state Governments.

Wish, I Wish, etc., An expression used for
emphasis.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Ho:' I, 174.
I wish I may be shot if you could put
the leetIe eend of a small needle between
them.

Withe, v.t. To fasten.

1840 'Crockett Almanac,' 20.
more like seven thunderbolts,
together with chain litening,
human cretur.

She war
withed
than a

ExtremelyWolf, ugly enough to tree a w.,
homely.

1830 Royall, 'Southern Tour,' I, 133.
She was small and ugly enough to tree a
wolf.
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Wolfey, a. Angry.

1838 'Lex. Obsr. & Rep.' June 2.
There's nothing for you to get wolfey
about.

Wolfish, a. Like a wolf.

1833 Crockett, 'Sketches,' 144. I
felt mighty wolfish about the head
and ears.

Woods, don't holler, etc. "\1histle" is often
used in this expression.

1838 Drake, 'Tales from the Queen City, ,
36. Dont holler till you get out of
the woods, or you'll frighten all the
varmints.

Wool, v.t. To whip.

1832 Paulding, 'Westward Holt I, 122.
Itll wool lightning out of you.

Word, from the w. go., From the first.

1834 Crockett, 'Life,' 59. I was
plaguy well pleased with her from the word
go.

Work, v.i. To make onets way, to paddle,
swim, etc.

1840 'Crockett Almanac,' 13. So he
jumped into the river, •••and worked
over, and they run into each other's arms.

Worst, v.t. To overcome in fight.

1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 189.
Itm flambergasted if I don't think he
rather worsted the Old Boy this morning.

Wrap-rascal, n. Hunting shirt.

1837 Bird, 'Nick of the Woods,' II, 173.
He ••• stripped off and converted his
venerable wrap-rascal into extemporary
halters.

Wriggle-rne-ree, n. Wriggling, squirming
motion.
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1834 Carruthers, 'Kentuckian,' I, 222.
All the lawyers in Philadelphia couldn't
write down half the wriggle-rna-rees
one of them chaps has made since I set
here.

Yankee, n. See p. 41. The Louisville
Public Advertiser, for August 5, 1835,
has a note on the etymology of this word
to the effect that the New England
colonies found the Yankoos (i.e. invinci
ble) tribe of Indians very difficult to
subdue, but when beaten the remnant of
the Yankoos transferred their name to
their conquerors. There are numerous
suggested origins for Yankee. Cf.
OED evidence.

Yankee, v.t. To cheat.

1838 Drake, 'Tales from the Queen City, ,
88. The partisans •••had placed themselves
around the poles, to prevent the friends
of their favorite candidate from being
yankeed out of the opportunity of voting.

Yankee, to come Y. over, to Cheat.

1834 Simms, 'G. Rivers,' I, 65. Jared
Bunce goes about, liVing on everybody,
and coming Yankee over everybody.

Yankee cart, n. See quotation.

1834 Carruthers,' 'Kentuckian,' I, 26.
Vllien he come to them parts, he drove
what we call a Yankee cart, half wagon
and half carriage.

Yarn, n. The very thing.

1835 Longstreet, 'Ga.Scenes,' 232.
And the Soap-stick's the very yarn for it.

Yellow flower of the forest, A "Half horse,
half alligator; a Kentuckian. See p. 87.

Yes, horse, "Yes, indeed."

The Lexington Observer and Reporter
for lmy 30, 1838, has a comment on the
origin of this expression. The article
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tells how a traveler attended a Georgia
ball and in the midst of the drinking
and roasted potato eating asked a young
lady for a dance. She replied, "Yes,
Horse, if I knows myself, I goes it.
Here, Sal," (Speaking to a friend beside)
"hold my 'tator, while I trots a reel
with this 'ere feller."

Yoke in, v. phr. Join in.

1840 'Kentucky Rifle,' Oct. 31.
Let all the Tippecanoe boys in the
neighborhood bring thar oxen and yoke
in.
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No one has made a detailed examination of the

peculiarities in vocabulary existing in the various sections

of the United States, as these peculiarities have from time

to time manifested themselves. Until investigations of this

kind have been made it is not possible for anyone to learn

readily what have been the differentiating features of

American speech in the different areas of our country.

One :section quite fertile in peculiar words was the

early South-west, embracing, broadly speaking, the area

south of the Ohio River and east of the Mississippi. During

the second and third decades of the nineteenth century there

flourished in this area a type of speech which was recognized

as typically western. An investigation of the speech existing

in this area during the period from 1829 to 1840 yields inter

esting returns.

Some knOWledge of what this western vernacular was

during this period may be secured from an examination of the

accounts of the speech left by travelers through the region.

It is surprising to find how uniformly travelers through the
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western country commented upon the new language springing

up in the West. They cited a good many of the absurdities of

speech heard in the frontier region, though they by no means

exhausted the possibilities of the subject.

In the main, the words listed by the travelers

through the western country as being peculiar to that region

fall into five groups. The first of these groups includes

Americanisms like Absquatiate, Clever, Corned, Lusty, (pregnant)

Nasty, (nice), Sevagarous. JASny of the words belonging to

this class have now disappeared from use, but some have estab

lished themselves firmly in the language.

The second group includes words that had at one time

been common in English usage, but had become so obsolete that

they were usually regarded by the observers trom England as

being new perversions characteristic of the West. Typical

words of this class are: Bug, (insect), Cascade, (to vomit),

Kedge, (brisk, lively), Raised, (reared), Sick, (ill), Sus

picion, (to suspect).

The third group comprises simple English words which

were not recognized as such by the travelers. Words like

First-rate, Footman, (a cooking utensil), Gobbler, Knee-pans,

(knee-caps), Slewed, should not have sounded strange to

English ears.

Another group is composed of pronunciations which

were not accepted in standard English, but whioh might have

been heard in different parts of England as well as in the

Kentucky backwoods. Such pronunciations as ~ for deaf,
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feller for fellow, ~ for ours, are not distinctively

American.

The fifth and last group of words which appealed

to the travelers as being distinctive of the western frontier

are mainly compound expressions like Anxious seat, Chicken

fixings, Feed store, stump oration. Many of these expressions

are no doubt Americanisms. Not a few of them have survived,

usually in colloquial speech, to the present time.

Additional information about the speech of the south

ern frontiersman of 1829-1840 may be obtained from books,

newspapers, and magazines written by or about the pioneers.

The works of such writers as A.B. Longstreet, Anne Royall, W.

G. Simms, J.K. Paulding, J.P. Kennedy, contain valuable con

tributions to our knowledge of frontier lingo. In newspapers

published in the West, and in magazine articles dealing with

western character, we find vernacular expressions common in

the backwoods. Plays dealing with western character,

political writings designed for use in the West, almanacs,

etc., often prove to be fruitful sources of information about

the speech employed by the backwoodsman.

Glossaries of backwoods 'speech are available and

valuable for this study. These glossaries vary in length

from a few words to several hundred. Peter Neilson's list

of nineteen words and the early list of Adiel Sherwood are

representative of the shorter contributions in this form. The

Americanisms in the Virginia Literary Museum, and Sherwood's

provincialisms of 1837 are longer lists.
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A study of some five thousand expressions gleaned

from such material as is indicated above shows the sources,

frequently quite remote, of certain frontier expressions.

For example, the expression "School butter" which Longstreet

recorded and puzzled over in vain is found in an eighteenth

century vocabulary of the canting crew. Cant words have

often escaped inclusion in either dignified dictionaries

like those of Johnson, Richardson, Webster, etc., or slang

dictionaries like the one by Farmer and Barrere.

By a study of such words as were at one time common

in the West, one can sometimes correct errors into which

previous investigators have fallen. Thornton, for exa.mple,

defined Hog round as itA section of a hog cut across." That

definition fits the only example that fell under his obser

vation. More illustrations of the use of the word, however,

show that "A section of hog cut across," can not have been

the proper meaning of the expression.

On the Whole, however, a study of this kind raises

far more questions than it settles. Much of the frontier

vernacular of Andrew Jackson's time has passed completely

out of existence. The wider diffusion of book learning and

the precepts of the school master have extingUished much

of the highly flavored western vernacular. Until further

and more intensive studies are made of American speech in

all of its ramifications we can only guess at the meanings

of such words as Bale-boss, Beam face, Peedoddle.

The most outstanding fact with reference to southern
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backwoods speech during the period from 1829 to 1840 is the

qUite obvious enthusiasm of the westerners of that day for

big, high sounding words, and suggestive expressions. Big

words were dear to the westerner's heart, and if he got them

sadly altered in form and sound he appreciated them all the

more. Lap-Slapius was a comfortable, mouth filling version

of Aesculapius, just as Slapsus slinkum did service for Lap

sus linguae, and Sassiperaris sufficed for Certiorari, or

Sisere-ry.

Marryat, the novelist, was correct in saying that the

daily experiences of the pioneers are reflected in the speech

ascribed to them. When a man "sot his triggurs" he prepared

for action. It is easy for one who has had experience with

an old fashioned dOUble-triggered rifle to appreciate the

suggestiveness of setting triggers. To refer to the place

where one usually dines as one's Licking place was natural

phraseology for men who were familiar with the licks to which

wild animals resorted for salt.

To one unacquainted with the ways of lexicographers,

it is surprising how many of the words in the borderer's

vooabulary have failed to find places in dictionaries. Of

course, much of the fanciful lingo ascribed to the frontiers

men was never really a part of the language, but commonplace

expressions like Cape bonnet, Cracker, (another name for a

Cape bonnet,) Hog's cheese, Weight pole, Proof-vial, Hollow

horn, were, and still are, in every day use in the rural dis

tricts, and should be included in comprehensive dictionaries.




